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Landmines are still a very existent threat to large parts of the world and some re-
ports even suggest that it is increasing. A method which could aid in their discovery is
Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) which can perform non-invasive sub-surface
imaging. ECT can create permittivity distributions and using a planar array sensor
should be possible to distinguish artificial landmines form their natural surroundings.
A software toolbox, DeTECT , was developed at the start of the project made specifi-
cally for landmine detection using ECT. New planar array sensors were designed which
improved the depth at which ECT could reconstruct inclusions. From this work a new
sensor, the Combined Sensor, was developed which showed how further improvements
in object shape and location detection could be made. In order to improve image re-
construction a new Automatic Parameter Selection (APS) algorithm was created which
solved the problem of manually selecting the best parameters and will make using ECT
for landmine detection more accessible. The Combined Sensor was implemented by
designing and manufacturing a bespoke switching mechanism, the Impedance Analyser
(IA) Switch, which allowed further improvements in permittivity distribution imaging.
Finally, scanning methods were conceived and tested which will have a direct application
to landmine detection in the future. They showed that using temporal reconstruction
could significantly improve the shape and location detection of objects both in simu-
lations and in real experimental setups. These methods were then tested on a large
scale to show how by scanning a sensor over an area, a complete image of the entire
region could be reconstructed using a special technique which performs complete re-
constructions with the aid of multiple measurements. Using the new Combined Sensor
in conjunction with scanning techniques and APS could compliment existing landmine
technology and help to reduce risk to future detectorists.
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Landmines are still a very existent threat and reports as recent as 2017 show an all
time high in casualties since records began [1]. This shows an immediate requirement
to increase efforts to remove them and as the technology of landmines themselves is ever
developing, new methods of finding them should be researched to keep up. This thesis
aims to research the use of Planar Array Electrical Capacitive Tomography (ECT) for
the use in landmine detection.
1.1.1 History
Early landmines can be traced back to as long as 2500 years ago [10] but these were
non-explosive and usually consisted of spikes or stakes used to make the advancement
of troops hazardous or to injure cavalry. Around 850AD blackpowder was used as an
explosive weapon by China against the Mongolian invasion [11] and impressed by it,
they took it with them during their conquests, introducing it to Europe. An early form
of mine in the medieval ages was called a fougasses [12] and consisted of a buried mass
of gunpowder and debris which when exploded would shower the enemy in rocks [11].
These were manually lit with a line of gunpowder and so were not very reliable and
did not work automatically. Other medieval ’mine-like’ warfare consisted of tunneling
under enemy fortifications and setting off large explosions to bring them down [13].
The American Civil War was the first to see a landmine triggered automatically by a
tripwire or pressure sensor [14]. This new technology was very desirable as it presented
an extremely cheap method of defence and attack on the enemy. These mines, however,
were placed more as booby-traps in buildings and on equipment instead of the more
modern use of mine fields. By the end of the First World War there was a new device
that had revolutionised the battlefield. The tank. In order to combat this new monster,
new mines were designed which carried far more explosives but would only detonate
when a higher pressure was applied [13]. Up until the use of large vehicles in warfare,
landmines had been aimed at human targets and so these were referred to as anti-
personnel (AP) landmines. But these new landmines targeted at tanks were larger and
required a bigger force to detonate and they were referred to as anti-tank (AT) mines.
An AP mine doesn’t distinguish between civilian and soldier which makes them ex-
tremely dangerous. It is commonly believed that AP landmines were developed as a
direct result of defending AT mines which could otherwise be moved as they would not
easily detonate. But this is largely believed to be false [13]. At this point landmine
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technology was getting more sophisticated which meant deadlier mines that were hid-
den better. In World War II the Germans developed a particular type of anti-personnel
landmine called a pipe mine [13]. This was the first mine which was designed to injure
or maim rather than kill. The benefit of this was that the mine would remove 2 soldiers
from the battlefield as one soldier would be required to carry back the injured soldier.
WWII also saw the rise of the mine-field [13]. Previous to this, AP mines had been used
to defend small scale positions or objects and booby-trapping in what is referred to as
‘nuisance mining’ [13]. However the Russians found new a new capability of the mine as
a large scale defence weapon which they used to great effect against the Germans at the
battle of Kursk [15]. After WWII the production and use of landmines rapidly increased
and since 1939 over 400 million landmines have been laid [10]. They were used in most
of the major wars since as a cheap and effective way to take bites out of the enemy
and used as ’substitute soldiers’ [13]. However as record keeping of their placement is
hard or non-existent, landmines still pose a great threat to the locals long after the war
has finished. In 1994 a UN report estimated that there were approximately 110 million
landmines still lodged in the ground waiting for somebody to set them off [16].
Although there has generally been a steady decline in the casualties of landmines and
explosive remnants of war (ERW), it was still reported in 2014 that there were 3,678
casualties which works out as approximately 1 every 2 hours [17]. Figure 1-1 shows a
map of landmine casualties in 2016 which indicates the scale of the problem around the
world.
This is much lower than the 9,220 reported in 1999 but new work always needs to be
focused on the detection and removal of landmines. Countries such as Myanmar, North
Korea and Syria have placed new landmines as recently as October 2015 [17]. The
problem persists, however, as the landmines remain in place after the war has ended
and continue to injure and kill innocent civilians.
Another major problem that has arisen with landmines is the use of non-metallic parts
which can be used for most of the landmine thus making them much harder to find with
conventional techniques. The Russians used wooden boxes to house the landmine and
with early, crude metal detectors these became almost impossible to find [18]. With
new landmine technology, specifically plastic landmines, metal detectors struggle and
it is generally stated that modern ’high-tech’ detection technologies are not meeting
needs caused by these new mines [19].
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Figure 1-1: Landmine, explosive remanants of war (ERW), and cluster submunition
casualties in 2016 [1].
1.1.2 Effects
Landmines have a long lasting effect, far beyond the war or conflict which originally
placed them [20]. They can lie in wait for many years and remain just as dangerous,
finally targeting somebody who might not have been born when it was placed. This
means that landmines have far reaching effects in many different aspects.
Social
Mines laid during war will affect local civilians in many different ways. Firstly, land
with mines becomes unusable until it can be properly cleared. This can often take a
very long time and as land is important to farmers and agriculture it is not always
possible to wait this long. Money needs to be earned and food grown, which means
that civilians often return to mine infested land earlier than they should. This leads to
many unecessary casualties who had no conflict with the owners of the mines.
Living in and around landmines lowers peoples awareness of the risks and dangers which
has led to incidents or recklessness. Examples include locals storing removed landmines
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in large piles even though they are highly unstable or one story involving some boys
attempting to detonate a landmine by dropping rocks onto it from directly above on a
bridge [20].
Another issue is locals using landmines for their own personal gain. Some reported
stories describe landmines used for fishing, agricultural clearance and even as land
defence from neighbours [20].
Finally, there have been reports that some landmines were developed to specifically
target children by being shaped as toys. This is widely disputed and there is no evidence
for it [20] but there are still some landmines such as the ’butterfly mine’ which have
unusual shapes. As they do not look like landmines it is still possible that children
playing may interact with it when they otherwise wouldn’t with a conventionally shaped
landmine [20].
Economic
Landmines cost the planet vast sums of money every year. In 2016 alone over $500
million was contributed to mine action [1] which is only the money spent trying to fix
the problem. A huge amount of revenue is lost to land owners who rely on land to make
an income but their land is still mine infested [20]. Landmines are so economically
inefficient that it is reported it can cost as little as $1 to lay a mine, but between $300
to $1000 to remove one [16].
Political
The effect that politics has on landmine use and removal is huge. The 1997 Mine Ban
Treaty was a huge step in the reduction and removal of landmines but to date some of
the largest countries in the world are yet to join such as the US, Russia and China [1].
Previous to this landmines were far more widely used and the majority of this since
WWII was in developing countries. During the Cold War there were many stages on
which the world’s super powers fought their wars such as Korea, Vietnam and Cuba,
amongst many others. There is also some evidence that places like this were used
as unconventional testing grounds for new mine technology [20]. The big danger of
landmine use in developing countries is that there is not an appropriate level of safety
or training in these places which leads to improper use of them. One such example is
the border between Iran and Iraq. There were sections where both sides occupied a high
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ground with a valley in between them which the border ran through. To defend this
they literally poured AP landmines down the slopes to the extent where it is reported
that in places the ground was barely visible [20].
1.2 Aims and Objectives
In order to meet the requirement of new landmine detection technologies, this thesis
aims to explore the use of ECT as a potential future detection method. ECT is theo-
retically able to detect any abnormalities under the ground as it uses electric fields to






Figure 1-2: Example of landmine detection using electric fields from a planar array
ECT sensor.
Currently ECT is used mainly for industry with very different form factors to those
required in the detection of landmines, so developing specialised planar array sensor
heads will be a priority task. Some work has been done on planar array ECT systems
which would be able to perform sub-surface imaging but the resulting reconstructions
are poor leading to the next requirement of improving these. Finally producing a
viable landmine detection system will not be possible by simply re-purposing existing
technology, so new methods of ECT imaging will be explored to develop a bespoke
system specifically tailored to the task.




Objective 2 Investigate and improve image reconstruction techniques specifically for
planar array ECT systems.
Objective 3 Design and implement new ECT sensing strategy and hardware for land-
mine detection.
1.3 Statement of Originality
All of the work in this thesis has been completed by the author between September 2015
to September 2018 and is original except where reference has been made to previous
work or other people.
1.4 Contributions
An overall development which encompasses all 3 objectives was the creation of a software
toolbox DeTECT which is a MATLAB based image reconstruction suite specifically
designed for planar array ECT. It is used throughout the thesis in all Chapters and
is explained in detail in Chapter 4. Objective 1 is mainly explored in the sensor head
design of Chapter 5. Objective 2 is initially developed within DeTECT and descriptions
of image reconstruction techniques are found in Chapter 3 but the main advancements
are in parameter optimisation of Chapter 6. Lastly, new hardware, the IA Switch, and
sensing strategy, Scanning, can be found in Chapters 7 and 8 respectively with the new
Combined Sensor architecture designed and tested across Chapters 5 and 7. Chapter 2
is a literature review of landmines, detection and ECT. A brief explanation of the main
chapters is seen below.
1.4.1 Chapter 4 - DeTECT
This chapter outlines the DeTECT software toolbox. It
shows the implementation of the theoretical forward
problem and inverse problem mathematics. The toolbox
architecture is described and features and limitations are









1.4.2 Chapter 5 - Sensor Head Design
This chapter shows the optimisation of planar array
ECT sensor design. Theoretical testing outlined pos-
sibly beneficial design features from which 5 new sen-
sor heads were designed and manufactured. These
were then tested in a variety of scenarios including
a landmine-like sandbox setup. Lastly a new sens-
ing strategy, the Combined Sensor, was conceived and
tested.
1.4.3 Chapter 6 - Image Reconstruction Parameter Optimisation
This chapter describes the development of an automatic
parameter selection algorithm for image reconstruction.
Image reconstruction techniques require accurately cho-
sen parameters to reconstruct the best images. Training
with a Genetic Algorithm allows the best parameters to








1.4.4 Chapter 7 - IA Switch and Combined ECT
This chapter follows the design and manufacture of the IA
Switch which is used to allow multi-channel measurements
from the IA. It can capture capacitance and phase shift mea-
surements for up to 32 electrodes. This allows testing of
Complex ECT for high conductivity environments and an
electronic form of the Combined Sensor.
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1.4.5 Chapter 8 - ECT Scanning
This chapter shows the potential of 4D temporal image
reconstruction, through a form of scanning, to firstly
improve ECT imaging and secondly to build up larger
images of regions with a much smaller sensor. This is an
application of ECT which is directly linked to landmine
detection.
1.5 Publications
As part of the project for this thesis a number of publications have been made which are
directly linked to some of the Chapters. In 2016 a conference paper titled "Planar Array
ECT Sensor Design Optimisation" [21] was presented at World Congress of Industrial
Process Tomography 8 (WCIPT8) in Iguassu Falls, Brazil. Following up from this in
2017 a full paper titled "Planar Array Capacitive Imaging Sensor Design Optimization"
[22] was published in IEEE Sensors Journal which forms a large part of the work in
Chapter 5. In early 2018 a full paper titled "Automatic Parameter Selection of Image
Reconstruction Algorithms for Planar Array Capacitive Imaging" [23] was published
again in IEEE Sensors Journal. This work was built upon to form Chapter 6. Finally, in
mid 2018 a conference paper titled "4D Scanning for Planar Array ECT" was presented
at WCIPT9 in Bath, UK which won the ’Excellent Paper’ award. This paper comes as
a direct consequnece of the work done in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Landmines
"Anything that has the basic components of a container, explosive content,
a fuse and a detonator can be loosely described as a landmine." [13]
Lydia Monin, 2002
2.1.1 Landmine Classification
Most commonly there are 2 main types of landmine classification [24]. An anti-personnel
(AP) landmine is defined as one which doesn’t differentiate between the target and is
therefore capable of injuring or killing any person. These are most commonly auto-
matically triggered with some form of pressure pad, trip wire or sensor [13]. Anti-tank
(AT) landmines are much bigger mines and will typically require a much larger force
or signal to detonate, meaning that only large vehicles will tend to detonate them [25].
They are therefore slightly selective in their targets. There are also some mines which
are triggered manually (such as the Russian Medalyon POM-3 which can apparently
distinguish between soldiers and civilians [26]) which would not be as dangerous as they
are less likely to affect an unintended target.
2.1.2 Types of Landmines
Since their creation there have been 1000’s of different constructions of AP landmines
but they tend to lie within 3 distinct groups [5].
Blast Landmines
These are the earliest forms of landmine. It is simply an explosive device buried near the
surface and can either be triggered automatically or by some form of manual method.
It detonates upwards from the ground aiming to injure or destroy the target from below
An example of a blast landmine is the Soviet TM-46 shown in figure 2-1.
Bounding Landmines
Bounding landmines contain a smaller charge at the bottom designed to lift the mine
out of the ground and into the the air when triggered [27]. The landmine is perfectly
11
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Figure 2-1: A Soviet TM-46 anti-personnel mine [2].
timed so that the main detonation occurs when the mine is approximately 1-2 metres
in the air. It is designed to target more vulnerable parts of the target (such as head and
chest) and thus this makes it more lethal. It is usually triggered by a small detonator
exposed above the ground of the buried landmine. One of the earliest forms of this is
the German S-Mine used extensivley in WWII which struck fear into the enemy [28].
Fragmentation Landmines
Fragmentation landmines are packed with extra non-explosive material fragments which
are usually metallic. Upon triggering this type of landmine all of the internal fragments
are expelled in all directions which makes it much more likely to hit targets around it.
These landmines will normally be triggered in the same way as the blast landmines. A
common directional fragmentation landmine is the M18 claymore which is often used
to defend locations due to its directional capability which can protect soldiers behind
it [29].
2.2 Burial Depth
Landmines tend to be buried so that they remain undetected until something sets them
off. The trigger however usually has to remain above ground or at least at ground level
which means that the mine cannot be buried very deep. Also due to time limitations
on the deployment of the landmine, digging a deep hole is not desirable especially if
many landmines are to be placed. For this reason landmines are usually buried only a
few centimetres below the ground [30].
A visual example of these distances can be seen in figure 2-2. The UN target for all
12






Figure 2-2: Example of distances involved in landmine detection.
sponsored clearance states a depth of up to 200mm [31]
2.3 Landmine Detection
2.3.1 History
As early landmines were often very simple and improvised from various explosives find-
ing them would probably have been a manual task without any specialist equipment
or devices. But with the invention of the metal detector in the late 1800’s [32] the
task became more coordinated. The first major use of this technology was in WWII
with reports that the Germans, French, Russians and Italians all entered the war with
them [13] [33]. There is also evidence of some use during WWI which was the first wide
spread use of landmines [31].
Between the world wars landmine technology rapidly developed but detection remained
fairly similar to before. WWII saw the used of mechanical flail tanks to remove land-
mines with brute force such as the Scorpion Flail Tanks used at El Alamein [34]. Since
the 1940’s hundreds of millions of dollars [31] have been spent on alternatives to metal
detectors ranging from biological methods with dogs and rats, to more complicated
approaches using x-rays and ultrasound. Although there are many different techniques,
many poorer countries still rely on rudimentary metal detectors with well trained op-
erators using them to great effect.
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2.3.2 Demining Operations
There are 2 main types of demining operations that occur in the world. They are mili-
tary and humanitarian demining and they have drastically different objectives, funding,
methods, training levels and demining rates.
Military Demining
The military is often faced with fields of landmines that they need to pass through [35].
Their need does not require all the landmines to be removed, only a passage of landmine
free ground for them to travel over. For this reason military demining is a very brute
force method of clearance as they are aiming to remove the landmines quickly but only
from a very specific area. The most common method of demining for the military is
the use of a vehicle fitted with a rotation flail or tiller at the front which upsets the
ground ahead of the vehicle [36]. The rotation is opposite to the direction of travel
which flings mines away from the vehicle which firstly clears the path and secondly
lessens the impact in case they detonate.
Figure 2-3: A Churchill A22 modified with a flail to clear landmines [3].
This method can have clearance rates as low as 50-60% [37]. Although technology has
improved and it has been stated that in perfect conditions the clearance rate can get
close to 100% it is still not effective landmine clearance from a humanitarian perspective.
Humanitarian Demining
Humanitarian demining refers to the removal of landmines in order to benefit the area
by clearing it as much as possible. The UN defined the clearance rate standard as
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99.6% [38] which takes into account the accuracy at which demining operations can
work to as well as a risk factor for the work and subsequent use of the demined area.
Humanitarian demining is aiming to make the area safe and therefore it is attempting
to remove every single mine so that the area can be used again without the fear of
landmines. This makes the process very slow and arduous.
Figure 2-4: HALO Trust deminer poses next to a landmine removal site [4].
Most humanitarian demining is performed by under-trained civilians. The technology
they are using is also far less sophisticated than military demining due to the funds
available [35].
2.3.3 Detection Techniques
There are many different landmine detection techniques which can be used in differ-
ent situations. The situation will depend on the type of demining performed, funds
available, environment, accuracy and speed required and also the skill of the operator.
Figure 2-5 shows a breakdown of landmine detection techniques.
Detection technique differences can be broken down into a few categories and each type
of detection technique can then be rated for each category.
Cost This refers to how expensive the technique is to use and also to build/develop.
A higher score indicates a higher cost.
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Figure 2-5: Chart of landmine detection techniques [5] [6].
Complexity This is how complex the technology is to understand to someone building
or developing it. A higher score indicates a higher level of complexity.
Operator Skill This refers to how much skill the operator would require to use the tech-
nique. A higher score indicates a lower level of skill required.
Accuracy This refers to how accurate the technique is in finding landmines and also in
not getting false positives. A higher score indicates higher accuracy and a
lower number of false positives.
Speed This refers to how quickly the technique will find and/or clear landmines. A
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higher score indicates a faster technique.
Environmental Impact This refers to how the environment will affect the technique. A
higher score indicates that the technique is less affected by the environment
and therefore could be used in more environments.
Safety This refers to how safe the technique is to the operator and/or anyone else
involved. A higher score indicates a safer method which means that there is









































































Figure 2-6: Detection techniques compared against each other in the same categories.
By rating the different techniques with these categories, the differences can be effectively
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seen. Figure 2-6 shows these comparisons in a spider chart. The biological methods score
pretty badly in most areas except accuracy where it has been seen that, particularly with
rodents, very high levels of detection rates have been achieved [39]. The electromagnetic
techniques are quick, accurate and can be modified for different environments but they
are complex, expensive and often require the user to get quite close to the mine due
to their short range. Optical techniques can operate quickly but again suffer due to
complexity and cost. For example a LIDAR system could be mounted from a plane
increasing safety and speed but would incur massive costs and might lose accuracy [5].
The nuclear systems are probably the most complex but yield high levels of accuracy
[40]. Acoustic techniques [41] are good for wet soils and terrains that some of the other
complex techniques suffer in [5] but as with the other complex techniques there are high
costs involved in their use. Mechanical techniques are the most basic in complexity
which means that they score well in this and operator skill as they can be used by
people with less training. The mine clearing machines in particular can make mine
detection/removal very fast but suffer due to a very low accuracy (sometimes as low as
50% [42]). A deminer using a prodder can have extremely high levels of accuracy as
they are very thorough but this comes with an extremely danerous and slow process of
demining which would take a very long time to clear a large area. Finally, environmental
methods, such as the wind powered ball [6], are very cost effective and can be deployed
in very remote places and travel over large areas. They do however have the lowest
accuracy levels and clearance speed as they can not be controlled and it is only by
chance that they will detect/remove any landmines.
The final 2 spider charts in figure 2-6 show the differences between military and hu-
manitarian techniques. Military techniques need to be quick and not affected by the
environment. For this cost and accuracy are sacrificed. Humanitarian techniques need
to be deployed in large quantities to areas that need them and to have high levels of
accuracy. They also need to be simple and easy to use. For this reason speed and envi-
ronmental impact are demoted in the list of priority when considering these techniques.
Electromagnetic Techniques
There are a large range of electromagnetic techniques used currently in landmine de-
tection or in being researched for use in the field.
The most obvious is probably the metal detector which is an Electromagnetic Induc-
tion (EMI) based detection technique [43]. The method is based on a transmitter coil
emitting a primary magnetic field. This will then induce eddy currents and secondary
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magnetic fields in anything conductive below. A receiver coil on the sensor picks up the
primary and secondary magnetic fields and by subtracting the known primary magnetic
fields it is able to output only the induced magnetic fields indicating the presence of
a conductive object below the sensor. This signal is usually output as a sound (beep)
which is played via a headset. In the hands of skilled operators this simple device can
be used to effectively locate metallic landmines by moving the sensor and listening to
the changes in the sound [44]. The main drawback of this however is that it produces a
lot of false positives as it can only tell if it has found something conductive, it cannot
distinguish if that is a landmine or not. It is also limited to only finding conductive
landmines and will struggle to find landmines made with very little metal such as plastic
landmines.
Another very common electromagnetic technology is Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
[45]. This works by emitting radio waves into the ground and analysing the returning
reflections caused by objects in the ground. The resolution of GPR can be very good
when reproducing images compared to other electromagnetic techniques. However it is
susceptible to false positives caused by rocks, roots or other commonly found objects in
the ground. When combined with Ultra-Wide Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (UWB
SAR) it can detect landmines over a large area from a safe distance [46] but this will
increase the false positives as more ground is penetrated which makes it more likely a
rock or root will interfere.
Both EMI and GPR techniques are affected by the moisture in the ground of the search
area. It increases conductivity of the surrounding material which reduces permittivity
difference effects in capacitance measurements. This means that the image reconstruc-
tions have reduced clarity of inclusions. One technique which actually is improved in
moist ground is Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) [47]. This is because it mea-
sures impedance through the search area to build up and image through tomographic
reconstruction techniques. Therefore the higher the conductivity of the ground, the
better it performs. The drawback of EIT however is that it requires direct contact with
the ground and this has the potential to set off any landmine hidden there.
2.4 Tomography
Tomography is defined as a method of producing an image (a 2D cross section or a
3D distribution) of an object by combining the measurements of multiple signals sent
through the area the object is in.
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There are 2 broad types of tomography [48]:
Hard Field Tomography Hard field tomography is when the direction of travel of the
energy waves through the viewing area is constant. The object in the viewing
area distorts the waves and an image is built up.
Soft Field Tomography Soft field tomography is when the viewing area is introduced to
an electric field and based on the changes in either impedance, capacitance
or resistance, when the object is placed in the viewing area, an image is built
up. EIT is an example of soft field tomography.
2.4.1 Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT)
There has been some research into using EIT for detecting landmines [49]. The way
that EIT works is by using low-level electrical currents to probe a conductive medium
and produce an image of it’s electrical conductivity distribution. It does this by using
an electrode array attached in a grid formation which touches the ground. Whilst a pair
of electrodes is stimulated with a current the electrical voltage is measured on all the
remaining electrodes. This is repeated when each of the electrode pairs is stimulated.
using these measurements a simulation is run which builds up a conductivity distribution
of the ground.
So far this has had some success. The technique has been able to detect anti-tank mine
objects down to a depth of 15-20cm [49]. This is very good and the outcome of it is a
3D image of the ground below the sensor.
EIT does have some limitations however. As it is measuring conductance it requires
electrode-soil contact. This limits it’s capability as a landmine detection device as it
will be very slow to move it from one point of contact to another and also contact with
the ground could trigger a landmine.
2.4.2 Capacitively Coupled Electrical Resitance Tomography (CCERT)
Another very similar method to EIT is ERT which simply uses the resisitive element in
impedance. However CCERT takes this 1 step further and removes direct connection
of the sensor with the viewing region and instead a link is made through a capacitively
coupled connection [50]. This removes the need for direct connection and in landmine
detection this adds a lot of safety. Work has been done using this method for landmine
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detection [51] and in simulations it was shown that this technology could work well to
find landmines, both plastic and metal. However this work suggested the technology
was used alongside other landmine detection techniques and little work has been done
since.
2.4.3 Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT)
Another tomographic technique which is useful is MIT [52], sometimes referred to as
Electromagnetic Induction Tomography (EMT) which fills the gap between ECT and
EIT [53]. Where they measure capacitance and impedance, MIT measures inductance
and is able to build up permeability and conductivity distributions.
It has been used a lot in medical imaging [54] [55] due to it’s ability to effectivley measure
conductivity differences of biological tissue. It is the ability to measure conductivity
non-invasively which makes it an attractive prospect for landmine detection. For this
purpose it would be required as a planar array device, which it has been developed into
[56]. Using this, it could help landmine detection in higher conductivity environments
such as wet ground.
2.5 Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT)
ECT was developed in the early 1980’s, firstly used for flow imaging in multi-phase
pipe flow [57] and has since been widley used in industry for similar applications [58]
[59] [60] [61]. Since then the main work on ECT has focused on improving image
reconstruction [62] [63] and modifying the technology for different applications such as
metal flow [64] and fluidised bed measurement [65]. These applications all use circular
electrode arrays which are able to surround the viewing area but in landmine detection
there is only access to 1 side of the viewing area. For this reason ECT would need to
be performed with a planar array in which all of the electrodes are in a single plane.
There has been a lot of research into this in different forms. On a very small scale
planar arrays have been used to identify particle sizes using electrodes between 10µm
and 1mm wide [66]. This is very good but for landmine detection needs to be shown to
work on a much larger scale. Similar electrode arrays have been used on a larger scale
for object detection [67] but the electrodes were in a single dimension which meant they
could only detect objects in a 2D space. Planar grid-array sensors have been developed
that used electrodes spread out across a 2D plane, which results in 3D imaging, have
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been tested [7] and the results show that they are capable of finding objects well. This
indicates that ECT could potentially be used to image sub-surface objects.
The use of electrodes in a single plane is referred to as Planar Array ECT and as the
electric field is arcing out of this plane, the modelling and reconstruction inherently
becomes 3-dimensional which is very useful in many applications. This is not unique
however to planar arrays. Work has been done on circular arrays to produce volumetric
images [68] such as Electrical Capacitance Volume Tomography (ECVT) which has
produced very good results. Although the circular sensor does not work for landmine
detection a lot of the methods can be used and work on 4D temporal correlation imaging
would definitely be applicable to planar array sensors.
In order to use planar array ECT sensors for landmine detection the technology needs
to be further developed as in it’s current state it is not accurate enough for the level
required for a feasible landmine detection system. One aspect which has received little
research is the design on the planar array sensor head.
2.5.1 Sensor Head Design
The most feasible sensor head design used so far is the grid-like electrode layout [7]. This
sensor has been shown to reconstruct objects which are within a distance of roughly 50%
of the width of the sensor (≈9cm in that case). This is consistent with other findings
and it is often suggested that this is due to the overall size of the array. However it
is also suggested that this could be due to the distance between the furthest apart
electrodes [69] which often is also roughly 50% the size of the electrode array. There
hasn’t been enough work on finding the optimal planar array electrode array design and
this is definitely an area which could lead to huge advances in using ECT for landmine
detection.
2.5.2 Adaptive Sensor Head Designs
Some research has attempted to improve the performance of planar array sensors by
creating ‘adaptive’ electrode arrays. These are electrode arrays which are dynamic
in someway, meaning that more information is extracted from each measurement or
more unique measurements are possible. In flow imaging an adaptive sensor has been
designed [70] which combines many smaller electrodes in a circular array to create many
unique electrode shapes. For landmine detection a planar array is required and a similar
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method of combining smaller electrodes was done with a planar array [71]. However
this method required arrays on both sides of the viewing region which is not possible
with landmines. It would therefore be interesting to try a method similar to these with
a 1 sided planar array device.
Another idea is using movement of the sensor array to place the electrodes in new
positions and therefore gather new measurements. A simple but effective way of doing
this is with rotation and this was tried for a medical application with ECT [72]. This
could definitely be achieved with landmines as only 1 viewing plane is required. It
would also work nicely if the movement was also across the viewing area to build up a
complete image of a larger region with a smaller sensor.
2.5.3 4D Temporal Image Reconstruction
An emerging use of electrical tomography is in 4D reconstruction where temporal cor-
relation between measurements is used to create images. This has been performed
successfully with a number of different tomography techniques. Initially this was done
using a Kalman Filter [73] to keep track of changes between time frames. This was
shown to speed up and improve reconstruction in EIT [74] [75] by reconstructing the
image each time after each measurement of electrode pairings. However this method
did not make use of temporal correlation between the same measurements at different
times. A method which did was used to improve reconstructions in the presence of high
noise by using data frames nearby in time [76]. The use of MIT has been investigated
with 4D reconstruction [77] using the same temporal reconstruction approach as previ-
ously mentioned. ECVT [68] has also shown promise with temporal reconstruction and
the same method was shown to work to make videos of the changing viewing region [78].
This would be very useful for landmine detection to give the detectorist a real time view
of the ground under the sensor.
So far this method takes a next and previous data frame to improve reconstruction on
the current one. This works well for a dynamically changing region, such as a flowing
pipe, but this does not work well for landmine detection were the region is static.
However moving the sensor around the region does cause a similar effect and therefore
this method has the potential to be modified for this application.
Most current work has focused on the use of circular sensors. But with a planar array
sensor suddenly there are new benefits where firstly image reconstruction could poten-
tially be improved but most importantly temporal data could be combined to create
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large area scans to, for example, find landmines. Not only would it be useful to see
the whole area at once but also permittivity contrast might be greater when the re-
constructed image contains a much broader range of values. This could lead to better
object identification and reduce false positives.
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“Never memorize something that you can look up.”
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Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT)
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CHAPTER 3. ELECTRICAL CAPACITANCE TOMOGRAPHY (ECT) THEORY
This chapter outlines the concepts and theories which are relevent to the work in this
thesis. It contains explanations and knowledge assumed in other chapters and can be
used as a reference.
3.1 Electromagnetics
3.1.1 Basic Electromagnetics
An atom consists of a positively charged nucleus surrounded by a cloud of negatively
charged electrons. An electric field is an electromotive force exhibited between two















Figure 3-2: Electric field between 2 plates.
In the presence of an electric field the electrons in the atom are distorted as the electrons














Figure 3-3: Distortion of an atom in an electric field.
This creates a dipole moment which is defined as a vector quantity between the centre
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of the negative charges (now slightly shifted toward the positively charged area) in the
atom and the centre of the positive charges of the atom (the centre of the nucleus).
As the electric field is applied across the gap and the dipole moment is increased for
each atom, they all line up in the same direction of dipole moment and the material
















Figure 3-4: Polarisation of atoms in the presence of an electric field.
This polarisation is a property of a dielectric material. Different materials will polarise
less or more based on their atomic and molecular make-up. If the atomic and molecular
bonds in a material are weak then the dipole moment will be bigger. By polarising more
they are in fact opposing the electric field through the material and therefore weakening
the overall electric field. The resistance of a material to polarising is called Permittivity
and is denoted by ε.
The description of how the electric field and permittivity have affected the material is
found on the electric displacement field D where:
D = εE (3.1)
Capacitance
Capacitance is the amount of charge stored between 2 charged areas. It is denoted
by C. The maximum charge possible on either charged area is dependant on how far
away they are from each other. The closer they are the more charges they attract onto
each other’s areas. By adding a dielectric material in between the plates the atoms
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polarise and create their own internal electric field. It can be seen in figure 3-5 that
when polarised the atoms of the dielectric material are aiding in the attraction of more
charges to the opposite charged side and therefore increasing the overall charge on the
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Figure 3-5: Explanation of how dielectric material affects capacitance between 2 plates.
The higher the permittivity of the dielectric material in the middle is, the more polarisa-
tion that occurs, which means a greater overall capacitance. This also means that if the
capacitance between 2 charged areas is measured and a dielectric material is introduced
to the area between them then the measured capacitance would increase.
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3.1.2 Complex Electromagnetics
Basic electromagnetics assumes a static environment and does not take into account
the dynamic effects that occur during transitions between stasis. Two common electro-
magnetic quantifiers, resistance and conductance, exhibit different properties as they
undergo dynamic change. These extra properties are accounted for in the quantifiers
impedance and admittance respectively. Permittivity also exhibits different properties
during dynamic changes and this is referred to as Complex Permittivity [79].
Impedance
Impedance, Z is the complete measure of how a medium resists the flow of electrons.
It is a complex unit made up of real part resistance and imaginary part reactance.
Z = R + jX (3.2)
Resistance quantifys how much a medium will oppose current through it. It is de-
noted by a R. A higher value of resistance indicates that the medium prevents the
current more.
Reactance quantifys how much a medium will oppose the change of current or voltage
in the medium. This is a time dependent measure meaning that when there is a current
or voltage change in the medium, it will ‘react’ over a period of time, thus preventing
the change from being instantenous. It is denoted by a X and a higher value indicates
the medium will take longer to change.
Admittance
Admittance, Y , is the complete measure of how a medium allows the flow of current,
meaning it is the reciprocal of impedance. It is also a complex unit made up of real
part conductance and imaginary part susceptance.
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Conductance quantifys how well a medium allows the flow of current. It is denoted
by a G. A higher value of conductance indicates the medium allows current to flow
more easily.
Susceptance quantifys how much a medium will allow the change in current or volt-
age. During a dynamic change in voltage or current in a medium the change will not
be instantaneous. The susceptance indicates how quickly the medium will allow this
change. A higher value will indicate that the medium allows the change quicker. It is
denoted by a B.
Complex Permittivity
Complex Permittivity refers to the measure of the effect that occurs in a dielectric during
a change in the electric field through it. Permittivity is described by the polarisation
of the atoms by an external electric field, and when this field changes the polarisation
change is not instantaneous. Complex Permittivity is denoted by εˆ.
Example
A simple explanation of how impedance and conductance affect a circuit can be seen
when considering a scenario where a simple circuit with a capacitor has steady voltage
applied to it shown in figure 3-6. There is an atom of permittivity ε in between the
electrodes.
This scenario has a voltage V applied across the capacitor but it is in stasis and therefore
there is no current, I, flowing. The 2 plates of the capacitor have a constant charge
on them and there is an electric field between them through the dielectric atom. This
electric field is polarising the atom which is increasing the amount of charge on the 2
plates.
If the voltage on the capacitor was instantly reveresed then a series of events would
occur at different places in the circuit before the circuit reached a stasis again.
Firstly the charges on the 2 plates of the capacitors would be attracted to the opposite
plate through the circuit. Although the polarity of the cell has instantly switched, the
voltage Vc across the plates would drop along with the charge as the charge is not
transferred instantly. Current would therefore flow between the plates with maximum
current reached when there is 0 voltage. This current would be dependent on the
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Figure 3-7: Diagram showing circuit the moment after voltage polarity has changed.
impedance of the circuit. The resistance of the circuit would dictate the magnitude
of the maximum current and the reactance would dictate how quickly this maximum
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Figure 3-8: Graphs showing voltage, current and charge during a switching of voltage
polarity.
As the charges on the plates built up again in the opposite polarity, the atoms between
the plates would be polarised on the opposite direction. The polarisation would be
dependent on the Complex Permittivity of the atoms. The time taken to polarise
would be related to the imaginary permittivity and the overall polarisation that occurs
would be related to the real permittivity.
Eventually the 2 plates reach a maximum charge based on the amount of polarisation
and the voltage applied. At this point the circuit is static again and nothing is changing.
This example shows the changes during 1 change in voltage polarity. But in AC oper-
ation this happens twice during each period of the current. The time taken to reach
stasis is important. If it is shorter than the period of the excitation signal then stasis
happens in the dielectric medium before the next cycle and the complex electromagnetic
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affects are not really seen. However if the frequency is high enough that stasis is never
quite reached before the polarity reverses again then the full effect of the dielectric ma-
terial is not realised and behaviour of the medium will cause different capacitance and
impedance measurements. By measuring the phase difference of the voltage across the
electrodes and the excitation voltage, the complex affects can be measured and used to
more accurately model the outcome.
Complex Permittivity is useful when looking at higher conductive background mediums
and finding lower conductivity inclusions within them. Conductivity is denoted by θ.
At low frequency the free electrons in the high conductive background move a lot more
and affect the overall capacitance measurement resulting in poor images. Increasing the
frequency reduces this affect but this requires modelling of the reactance to account for
the reduced charge movement.
Frequency Dependence
In AC operation, the complex permittivity is dependent on the frequency of the AC as
this is what dictates how many times the current direction changes and therefore how
much the permittivity changes. Complex permittivity, εˆ can then be seen as a function
of frequency, ω, as εˆ(ω). Separated into real and imaginary parts it takes the form:
εˆ(ω) = ε′(ω) + jε′′(ω) (3.4)
where ε′ is the real permittivity and ε′′ is the imaginary permittivity.
Referring back to equation 3.1 and this time using complex permittivity gives:
De−jωt = εˆ(ω)Ee−jωt (3.5)
where D and E represent their respective field amplitudes and ωt represents the phase
shift, δ.
In very low frequency, there is assumed to be very little or no phase shift and therefore
it can be treated as static permittivity and shows no behaviour changes due to the
imaginary permittivity.
For very high frequencies the permittivity can be assumed to be infinite and the dielec-
tric performs as an ideal metal. This is because the changes in polarity are so fast that
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the circuit behaves as if there is no break at all. Current is flowing all the time aided
by the medium in the capacitor.
Dielectric Loss
At low frequency the permittivity can be assumed to be static but as the frequency
increases the phase shift δ increases. This represents the lag of the displacement field
D behind the electric field E .
Essentially what is happening is that the atoms are polarising backwards and forwards
at a slight time difference behind the electric field changes. The bigger this lag the more
the electric field is moving the atoms and therefore the more energy it is expending.
This serves as an energy loss to the system and comes out in the form of heat as the
atoms are being agitated. It is referred to as Dielectric Loss as it occurs in all dielectrics
which are in the presence of alternating electric fields.
3.2 Electrical Capacitance Tomography
Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) is the method of reconstructing a permit-
tivity distribution based on a number of capacitance measurements. The capacitance
measurements are taken between each unique electrode pairing in an array of usually
12 or 16 electrodes. With prior simulation of the enviroment and sensor arrangment,
the measurements are used to reconstruct a permittivity distribution of the area on a
PC. This can be seen in figure 3-9.
The location and orientation of the electrodes used for ECT can take any shape or
position but as landmine detection only allows for viewing from a single side, all of the
electrodes used for this application have to be in the same plane, facing down towards
the ground which is referred to as Planar Array. The number of electrodes L used in
the sensors can vary. This means that the number of unique combinations M of these





The calculation of the permittivity distribution from the capacitance measurements
is performed in 2 stages. Firstly there is the Forward Problem and then the Inverse
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Figure 3-9: A couple of planar array electrode pairing measurements, collected by an
ECT measurement device and then reconstructed on a PC.
Problem, also referred to as Image Reconstruction.
3.2.1 Forward Problem
The first stage of ECT is known as the forward problem. This is where the physical
and electromagnetic properties of the device and viewing region are modelled in order
to produce results on the relationship between the capacitances measured and how they
relate to the region being viewed. As this is planar array ECT the viewing region will
be 3D instead of the conventional 2D used in most circular array ECT systems.
First the electric potential distribution of the viewing region is calculated based on the
location and voltage on the excitation electrode when all other electrodes and shielding
is grounded. This is done for each electrode as the excitation electrode. Then from
these electric potential distributions the electric field can be calculated which is used to
calculate the capacitance on each sensing electrode. The electric field can also be used
to create the Jacobian which relates the capacitance measurements to the permittivity
distribution.
From a mathematical perspective ECT can be explained by going back to Maxwell’s
equations and Gauss’s law [80].
Gauss’s electricity law states that the total electric flux through a closed surface is equal
to the net electric charge of the surface divided by the permittivity of the surface. This
can either be expressed in terms of the electric field, E, or electric flux density, D, in
the forms:
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∇ · E = ρ
ε
or ∇ ·D = ρ (3.7)
where ρ is the total electric charge density, ε is the permittivity and ∇· is the divergence
operator. All of the vectors represent their unit across all N voxels of the viewing region.
N = XYZ (3.8)
where X, Y and Z are the number of voxels in the x, y and z directions respectively.
Using electric flux density, D, instead of E, simplifies the equation. The electric field
represents the flow of electric charge and so therefore can be expressed in terms of the
electric potential distribution between the charged areas. The electric field is simply
the negative of the electric potential gradient:
E = −∇φ or D = −ε∇φ (3.9)
where φ is the electric potential distribution. By substituting D into 3.7 we can derive
Poisson’s equation:
∇ · (−ε∇φ) = ρ (3.10)
As the net electric flux across all of the electrode surfaces is zero the ρ term disappears:
∇ · (−ε∇φ) = 0 (3.11)
Using this PDE we can calculate the electric potential for a given permittivity distribu-
tion (usually starting with a uniform distribution) where the boundary conditions are
φ = V for the excitation electrode and φ = 0 for the rest of the electrodes. V is the
electric potential between the electrodes.
In order to calculate the capacitance between the electrodes, the charge between the
electrodes needs to be calculated. The charges on the electrodes will be the same
except opposite charges, +q on excitation electrode and −q on the sensing electrode. If
we apply this to our 3D environment = (x, y, z), then the capacitance for one electrode
pairing will be the charge on one electrode (sensing electrode is used) divided by the
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electric potential between them based on the capacitance formula. To get the charge
on the sensing electrode the surface integral of the electric flux density can be taken for














ε0(x, y, z)∇φ(x, y, z) dω
(3.12)
In the calculation of φ it is shown that φ is a function of ε, and therefore by looking at
3.12 it can be seen that capacitance is a function of the permittivity:
C = f (ε) (3.13)
As this is non-linear, it can be linearised by using the Taylor expansion. For a small
change in permittivity of the imaging region, ∆ε:
f (ε + ∆ε) = f (ε) + ∆ε f ′(ε) + ∆ε
2
2
f ′′(ε) + ... (3.14)
f (ε) represents the old values of capacitance, Cold and f (ε + ∆ε) represents the new
changed values of capacitance Cnew so therefore we rewrite 3.14 in terms of C. Also if
we assume small changes in permittivity, ε then the higher order terms of the Taylor
expansion disappear and we are left with:
Cnew = Cold + ∆ε f ′(ε)
Cnew − Cold = ∆ε f ′(ε)
∆C = f ′(ε)∆ε
∆C = J∆ε
(3.15)
The last step in 3.15 was to linearise the problem by introducing the Jacobian, J.
Here the Jacobian is made up of values which indicate the change in the corresponding
capacitance to a small change in the corresponding permittivity of a particular voxel.
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3.2.2 Inverse Problem
The second process of ECT is image reconstruction. This is where a permittivity dis-
tribution is calculated from the capacitance measurements. The reconstruction is not
well-posed as there is not a single valid solution and small changes in input means big
changes in the output. For this reason the reconstruction is often referred to as the
inverse problem. Although there technically is a solution which fits the actual permit-
tivity distribution in the imaging region, from a mathematical stand point there are
many solutions which would fit the initial data. The physics of electric fields and per-
mittivity mean that the problem is also ill-conditioned. The reconstructed permittivity
will be highly sensitive to changes in the capacitance measurements as a small change
in capacitance can be amplified to create much bigger changes in reconstructed permit-
tivity. The problem is nonlinear but in order to calculate it, it needs to be linearised
for small changes in permittivity. This is done by using a Jacobian [81].
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
With a linearised Jacobian, SVD becomes an important tool for analysis as well as
reconstruction. It is a method splitting up a dataset in order to generalise some of it’s
properties. This is done by separating the dataset J into the following sets [82]:
J = UΣVT (3.16)
where U is made up of the eigenvectors of JJT and V is made up of the eigenvectors of
JT J. Σ is the singular values of J on the diagonal. What the singular values of Σ are
representing is essentially how much of an effect that particular column and rows of U
and VT have on the final solution. This is because the singular values indicate whether
or not they are linearly independent and how much.
For the smaller singular values, the solution is going to be less affected by the data.
This means that for noise and errors in the input, these rows and columns with small
singular values are going to amplify this noise/error much more and thus affect the final
solution to a greater extent. Therefore in the creation of J, if the singular values can
be kept as big as possible, then there is going to be more useful data in the solution
which makes the solution more accurate.
Different forward problem models are going to create different Jacobians, J, which can
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be analysed for inverse problem reconstruction before they are even used, by comparing
the SVD [81]. This will allow for improved image reconstruction.
Image Reconstruction
SVD can also be used for image reconstruction among many other methods. Each
method has pros and cons and different implementations. The most common methods
used with ECT are explained in the following section.
3.3 Image Reconstruction Algorithms
Image reconstruction, or inverse problem, in ECT is the act of taking the measured ca-
pacitance and the pre-calculated Jacobian from the forward problem and reconstructing
a permittivity distribution image.
The inverse problem attempts to solve equation 3.15 for permittivity. If J was a NxN
matrix then this could be simply done by inverting J:
∆ε = J−1∆C (3.17)
But as the number of voxels is usually much larger than number of measurements,
N >> M, J will not be square so it cannot be inverted. It must therefore be solved
alternatively.
3.3.1 Linear Back Projection (LBP)
The relationship between capacitance and permittivity that was linearised in the For-
ward Problem is often referred to as forward projection. This assumes a relationship
between all of the permittivity values in the imaging region and the capacitance mea-
surement through them [83].
∆C = J∆ε (3.18)
Here the rows of J are the relationship with how much a change in permittivity affects
the change in capacitance for a particular combination.
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This relationship can sometimes be assumed inversely too. If the matrix J is transposed
then each row represents how a change in capacitance for every combination will affect
the permittivity of a single voxel.
∆ε ≈ JT∆C (3.19)
Using the transposed J the relationship is reversed and permittivity can be calculated
from capacitance.
This method represents an unfiltered LBP approach which has been very good for
applications such as X-Ray Tomography where the ray passes through 1 line of pixels
from source to detector [83], but in ECT the electric field arcs out across all pixels and
this is harder to simulate. The result is blurry images as all of the pixels are affecting
each other and the calculation more than assumed.
3.3.2 Landweber Iteration
Landweber Iteration method builds on LBP by adding iterations. LBP is a single step
method which attempts to get to the solution instantly. This is not always possible and
will leave some error in the image.
Normally in the equation:
δC = Jδε (3.20)
where δC is the capacitance measured, and this is used to find ε. However if a value of
ε is guessed then a guessed capacitance value can be found.
δCguessed = Jδεguessed (3.21)
If the difference between measured and guessed capacitance is checked then it can be
seen how accurate the initial permittivity guess was.
Cerror = δC − δCguessed
Cerror = δC − Jδεguessed
(3.22)
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If the capacitance values were identical then it can be assumed that the guess was
perfect, if the difference between them is small then the guess was good and if the
difference is large then the guess was far off the correct solution. It therefore stands to
reason that the error should be as small as possible for an accurate solution and this is




‖J∆ε − ∆C‖2 (3.23)
The error is capacitance, but this can be reconstructed to permittivity using LBP which
would give the permittivity error.
δεerror = JT δCerror (3.24)
This error should then be the difference between the intial guess and the solution. This
forms the start of the iterative process. Each time the error is added to the solution,
the same process can be performed again, which is called an iteration. Adding all the
previous equations together at the current iteration step k gives:
δεk+1 = δεk + JT (δC − Jδεk) (3.25)
The initial guess is always updated and in the next iteration it is the updated guess
that is used.
However the error is not going to be perfect and therefore adding the error to the guess
would either overshoot the solution or get only part way there. Getting closer to the
solution is good but overshooting is bad as for each iteration the answer will bounce
past the solution. Therefore it is better to only add part of the error at each step to
allow the answer to converge on the solution.
δεk+1 = δεk + αJT (δC − Jδεk) (3.26)
where α is a scaling factor on the error. This is used to control the convergence and
the value of this can be different depending on the application, measurement type etc.
Choosing the right initial guess can speed up this method and this can be based on
some prior knowledge of an exact solution [84]. Otherwise this method can be very
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slow, unlike single-step methods.
3.3.3 Least-Squares
The Least-Squares solution shown in equation 3.27 is an example of a single-step
method. It tries to improve on the LBP method.
∆C = J∆ε
JT∆C = JT J∆ε
∆ε = (JT J)−1JT∆C
(3.27)
However this solution still suffers from the ill-posedness of the initial problem. Therefore
some form of regularisation would improve the solution.
3.3.4 Moore-Penrose Generalised Inverse
A different method of solving the least sqaures is using the Moore-Penrose psuedo-
inverse matrix of the Jacobian J [85]. This simplifies the solution to:
∆ε = J+∆C (3.28)
where J+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse. If J is nonsingular then J+ is just J−1 but
otherwise it is a unique matrix which satisfies conditions that allows it to be used to
solve this inverse problem [86].
3.3.5 Tikhonov Regularisation
Regularisation is a method of simplifying a problem when there exists many solutions.
By simplifying the problem the number of solutions is reduced allowing a simpler solu-
tion to be found quicker. Accuracy is traded for speed but it also prevents an overfitted
solution from being found [87]. Tikhonov regularisation is a form of least-squares solver
which attempts to fit the data to a solution. Tikhonov adds to this by also attemtping
to reduce the L2 norm of the data, hence getting a solution which both fits and is as
accurate as possible. Start with equation 3.18. This would normally be solved with the
least squares solver by reducing the following equation.
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‖J∆ε − ∆C‖2 (3.29)
Tikhonov regularisation adds to this by introducing another term which attempts to
control this reduction by weighing the calculation towards a particular solution.
‖J∆ε − ∆C‖2 + ‖Γ∆ε‖2 (3.30)
This represents a generalised form of Tikhonov with the Γ matrix, but a standard form
is often used with a scaled identity matrix which means that this equation can be
expressed as a solution in the following form:
∆ε =
(
JT J + α2IT I
)−1
JT∆C (3.31)
where α2 is the scaling of the identity matrix. This value is used to affect how much
the added term controls the final solution. The α value is squared to ensure that it is
always positive in order to make the solution well posed.
3.3.6 NOSER Regularisation - ’Hybrid Tikhonov’
Improvement on generalised Tikhonov Regularisation can be achieved by adding NOSER
regularisation [88]. Tikhonov regularisation performs very well with ill-posed problems
by reducing noise but it tends to over-smooth the output image as it assumes the so-
lution to be smooth. The NOSER method is very good at position reconstruction but
performs worse with noise which affects the solution more when the object is at greater
distances. However the combination of Tikhonov and NOSER perform well. This leads
to a ’Hybrid Tikhonov’ which is defined by the following equation:
∆ε =
(
JT J + α1Γ + α2diag(JT J)
)−1
JT∆C (3.32)
where Γ, the regularisation matrix, is the identity and α1 and α2 are the scaling param-
eters of Tikhonov and NOSER respectively.
The problem with this solution however is that boundaries gradients between different
permittivity levels will be smooth and so they won’t show sharply contrasting bound-
aries. A buried foreign object has very distinct boundaries with the ground around it.
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For this reason L-2 regularization is not an ideal prior for object detection.
3.3.7 Total Variation Algorithm
Total variation (TV) methods have been shown to outperform L2-regularisation meth-
ods in terms of image quality, as TV functional achieves piecewise-constant reconstruc-
tions with sharp edges [89]. This is a reasonable assumption in ECT where target objects
can be accurately represented with piecewise-constant functions and sharp edges would
improve the characterisation of the object’s shape and size.





‖J∆ε − ∆C‖22 + α‖∇∆ε‖1, (3.33)
where ‖∇∆ε‖1 is the TV functional, i.e. the L1-norm of the gradient of the reconstructed
image, and α is a regularisation parameter that can be selected using the L-curve or
similar method [90].
The TV functional is an optimal choice for many applications; however, it suffers from
non-differentiability and a loss of contrast [91]. A common approach is to use a smooth
approximation of the TV functional [89] [92], but this can compromise effective regular-
isation or slow down convergence. An alternative that has been proposed to solve these
issues is the use of the split Bregman formulation [93], which is an efficient formulation
to solve L1-regularisation approaches. Using this formulation, one aims to solve the





‖J∆ε − ∆C‖22 ≤ σ2 (3.34)
where σ2 accounts for noisy data. The constrained formulation 3.33 enjoys further
benefits with respect to the unconstrained formulation 3.34: it does not need to esti-
mate the regularisation parameter using the L-curve and the data constraint is imposed
iteratively, which has the potential to achieve better reconstruction.
In the Split Bregman, formulation constraints are imposed iteratively using the Breg-
man iteration as explained below. In addition, introducing auxiliary variables allows
separating L2- and L1-norm functionals in such a way that they can be solved ana-
lytically in two alternating steps, avoiding non-differentiability issues that appear in
standard approaches. To allow for splitting, we include new variables, dx, dy, dz , and
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formulate a new problem equivalent to equation 3.34, as follows:
min
∆ε,dx,dy,dz
‖(dx, dy)‖1 + ‖dz ‖1 st.
1
2 ‖J∆ε − ∆C‖22 ≤ σ2, dx = ∇x∆ε, dy = ∇y∆ε, dz = ∇z∆ε (3.35)
Using the Bregman iteration, the constrained problem 3.35 can be easily handled by
using an equivalent unconstrained formulation for which constraints are imposed by
adding a Bregman iteration bi for each constraint. Thus, equation 3.35 becomes
min
∆ε,dx,dy,dz
‖(dx, dy)‖1 + ‖dz ‖1 + µ
2












‖dz − ∇z∆ε − bkz ‖22 (3.36)
where k is the iteration number and the Bregman iterations are given by
bk+1x = b
k
x + ∇x∆εk+1 − dk+1x
bk+1y = b
k
y + ∇y∆εk+1 − dk+1y
bk+1z = b
k
z + ∇z∆εk+1 − dk+1z
∆Ck+1 = ∆Ck + ∆C − J∆εk+1 (3.37)
The Bregman iterations impose constraints iteratively by adding the error back into
the respective functionals [94] [93], thus making the solution of the problem 3.36 to
converge to the solution of the constrained problem 3.35. The last line in equation 3.37
enforces the data constraint, producing a sequence of solutions such that the solution
error norm and the data fidelity term decrease monotonically.
To solve 3.36 we note that reconstructed image and auxiliary variables are independent
of each other, so equation 3.36 can be split into several problems, one for each variable,
and be solved sequentially. The permittivity change is solved analytically by solving
the following linear system:
(µJT J + λ
∑
i=x,y,z




∇Ti (di − bi) + γ∆εk (3.38)
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where the last term on both the LHS and RHS is added for stability. Auxiliary variables
are given by the following shrinkage formulae [93]:











|∇i∆εk+1 + bki |2, (3.41)
dk+1z = max(|∇z∆εk+1 + bkz | − 1/λ, 0)
∇z∆εk+1 + bkz
|∇z∆εk+1 + bkz |
. (3.42)
This explanation of the TV implementation was taken directly from the authors paper
on this topic [23], originally written by co-author Abascal and modified by the author.
3.3.8 Truncated SVD (TSVD)
Truncated SVD is a non-iterative image reconstruction method which is based on SVD.
TSVD attempts to reconstruct the image whilst ignoring voxels which are below a noise
threshold, that is to say voxels which have such a small effect on the reconstruction that
they are too easily affected by noise. It does this by essentially setting the elements in
the Jacobian associated with these voxels to 0 during the reconstruction which means
that they don’t have an effect on the final solution.
When solving the inverse problem 3.17 using TSVD the Jacobian is ordered by the size
of the singular values and so the smaller values can be removed by not including them
in the summation [95]. This is done by setting Σ to:
Σˆ = diag [σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σk, 0, · · · , 0] (3.43)
where σk is the smallest value above some threshold value K. This then transforms J














































































The last equation of 3.49 is simply a summation of the same elements with increasing
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The number of summations N is dictated by the number of rows of J which defines
the number of singular values in Σ, which defines how many values come out of the
multiplication and thus the summation.
From 3.50 it can be seen that by limiting the number of summations N performed then
the lower singular values are missed out. The solution will then no longer take into
account any voxels which have singular values below the threshold. TSVD is a good
way to remove data from your solution which is detrimental to an accurate solution.
3.4 Summary
This chapter outlined the theory of concepts and methods used throughout this thesis.
The beginning discussed basic electromagnetic theory which is the principles upon which
all of the simulation and modelling is based. Next the fundamental mathematics of ECT
was described and shows how the electromagnetic theory is explained in the simulations.
Finally image reconstruction algorithms were explained in progression of how they can
reconstruct images. Although many are explained, this is more for clarity and the
work in this thesis focused only on the use of Hydrid Tikhonov and Total Variation
algorithms.
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DeTECT is a MATLAB software toolbox for producing ECT images designed for the
application of landmine detection. It contains functions and scripts for modelling and
simulating custom environments, image reconstruction and output visualisation. Main
functionality includes loading of CAD sensor schematics, real and complex environment
simulation, most common image reconstruction algorithms and multiple 2D/3D image
plotting functions.
There are other software toolboxes which could be used for this such as COMSOL [97]
but it was desired that DeTECT was a bespoke toolbox for this unique application.
EIDORS [98] is an EIT toolbox and this would have been good to use but did not fit
the requirements. Also creating DeTECT was a very good exercise for learning ECT,
modelling and programming skills, later used throughout this thesis.
As it was developed with landmine detection in mind, it currently focuses on planar
array ECT sensors reconstructing 3D permittivity distributions. For this application,
it is fairly straight forward to use but it can also be easily modified for other sensor















Figure 4-1: Flowchart of DeTECT software toolbox.
Figure 4-1 shows a flow chart of the basic DeTECT software process.
The simulation method used is the Finite Difference Method (FDM).
4.1 Finite Difference Method
The DeTECT modelling and simulation is based on a FDM model. The reason for
this was the simplicity that it added to the software. A big advantage of FDM is that
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it can easily be implemented with a square grid geometry setup. Normally complex
geometries are required for the environment modelling which makes Finite Element
Modelling (FEM) more attractive but in landmine detection a square or rectangular
viewing region is perfectly acceptable. Also the planar array ECT sensor is flat in 1
plane which again fits nicely with a square FDM model. Each voxel in the model is
equidistant from each neighbouring voxel and this makes the equations governing voxel
relationships very simple. This is however also a limitation which FEM does not have
and prevents FDM from modelling a semi-infinite environment by reducing voxel density
at the edges to create a much more accurate calculation at the boundaries. However
as this application is only focused on the viewing region directly in front of the sensor,
it is not necessary to create accurate modelling of the surrounding environment and
therefore this limitation of FDM is not a problem.
4.1.1 Finite Difference Model
FDM [99] starts by creating a viewing region as a grid. Each intersection in the grid
represents a point (node) in space as shown by 4-2.
Figure 4-2: FDM grid space (left) and node (right)
The FDM grid will include all of the viewing area, the electrodes on the sensor, shielding
and also extra space to improve calculations accuracy. In this thesis different sizes of




N = XYZ (4.1)
where X, Y and Z are the number of nodes in the x, y and z directions respectively.
The PDE governing electric potential distribution, shown in equation 3.11 in 3.2.1, can
be derived into a FDM equation to describe the relationship between a node and its
neighbours. From 3.11 we get:










where Using Taylor’s Theorem [100] we can expand the solution of a single node in one
dimension from a central node to find the values of the neighbouring nodes:







+ · · ·
or







+ · · ·
(4.3)
where the higher order terms have been neglected due to their small size and effect on
the solution. If the two are added together then:


























= φx+1 + φx−1 − 2φx
(4.4)
This shows how the value of the central node is dictated by the neighbouring values.
Substituting these back into 4.2 for each change in x, y and z gives:
∇ · (−ε∇φ) = −ε (φx+1 + φx−1 − 2φx) − ε
(
φy+1 + φy−1 − 2φy
) − ε (φz+1 + φz−1 − 2φz)
(4.5)
Here each node is referred to only by the dimension of change with the neighbours, for
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example Φx, as this makes derivation simpler to explain. But in reality they are all in
3D space. A node at position x + 1 is also at y and z in the other dimensions shown by
Φx+1,y,z . Rewriting 4.5 which each node expressed in all 3 dimensions gives:
0 = −ε (φx+1,y,z + φx−1,y,z + φx,y+1,z + φx,y−1,z + φx,y,z+1 + φx,y,z−1 − 6φx,y,z ) (4.6)
where ε is a vector made up of the permittivity of each individual node. Note how the
central nodes at x, y and z are all the same and therefore added together to give 6φx,y,z .
When the permittivity vector is expanded out in 4.6 the full equation becomes very
















The excitation electrode has an electric potential of V on it and so therefore any nodes
that make up part of this electrode are given an initial boundary value of V . The values
are weighted based on their values of permittivity but this is often negligible as the
initial permittivity distributions used are uniform.
The DeTECT software calculates this using a linear solver to solve the equation:
Ax = b (4.8)
where x represents a vector of electric potential Φ, b is the boundary conditions made
up of voltages, V , and A is a matrix made up of the permittivity weightings of each
adjacent node. This is shown in the following equation for a 2D 3x3 example where









ε1,1, ε1,2, ε1,3, ε2,1, ε2,2, ε2,3, ε3,1, ε3,2, ε3,3
]
at corner x = 1, y = 1 : −2φ1,1 + ε2,1φ2,1 + ε1,2φ1,2 = 0
at edge x = 3, y = 2 : −3φ3,2 + ε2,2φ2,2 + ε3,3φ3,3 + ε3,1φ3,1 = 0
surrounded x = 2, y = 2 : −4φ1,1 + ε3,2φ3,2 + ε1,2φ1,2 + ε2,3φ2,3 + ε2,1φ2,1 = 10
(4.9)
At the corners and edges the nodes outside of the range are not taken into account
which means that the node that is calculated is only related to the ones it is next to.
For a corner this is 2 and an edge 3. Each equation for each node is then added together
in the form of 4.8 to create the final equation to solve:

−2 ε1,2 0 ε2,1 0 0 0 0 0
ε1,1 −3 ε1,3 0 ε2,2 0 0 0 0
0 ε1,2 −2 0 0 ε2,3 0 0 0
ε1,1 0 0 −3 ε2,2 0 ε3,1 0 0
0 ε1,2 0 ε12,1 −4 ε2,3 0 ε3,2 0
0 0 ε1,3 0 ε2,2 −3 0 0 ε3,3
0 0 0 ε2,1 0 0 −2 ε3,2 0
0 0 0 0 ε2,2 0 ε3,1 −3 ε3,3


























This can then be solved using an initial matrix of permittivity of the viewing area and
solving for φ.
The electric field is then calculated as the gradient of the electric potential distribution.
Reasoning for this can be found in Forward Problem 3.2.1.
From the electric field we can calculate the capacitance between each electrode pairing.
The capacitance is equal to the flux through the sensing electrode so this is done by
simply summing up the electric field component normal to the sensing electrode at each
















Figure 4-3: Electric field lines normal to the sensing electrode.
4.1.2 Jacobian
The final step of the forward problem is creating the Jacobian that will be used to
translate between capacitance and permittivity of the viewing region. The relationship,
defined earlier in chapter 3 section 3.2.1, is shown by the following equation:
J∆ε = ∆C (4.11)
N is the number of nodes in the viewing region and M is the number of electrode pairs.
This equation is better represented in matrix form as follows:

J1,1 J1,2 J1,3 · · · J1,n























Each row of the Jacobian represents a weighting of the permittivity values to calculate
a capacitance value and so hence we can reverse this to calculate the permittivity values
from the capacitance values. But first the Jacobian needs to be calculated.
Each row of the Jacobian represents the nodes in the viewing area for 1 combination
of the electrodes. There are N nodes and M electrode combinations. To calculate each
Jacobian value you take the electric field distributions for each electrode of the selected





where Jm,n is the Jacobian value at measurement m and node position n. E is the
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electric field and V is the excitation voltage for the excitation electrode m1 and the
sensing electrode m2.
Each row of this Jacobian essentially become a sensitivity map for that particular elec-
trode combination and initial permittivity map. Often the initial permittivity map
would be a uniform permittivity distribution representing a uniform background per-
mittivity.
This however can be adapted to the situation such as when there is an irregular per-
mittivity distribution in the viewing area which is constant and so can be accounted
for in the Jacobian creation. In this case the sensitivity map would be more focused on
the area that is to be viewed and not on areas which will affect measurements but are
unimportant.
4.2 DeTECT Features
A lot of configurability has been programmed into the DeTECT software. The main
features are explained here.
4.2.1 Removing Z planes
An inherent problem with the inverse problem and the Jacobian is that the sensitivity
of the data very close to the electrodes is extremely high. This is because the strength
of the electric field is directly proportional to distance from the electrode.
This means that noise or errors in the capacitance measurements will be heavily biased
near the electrode and will overshadow the real data of the object as the object is rarely
located so close to the sensor electrodes.
In order to combat this a few different things can be done. One method is to penalise
the reconstruction of higher permittivity values at lower Z-dimension voxels. However
this is complicated and a simpler method often used is to remove a number of planes in
the Z direction from the Jacobian so that the reconstruction doesn’t take into account
these highly sensitive areas and focuses on distances further from the sensor where the
sensitivity is more evenly spread.
The number of Z planes to remove from the Jacobian can be configured and the re-
construction then adds these in as free space in order to produce the final permittivity
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No Z planes removed. 10% of lowest Z planes removed.
Figure 4-4: Effect on reconstruction of removing planes in the Z dimension.
distribution.
4.2.2 Modelling Space
In the DeTECT FDM implementation there is a grid made up of nodes. When visual-
ising this there are a few terms to clarify:
Voxels Refers to the value and positions of the nodes in the FDM grid.
Viewing Region Refers to volume encompassed by the FDM grid.
As standard the viewing region that is modelled in front of the sensor head is the same
width and length as the sensor in the X and Y directions respectively. The Z direction
is then set automatically to equal the X direction.
However DeTECT allows the possibility to manually modify these in a couple of ways.
Free Space addition It is possible to increase the X and Y directions individually
in order to allow for some free space around the sensor. The sensor is then centred
automatically in the middle of the new X and Y dimensions.
Z dimension adjustment The Z dimension can be altered. As capacitance is directly
related to distance from the electrodes, the voxels far away are often negligible and
waste computational time. It is more efficient to reduce the Z dimension to focus on
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the voxels closer to the sensor. It is of course possible to increase the Z dimension to
increase viewing range but this will result in poorer results and longer computation.
Standard cube viewing area. Free space added and reduced Z dimension.
Figure 4-5: Example of free space and reduced Z dimension modelled around the sensor
head.
4.2.3 CAD model importation
Due to complex sensor head designs the DeTECT software has been modified to allow
CAD models to be imported for each individual design. Each CAD model must be
accompanied with a simple parameter file which records the electrode numbers. This
then allows the software to quickly build up a model of the sensor electrode positions
and numbers to be used in the forward model.
4.3 DeTECT limitations
One issue encountered with the DeTECT software lies in how the forward model is set
up based on the electrode layout design. As the model recreates a detailed CAD model
into a discrete nodal FDM model some of the detail is lost. If the CAD model has lot’s
of right angles and low levels of intricate detail then this is fine and a coarser resolution
can be used (10-20 voxels per dimension). Otherwise high resolution levels are required
in order to fully represent that data (30+ voxels per dimension). This is a problem
referred to as grid convergence, where discretisation of a modelling environment results
in errors in simulation results. It has seen attention in other applications [101] and will











Figure 4-6: Discretisation of CAD model electrode shapes into FDM model.
Figure 4-6 shows a 2D version of how DeTECT creates an FDM nodal space for the
layout of the electrodes. It can be seen that shape detail of the electrodes is lost in
this process so if the electrode shape is not based on squares then it is hard to fully
recreate the sensor electrode layout with the FDM. At higher resolutions the shape of the
electrodes are kept intact and better represented but this is at a cost of computational
effort. Doubling the resolution can cause the computation time to increase by as much
as 8 times.
4.4 Forward Validation
In order to test the validity of the DeTECT software, a few tests have been performed.
Firstly the forward problem was run using the physical properties of an existing sensor
array (shown in figure 4-7).
The forward problem calculates theoretical capacitance values for the sensor layout. In
order to validate these results the simulated capacitance measurements from the forward
problem were compared to the real measured capacitance values, measured using the
PTL 300E when connected to the same sensor layout. These results are presented in
4-8. The simulation was performed using a viewing area resolution of 20x20x10.
There is a very strong correlation between the measured and simulated results which
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Figure 4-7: Planar array electrode layout [7].
Capacitance Measurement Number


























Figure 4-8: Comparison between measured and simulated capacitance values.
can be seen in 4-8. The difference in the magnitude of the peaks is expected. This is
because the simulation is run based on a uniform background permittivity but it is near
impossible to get this for the measured results so variations in the viewing area will
change the capacitance values. There is also going to be some noise brought into the
measured values from the electronics and stray capacitance will affect the final measured
result. The important part is that the pattern of the measurements follows for both
sets which shows that the model is correctly simulating the sensor layout and viewing
area.
4.5 Inverse Validation
To check that the capacitance measurements collected in the forward validation will
actually reconstruct the object modelled an experiment was carried out.
The PTL 300E ( [83]) was connected to the sensor head design [7] used in the Forward
Validation. The sensor head is 200mm x 200mm. A wooden block (5cm x 3cm x 12cm)
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was suspended upright above the sensor head with the base 6cm away from the centre
of the electrodes layout.
Figure 4-9: Wooden block held over sensor at 0cm. Block is later raised up to 6cm.
The wooden block was removed from it’s holder and a set of background capacitance
measurements were taken with the apparatus set up exactly as if the block was there.
This resulted in 66 background capacitance measurements.
The block was replaced and another set of 66 capacitance measurements were taken.
This meant that the only difference in the viewing area between the 2 sets of measure-
ments was the presence of the wooden block. Therefore by reconstructing the differences
between these capacitance measurements a permittivity distribution of the block should
be produced.
A Jacobian was produced using X and Y dimension of 20 and a Z dimension of 10. As
the sensor is 200mm x 200mm this will result in the Z dimension being 10cm which will
more than capture the block 6cm away.
Permittivity distribution
reconstruction Side view Top view




The reconstruction 4-10 clearly shows a region of higher permittivity between 6cm and
10cm away from the sensor. This fits with the true scenario where the wooden block is
located at 6cm and upwards. The shape is not rectangular like the wooden block but this
is understandable. However it is slightly oval with the longer side of the reconstruction
matching to the longer side of the actual block shown in 4-9. This shows that it is
also capturing some information about the orientation of the block. The location of the
reconstructed object is in agreement with it’s actual location and so therefore it can be
seen that the DeTECT software is correctly reproducing an image of the viewing area
in front of the sensor based on the capacitance measurements.
4.6 Complex ECT
The DeTECT toolbox is also able to offer a more advanced method of ECT reconstruc-
tion. This is called Complex ECT and refers to the use of complex numbers during the
simulation and modelling. The complex numbers allow conductivity to be represented
by the forward model which will allow reconstruction to account for this.
When measuring capacitance, ECT systems send AC electric fields through the viewing
region. These AC signals have a excitation voltage V and an excitation frequency f
which is usually referred to as angular frequency ω where:
ω = 2pi f (4.14)
The frequency of the signal is very important to the capacitance measurement in differ-
ent environmental situations. This is because the frequency has a large effect on how
the atoms in the viewing region are effected by the electric field and therefore different
frequencies can be used to perform different imaging depending on the material under
test (MUT).
In order to understand how the frequency affects the capacitance measurements, a little
more understanding of the electric field effect is required. When an electric field passes
through an atom, it polarises the negative electron charges and the positive nuclues
charge. The amount of polarisation in the atom depends on the type of atom and
overall throughout the material there is a polarisation which strengthens the electric
field due to the increase in charge separation. This effect is permittivity ε but there is
also another property that is affecting the region and that is conductivity.
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Conductivity, σ, dictates how easily current can flow but normally ECT is used to
image dielectric materials which are assumed to have 0 conductivity, meaning that no
current can flow and resistance is infinite. This is, however, not always the case and
there is always some level of conductivity even though most of the time it is negligible.
Sometimes the conductivity of some or all of the viewing region is high enough that it
affects the measurements.
Conductivity affects the electric field due to the ease of electron flow through the mate-
rial. This means that when the electric field polarises the atoms, the electrons can more
easily move between atoms through the upper atom energy states and therefore the
charge separation is even greater. Now this effect of conductivity only really effects the
measurements when frequency is considered. The movement of electrons and therefore
polarisation of a material does not happen immediately and is a time based effect. At
higher frequencies this movement is reduced as there is less time between each change
of field polarity. If the imaging is looking for a high conductivity object in a low con-
ductivity surrounding then this doesn’t cause much of an issue as the object will affect
the capacitance more than the surrounding. However it is when the surrounding has a
higher level of conductivity that problems arise.
At lower frequencies conductivity has more impact but so does permittivity and at
higher frequencies they both have a diminished effect. This makes the problem of
imaging permittivity in a conductive environment very hard but it can still be done and
improved imaging can be achieved by measuring conductivity and setting the excitation
frequency accordingly. Also frequency-imaging can be used where it is the change at
different frequencies which is measured and reconstructed. These will be investigated
to see how ECT reconstructions can be improved for conductive environments. Also
the DeTECT model will be used to model varying conductivity and include this in the
Jacobian used for reconstructions.
4.6.1 Implementation
The theory of complex electromagnetics including complex permittivity, admittance and
impedance are shown in chapter 3, section 3.1.2. This section explains how this complex
model is implemented in DeTECT to model a frequency dependent conductivity and
permittivity distribution.




∇ · (−ε∇φ) = 0 (4.15)
This equation assumes no conductivity and models the equivalent circuit of the imaging
region as a standalone capacitor as any form of resistive element is not affecting the
model due to lack of current flow.
Air: εr = 1, σ ≈ 0
≈ ≈
Figure 4-11: Non-conductive region setup and equivalent circuit diagram.
As conductivity is introduced to model, this equivalent circuit becomes more compli-
cated and now resistance needs to be incorporated as there is a flow of current due to
the conductivity which allows it. Also as this is still ECT and not EIT, there is no
flow of current from the electrodes as they cannot have direct contact with the conduc-
tive medium. Therefore a non-conductive shield needs to be included in the equivalent
circuit.
Water: εr = 80, σ = 0.01
Plastic Shield: εr = 5, σ ≈ 0
≈ ≈
Figure 4-12: Conductive region setup and equivalent circuit diagram.
Each voxel of the 3D viewing region has an element of capacitance and resistance to it,
as shown in figure 4-12, but as the shielding layer has non conductivity so the resistive
element can be ignored. The model therefore needs to be able to describe each voxel
in terms of permittivity and conductivity and so to this the following parameters are







Each voxel is now described by a real term of permittivity, ε, and an imaginary term of
conductivity, σ, which is dependent on the excitation frequency, ω, of the signal. This
allows each individual material in the viewing region to be setup correctly. With this







∇φ) = 0 (4.17)
The model then works very similarly to normal but at each stage complex numbers are
used to show phase shift due to lag caused by the frequency.
Planar Array ECT Implementation
In a planar array ECT application imaging a conductive region, the electrodes are
isolated from the conductivity to prevent current flow and a direct connection which
would make it an EIT system instead. This needs to be included in a model and how
this is done is shown in the following example.
Imagine a plastic tank of tap water on top of a planar array sensor. The sensor electrodes
are shielded from the tap water, σ ≈ 0.01 and εr ≈ 80, by a plastic layer, σ ≈ 0 and
εr ≈ 5. If this was modelled in 2D in the X and Z directions then the environment
permittivity and conductivity distributions would look something like this:
εr =

80 80 80 80
80 80 80 80
80 80 80 80




0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0 0 0 0

(4.18)
The forward problem is solved as normal with the FDM method but instead of voxel
weighting being simply ε it is now ε + σjω using the distributions from above in that
formula. Electric potential and electric field distributions are calculated for the model
but this time they come out as complex numbers showing a phase difference due to the
time delay of shifting charge.
Capacitance is calculated as before in the non-complex forward model and the same
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approximation can be used as the frequencies will not exceed 2MHz. This is because
the switching mechanism of the IA Switch is only capable of going up to this range
so there is no need to adjust the capacitance calculation method to account for effects
experienced at higher frequencies.
4.6.2 Theoretical Testing
The DeTECT model was used to simulate the scenario with a conductive tank of water
separated from the sensor by a non-conductive layer. The conductivity of the water was
varied between 1e−10Sm−1 and 1Sm−1. The model was simulated at 1.25MHz. At each
conductivity level the real, CR, and imaginary, CI , capacitance values were recorded
and plotted separately to show how each varies with conductivity.
Conductivity (Sm!1)




















































Figure 4-13: Real, CR, and Imaginary, CI , capacitances at varying conductivity in the
DeTECT model.
Figure 4-13 shows the results of the theoretical tests. It should be noted that the
magnitudes of the capacitance values are not representative of actual capacitance values.
This is due to the model adding some form of scaling to the results. However the scaling
is applied to all numbers so the results are still behaving as expected just at a different
magnitude than would be measured in real life.
The real capacitance is much larger at lower conductivity levels and at roughly 1e−3Sm−1
the magntitudes start to rapidly decrease and become very small. This makes sense as
at low conductivity the viewing region is not conducting current and the capcitance is
made bigger by the dielectric effect of the medium. As current begins to flow, however,




The imaginary capacitance behaves very differently from the real however. At low
conductivity values the magnitude is very small. This would be because the conductivity
is low enough that no current is flowing in the viewing region and therefore not affecting
the capacitance measured. But as conductivity is increased to ≈ 1e−2Sm−1 the charge
in the viewing region begins to move more. However it is lagging behind the excitation
charge on the electrodes which is causing this imaginary capacitance representing a
phase shift. But as the conductivity increases further the charge flowing in the viewing
region also increases further meaning that the capacitance magnitude decreases for the
same reason as with the real capacitance.
The results found with DeTECT for complex ECT show exactly the same behaviour
as previous work on this using other MATLAB models [79] and verification against
COMSOL models [102].
4.7 Summary
This chapter outlined the functionality and operation of the DeTECT software toolbox.
Firstly it explained how the simulation and modelling is implemented from the theory of
ECT. It also described some special features and limitations of the software and finally
validation testing was shown to indicate accuracy and performance of the software. This
software is used extensivley throughout this thesis for all modelling and reconstructions.
All the plotting and visualisation is also performed with the toolbox.
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CHAPTER 5. SENSOR HEAD DESIGN
5.1 Introduction
In order to use planar array ECT sensors for landmine detection the technology needs
to be further developed as in it’s current state it is not accurate enough for the level
required for a feasible landmine detection device. A lot of work has been done on planar
array sensors previously. On a very small scale planar arrays have been used to identify
particle sizes using electrodes between 10µm and 1mm wide [66]. This is very good
but for landmine detection needs to be shown to work on a much larger scale. Multi-
phase interface measurements with ECT have been researched on a similar scale to that
required for landmine detection [60] [61]. But these measurements are reconstructed to
2D images as the flow is in a single direction and the imaging is simply through it.
For landmine detection it would be best if the imaging could be performed in 3D. This
has been achieved by using a grid-like electrode layout [7]. This sensor was a 17cm
x 17cm square 12-electrode array, shown in figure 5-1, which was able to reconstruct
objects which are within a distance of roughly 50% the width of the sensor (≈9cm in
that case). This is consistent with other findings and it is often suggested that this is
due to the overall size of the array. It is also suggested, however, that this could be due
to the distance between the furthest apart electrodes [69] which often is also roughly
50% the size of the electrode array.
It would make more sense if the distance detection was related to the electrode spacings
as the further away the electrodes are the larger the arc of the electric field will be
between them, making the measurement more sensitive to permittivity changes further
away. This would however lead to a weakness in the electric field thus making the
measurements more susceptible to noise.
The typical burial distance of landmines is roughly a few centimetres below the ground’s
surface [30] and the commonly buried AP landmines can be anywhere between 5cm to
much thicker. This means that any landmine detection system would need to be able
to effectively detect at least 10cm (including a couple centimetres for the air gap from
sensor to the ground) and probably much more to account for all landmine types.
One method of increasing distance detection is to increase the sensor size but this also
decreases the resolution of the imaging as smaller objects would not be picked up and
would be lost in the noise.
It might however be possible to improve the distance detection performance by opti-
mising the layout and shape of the electrodes in the array. The theory behind this
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Figure 5-1: Planar Array ECT sensor used in previous research [8].
comes from the relationship between capacitance and the electrodes. In a parallel plate
capacitor the capacitance is directly linked the surface area and distance between elec-
trodes. This relationship becomes a lot more complex when the electrodes are aligned
in a planar form but it should still hold true that the there is some optimal shape,
location and orientation of the electrodes.
The aim is to experiment with new array designs to see if the results can indicate
optimal design strategies, specifically for landmine detection applications by improving
distance detection.
5.2 Sensor Design Simulations
As there is little theory on optimal design features of sensor arrays, it seems reasonable
to start by testing a large number of differently generated electrode layouts and shapes.
To get new electrode shapes and layouts a procedural generation method was used to
come up with designs. This generated both new electrode shapes, as well as laying
them out in unique configurations. The generation always attempted to keep the size
of each electrode as consistent to the other electrodes as possible.
The procedural generation has 4 different design modes. The first is a random gener-
ation, the second is a 1 line of symmetry random generation and the third is a 2 line
of symmetry random generation. The fourth design mode splits the sensor area into
quadrants but then randomly populates each quadrant with electrodes as with design
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mode 1. Examples of the design modes can be seen in figure 5-2.
Design Mode 1 Design Mode 2 Design Mode 3 Design Mode 4
Figure 5-2: Examples of sensor designs from each design mode (each electrode is
coloured uniquely).
Design mode 1 works by firstly randomly filling an area (the overall sensor boundary)
with a chosen number of electrodes. The electrodes are randomly populated and the
only constraint is that the electrodes are joined up and no electrode is split in multiple
locations on the sensor head.
Design mode 2 uses a line of symmetry combined with the random electrode shape
and layout. This removes an element of randomness in the choice of the electrode
layouts and shapes and there is reason to believe that symmetry will be beneficial in
this application due to the physics of how capacitance works. Half of the sensor design
area is randomly generated as with design mode 1 and then this is mirrored to the other
area.
Design mode 3 is the same as design mode 2 but instead 2 lines of symmetry are used.
The random electrode generation is only performed for a quadrant of the overall sensor
area for a quarter of the desired electrodes. This in then mirrored for each quadrant
resulting in 4 areas of electrodes with 2 lines of symmetry.
Finally design mode 4 has 4 quadrants as with design mode 3 but no symmetry. Each
quadrant is randomly generated and this will be used to compare the effectiveness of
the straight lines and layouts with quadrants but without the element of symmetry.
Direct comparison between design modes 3 and 4 will be possible for this reason.
Over 7000 unique sensor designs were procedurally generated with the design modes 1-
4. Each sensor design was then simulated with DeTECT and the Jacobian for each was
found. SVD analysis was then performed on each Jacobian to see how many singular
values each had with a value greater than a noise threshold of 1%. This is a reasonable
noise threshold to use and should allow a useful comparison to be made.
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Electrode Combination Number





























Figure 5-3: SVD analysis of procedurally generated sensor designs.
Figure 5-3 shows how each design mode compares to each other in theoretical ability
to reconstruct images. The more electrode combinations which have a singular value
above the noise threshold, the better the sensor design should be at reconstructing
images. The sensor designs which achieve the most singular values above 1% noise are
those procedurally generated with design mode 3 where the best sensor design has 50
singular values above the noise threshold. Of the top 100 sensors 77 were made with
design mode 3, 23 were made with design mode 2 and 0 were made with design mode 1
or 4. The best design mode 1 sensor ranked 142nd and the best design mode 4 sensor
ranked 326th.
This indicates 2 things. Firstly it is clear that combining the sensors into distinct areas
does not in itself seem to be beneficial. Design mode 3 and 4 both have 4 distinct
quadrants of electrodes and perform best and worst respectively. This lends nicely to
the second conclusion that symmetry is very powerful. Design mode 1 and 4 have no
symmetry and perform very poorly. Design mode 2 has some symmetry and performs
better. But design mode 3 has 2 lines of symmetry and performs far better than the
other design modes in creating sensor designs. It could be other factors which are
making design mode 3 perform better but it makes sense that symmetry would have
some bearing on performance as it means that electrodes have more of their perimeters
touching another same sized electrode and electric fields created will be more uniform.
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5.3 Sensor Design & Construction
To test conclusions made from the simulation results in an experimental manner, 5 new
planar array ECT sensor heads were designed.
5.3.1 Sensor Original
(a) Sensor Original design (b) Sensor Original constructed
Figure 5-4: Sensor original construction.
This sensor is based on a design used in previous work on planar array ECT [7]. In
order to compare the new sensor designs with existing designs this will be manufactured
with the same design constraints as the others.
This sensor is a simple grid of 3x4 rectangular sensors in a grid shape. All of the
rectangles have an even surface area as they are identical. The 200mm x 200mm area
was, therefore, simply divided into 3x4 and then 1mm gaps added inbetween.
5.3.2 Sensor 1
This design aims to test the use of different shapes for the electrodes and to use a circular
arrangement. It started with 6 rectangular blocks in a circle even spread out and then
the gaps between them were filled out with triangles. Then the rectangles were stretched
inwards to maximise the use of the space and the triangles were stretched outwards.
A mathematical approach was taken with the width of the rectangles in order to produce
the most even spread of surface areas of the electrodes. This was because due to the
shape of the electrodes it was impossible to choose a rectangle width that would create
an even surface area spread. The surface area was calculated for each electrode and
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(a) Sensor 1 initial design (b) Sensor 1 finished design (c) Sensor 1 constructed.
Figure 5-5: Sensor 1 design process.
the standard deviation of these surface areas was taken. The rectangle width was then
increased and shortened incrementally in order to achieve a low as possible standard
deviation.
5.3.3 Sensor 2
This sensor builds on the design of Sensor Original. A 3x3 grid of electrodes was created.
The corner electrodes were split in half to create triangular electrodes and the middle
electrodes were narrowed in order to maintain an even surface areas of all electrodes.
This initial design however had 13 electrodes so the middle electrode was split up and
added to each of the rectangular electrodes surrounding it.
(a) Sensor 2 initial design (b) Sensor 2 finished design (c) Sensor 2 constructed.
Figure 5-6: Sensor 2 design process.
5.3.4 Sensor 3
Sensor 2 originally had a central electrode but this was removed in the design of it.
Therefore Sensor 3 was designed based on using central electrodes to see how effective
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they can be. This design is very circular and uses 2 central semi-circle electrodes
surrounded by 10 electrodes. These surrounding electrodes were initially extended
outwards in a circular shape but in order to maximise surface area they were later
extended out to the edge of the rectangular constraint.
The size of the inner circular electrodes were chosen such with a similar technique to
Sensor 1. The surface areas of all electrodes were calculated and then the diameter of
the inner electrodes increased until the standard deviation of all the electrode surface
areas was as low as possible.
(a) Sensor 3 initial design (b) Sensor 3 finished design (c) Sensor 3 constructed.
Figure 5-7: Sensor 3 design process.
5.3.5 Sensor 4
This design attempted to get as many electrodes as possible touching the centre of the
array. In order to keep the surface area equal between the electrodes the obvious choice
was splitting the area into 8 triangles. Then an additional 4 electrodes were required,
so these were added as an outer layer of border electrodes enclosing the others.
(a) Sensor 4 finished design (b) Sensor 4 constructed.
This design should prove the effectivness of using electrodes close to the centre as well
as proving the usefulness of having outer bordering electrodes.
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5.3.6 Sensor 5
The final design again takes a lot of influence from Sensor Original but cuts out 3
electrodes to make it a 3x3 array. This means that each electrode can be bigger than
those of Sensor Original. 2 electrodes are then woven in an out of the square electrodes
and the final electrode is added as a complete square enclosing every other electrode.
(a) Sensor 5 finished design (b) Sensor 5 constructed.
This design really allows the electrodes to be as close to each other as possible. Hopefully
the signal strength between the woven electrodes and the square electrodes will be really
strong as they are all very close. The outer electrode will also create strong signals with
each of the other electrodes.
5.3.7 Sensor Design Considerations
These designs were not aimed at finding one which is fully optimised but instead working
out which features of the sensor performs better. Sensor 1 attempts to maximise lines of
symmetry as the simulation results showed that more lines could lead to an improvement
in performance. Sensor 2 also attempts to maximise the lines of the symmetry in the
design but with a more uniform electrode size and shape distribution. Sensor 3 adds a
curved edge to the otherwise very straight lined designs but still maintaining symmetry.
A lot of the best simulation designs had an element of curvature surrounded by straight
lines. Sensor 4 inverts Sensor 3 by putting a level of long electrodes around the outside
surrounding a group of triangular electrodes in the middle. A lot of the best designs
from the simulation results contained narrow electrodes surrounding rounder electrodes.
Sensor 5 uses this concept with the basic grid shape of the Original Sensor. The design
of Sensor 5 should also theoretically increase the capacitance readings as the shortest
distance between sensors has been reduced due to the inter-electrode electrodes.
Five sensor designs should be enough to give a good analysis of sensor design. They
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are all very different and each aims to investigate a particular feature identified by the
simulation results and theory on sensor design.
5.3.8 Sensor Construction
The construction of the sensors was out sourced to an undergraduate student as a
project. The aim of the project was to construct the sensor designs to the correct
specification and design transmission line from sensor head to PTL 300E, producing a
working ECT sensor head.
The only design requirements was the geometric layout of the electrodes and that each
sensor must be manufactured identically to produce comparable results.
Figure 5-10: Example of the CNC machine used [9].
Sensor Head Body In order to keep costs down, produce the sensors quickly and
make sure that the layout was accurate it was decided that the electrodes would be cut
out on a copper PCB using a CNC machine. The PCB board used was a double sided
copper sheeted board. The design was cut out of one side leaving the other side as a
whole sheet of copper. This meant that the back side could be grounded thus shielding
this side of the sensor.
Transmission Line The transmission of signal from the sensor to the PTL 300E is
very important as the signal is measuring capacitance. Normal wiring would produce
it’s own electric field and therefore stray capacitance. This would interfere with the
capacitance values being measured and produce incorrect results. Therefore as much
of the transmission line as possible must be shielded from as close to the electrodes as
possible. Coaxial shielded cabling was used to carry the signal from the sensor head
to the PTL 300E device. Small holes were drilled through the PCB board and a SMB
2-channel connector was used to connect the electrode to the centre of the shielded
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cable and the grounded back to the grounded outer layer of the cable. There were 2
types of connector used:
(a) Cross section of connector type 1. (b) Cross section of connector type 2.
(c) Connector 1 Front.(d) Connector 1 Back. (e) Connector 2 Front. (f) Connector 2 Back.
Figure 5-11: Connectors used in the transmission line of the sensors.
Connector type 1 was used first due to use from a previous project where it worked
well, however there were some design flaws. Firstly a large hole was required which cut
out a section of the electrode surface area and secondly, stray capacitance from wire
connected on top of the connector to the electrode would affect results.
Connector type 2 was then found which removed both of these problems. A much
smaller hole was required as the connector didn’t go all the way through. Also the
small pin that stuck through at the top was connected to the electrode with solder
creating a nice low profile finish.
As some of the sensors had already been drilled for connector type 1 they remained
with this but the others were changed to connector type 2.
Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Sensor 5 Sensor Original
Type 1 Type 1 Type 2 Type 1 Type 2 Type 2
Table 5.1: Table showing connectors on each sensor.
5.4 Combined Sensor
ECT imaging is a difficult problem in 2D and becomes even more so when using a
planar array and thus reconstructing images in 3D. This is because firstly the problem
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of reconstructing permittivity from capacitance measurements is ill-conditioned. This
means that a small change of the input, in this case capacitance, can massively affect
the output which in ECT is a permittivity distribution. This comes from the fact that
usually only 66 capacitance measurements are taken to reconstruct as many as 8000
permittivity voxels. Any small change in these 66 measurements is going to cause large
differences in the ≈8000 permittivity values.
The problem is made harder still due to the fact that it is also ill-posed. This stems from
believing that mathematical models of physical events should have a unique solution and
changes in the solution should be continuous with changes of the initial conditions [103].
Due to the nature of the electromagnetism of equipment and the environment, there
are changes to the measurements which are not taken into account by the model which
causes errors in the solution. Also as the reconstruction is attempting to calculate the
value of 8000 values based on just 66 measurements it is not improbable that there will
exist more than 1 solution which fits the input data.
Therefore it would be extremely beneficial to find a way to negate these effects and
perform more accurate reconstruction. A theoretical way to do this would be to increase
the number of measurements taken, therefore reducing the number of possible solutions
and reducing the effect of small changes in input.
A seemingly obvious way to increase the number of measurements in planar array ECT
would be to increase the number of electrodes on the sensor. This would increase
the number of measurements but evaluation of increasing electrode numbers in ECT
has shown that using more than 12 electrodes leads to little improvement in image
quality [104]. Also, using more electrodes over the same area reduces their size and as
capacitance is proportional to surface area this will lead to reductions in signal strength
and be more susceptible to noise. If the electrode size is kept constant however then
more electrodes would lead to a larger array and this would result in a loss of resolution
relative to the array size.
To increase the number of capacitance measurements without increasing the number of
electrodes a novel method was proposed.
The Combined Sensor idea works by essentially switching the shapes of the electrodes
in between each set of measurements. In theory the Combined Sensor has an infinite
number of electrode shapes and layouts. Depending on the switching mechanism it
could also use a variable number of electrodes rather than a fixed number. This means
that each calculation now uses M×L capacitance measurements, where L is the number
of different electrode combinations used. This, in theory, improves the overall solution
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Sensor1 Sensor2 Sensor3 Sensor4 Sensor5
Combined Sensor
Figure 5-12: Visualisation of the Combined Sensor idea.
as more measurements are used to calculate the same number of answers.
5.4.1 Mechanical Switching
Figure 5-12 shows 5 different electrode layout designs combined. This method would
work by taking measurements using each individual design and then combining the
measurements during the reconstruction to get an image using all of the designs.
Inclusion Inclusion
Figure 5-13: Idea for Combined Sensor with mechanical switching.
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In practice this would involve some form of mechanical switching to physically move
each new sensor design into the same place to take the measurement from the same
location. This method is good as each sensor could be drastically different in terms of
layout and electrode shape, but it would also be limited as it would be slow and only
limited to the designs used.
Electronic Switching
A more customisable method would be to use a set of electrode shapes which can then
be electronically switched together to create a very large number of different unique
shapes and layouts. This method is far more complex than mechnical switching but
allows for more flexibility and customisation. This has been achieved in some different
forms with so called ‘adaptive’ sensors [71] and [70] which use electronic switching.
Ch1
Ch2
Electronic Switching DeviceCombined Sensor Electrode Array
Figure 5-14: Idea for Combined Sensor with electronic switching.
A full description of how this was achieved can be found in section 7.
5.5 Experimental Results
The performance of the sensor designs will be assessed based on the optimisation crite-
ria.
5.5.1 Optimisation Criteria
SVD analysis This is the number of singular values obtained from SVD which lie
above a chosen noise threshold. This will give a theoretical view on which sensor head
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design is best.
Depth Detection The difference between reconstructed and actual distances of the
object edge to the sensor will be compared for each sensor design. Minimising difference
will be better as this shows improved accuracy.
Location Detection The reconstructed object centre will be compared to the actual
location of the object centre. Minimising the error will show a better sensor design.
Theoretical performance can be assessed in a number of different ways such as analysing
the simulated capacitance for the design. But SVD analysis was selected as it focuses
on more fundamental changes that the design impacts through the Jacobian alone.
5.5.2 Surface Area
One of the main considerations for a lot of the designs was to make the electrode surface
areas as close as possible. Figure 5-15 shows the comparisons of the 5 sensor design
surface areas for electrode 1 to 12.


















Figure 5-15: Electrode surface area comparison between all the sensor designs.
It can be seen that 4 of the designs have very even distributions of surface area. The 2
designs which have a bigger variation in electrode surface area have physical constraints
which prevent all the electrodes ever being the same size.
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5.5.3 Individual Sensors
In order to validate the sensor construction theoretical capacitance values taken from
DeTECT were compared to actual measured capacitances from the sensors. DeTECT
calculates theoretical values at a different scale to the real measured values but com-
parisons can still be made if both sets of measurements are normalised.
Figure 5-16: PTL 300E device for capturing capacitance data and experimental setup.
The PTL 300E, figure 5-16, was the device used to capture the capacitance data and
has been proved to be an extremely capable device [105]. The 12 electrodes of the
sensor head are plugged in to the 12 connections on the front of the device and then
capacitance data can be captured live to a connected PC at up to 300 frames per second.
Figure 5-17 shows a comparison of measured and simulated capacitance for two of
the sensor designs. The values have been normalised in order to allow for a visual
comparison. The simulation will not produce accurate capacitance magnitudes due
to the way the modelling is performed and the PTL device could be amplifying the
measured capacitance values so it is not known what the collected measurements refer
to. This is because the device is designed to be used with industry standard sensors
attached. It can be quite clearly seen that the pattern of the measurements between
the simulated and measured capacitance values is very similar. This indicates that
the simulation is working correctly and also that the sensor heads were manufactured
correctly and are operating in practice as expected.
The DeTECT software also calculates electric field distributions for the sensor designs
and from this sensitivity plots can be produced to show what regions of permittivity
change the sensor designs are most sensitive to.
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Capacitance Measurement Number























































Figure 5-17: Comparison between measured and simulated capacitance values of Sensor
1 (left) and Sensor 3 (right).
Original Sensor - 0.09 Sensor 1 - 0.047 Sensor 2 - 0.056
Sensor 3 - 0.075 Sensor 4 - 0.068 Sensor 5 - 0.0318
Figure 5-18: A single isosurface of the sensitivity plots of each sensor design and the
isosurface value.
The surfaces on the sensitivity plots in figure 5-18 show how sensitive that region is to
the final reconstruction. An isosurface of the sensitivity plots has been found to show
the shape of the reach of the sensors but the isosurface value is different for each of
them shown by the number by the plot. The value of this number indicates how much a
change in this surface will affect the sensors measurement readings with a bigger number
indicating a bigger change in capacitance measurements. The shapes found show the
direction and area that the sensors are most sensitive to. All of the sensors, except
sensor 4, have a very wide base shape and then point upwards. This indicates that they
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will be good at detecting object locations close to the sensor but will struggle when
the object is further away. Sensor 4 however has a much more directed upward shape
and isn’t so wide at the bottom. This indicates that it will be able to detect object
better at distance as well as locate them more accurately. Sensor 4 has outer electrodes
which encase the central electrodes and it could be seen that this feature is making the
sensitivity region of the sensor much more directed which could be desirable. The value
of the isosurface gives some indication on the magnitude of the final reconstructions.
It would make sense that the sensitivity plots with a larger isosurface value at the
same distance will reconstruct higher permittivities and therefore are more likely to
reconstruct objects which cause smaller changes in capacitance. This could mean they
will perform better at detecting bigger distances. Sensor 5 has by far the smallest
isosurface value at 0.0318 and the original sensor has the highest at 0.9.
SVD analysis The sensors can be compared on their ability to construct an image
by SVD analysis on their Jacobians [82] modelled in the forward problem using the
DeTECT software. From this a Jacobian was calculated for each sensor layout. The
singular values of these Jacobians were found using SVD and plotted against each other
in comparison.
For each Jacobian, the SVD values found were normalised so that the magnitudes
could all be compared together with a noise percentage as otherwise they would require
individual noise lines on the graph.
If a noise level of 1% is assumed, then a threshold level can be placed at 10−2. Any SVD
values that fall below this threshold will be deemed to have such a small affect on the
image reconstruction that they will only amplify this 1% of noise. Therefore they will
be destructive to the image and removed. For this reason the more SVD values that the
Jacobian of a particular sensor has above the threshold, the better the reconstruction
of the final image will be. The SVD plot can be seen in figure 5-19.
Sensor 1 2 3 4 5 Original
Count 44 40 41 49 39 42
Table 5.2: Average number of singular values above 1% noise for each sensor design.
From figure 5-19 it can be seen that all of the sensor designs behave very similarly to
each other. These results lie within the same range as the simulation results from the
procedurally generated designs. The best sensor design, Sensor 4, has 49 out of 66
singular values above the noise threshold and this is only beaten by 4 sensor designs in
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Figure 5-19: SVD analysis of all sensor designs at a resolution of 30 voxels per dimension.
the simulation results which each achieved 50 singular values above the noise threshold.
At lower resolutions the number of singular values is much more erratic which could
be due to limitations of the FDM model in DeTECT . It seems that stability occurs
for resolutions above 20 at which point there is much more consistency showing that
the forward problem is operating more accurately. Reconstructions will therefore be
performed at or above 20 voxels per dimension.
Distance/Location detection Detecting the distance and location of an object was
performed using a wooden block of dimensions 190mm × 60mm × 45mm. This wooden
block is almost identical to the one used in distance reconstruction from Ye et al.
(2013) [7]. This will allow for direct comparisons to be made between the results
obtained from their experiments and the experiments in this chapter. The setup can
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be seen in figure 5-16. All of the sensors had background capacitance measurements
taken when placed in the exact same place in the test area with no block present. The
wooden block was then placed vertically in the viewing area at 30mm, 60mm, 90mm








Figure 5-20: Reconstruction of permittivity for a wooden block 30mm, 60mm, 90mm
and 120mm from the sensor head.
Figure 5-20 shows the reconstructed images in comparisons to where the actual wooden
blocks were located. Visually it would appear that sensors 2, 3, 5 and Original are best
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at reconstructing the object at the right distances up to 90mm as they are quite accurate
at this range. There seems to be no similarity in the features which would explain this.
Sensors 1, 2 and 4 reconstruct very small round shapes where sensors 3, 5 and Original
reconstruct curved long shapes. Sensors 1, 2 and 4 are made up of a combination of long
thin rectangular electrodes and triangles with many lines of symmetry going through
the centre. The other sensors contain far fewer lines of symmetry and do not focus
around the centre as much. This might not show that these features are any better or
worse for reconstruction but it does show how the shape of the reconstruction can be
affected by electrode shape.
All the other sensors reconstruct random shapes at 120mm possibly caused by back-
ground interferences due to the weak electric field at such a distance. It could also be
due to noise amplified by the singular values located below the noise threshold from
SVD analysis.
The maximum point of each reconstructed object was located and the distance, Z, and
location, X and Y , of this point was found. This was then compared to the centre of
the lowest point on the wooden block and the difference between the actual point on
the block and the detected point is plotted on distance and location graphs in figures
5-21 and 5-22.
















Sensor 1 Sensor 2
Sensor 3 Sensor 4
Sensor 5 Original Sensor
Figure 5-21: Difference between detected distance and actual distance of wooden block.
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Sensor 1 Sensor 2
Sensor 3 Sensor 4
Sensor 5 Original Sensor
Figure 5-22: Difference between detected location and actual location of wooden block.
Initially it can be noted that for both location and distance all of the sensors have
consistent results up to a block distance of 9cm but after at 12cm the error drastically
increases. This supports the results from the reconstructed images in figure 5-20. For
that reason then the following discussions are based on 3cm - 9cm. Looking mainly
at the location comparison plot, figure 5-22, the same distinct groupings of sensors as
before can be seen where Sensors 1, 2 and 4 are very similar and the others following a
similar trend. When looking at the reconstruction images it was not clear which group
reconstructed the image better but here it would appear that Sensors 1, 2 and 4 are
better at detecting the location and Sensors 3, 5 and Original are better at detecting
the distance (apart from Sensor 2 which is the best at distance too). This gives further
indication to the benefits of different electrode shapes and symmetrical designs.
5.5.4 Combined Sensor
Using the measurements taken from each individual sensor of the same object, in the
same environment and in the same location then it can be assumed that all of the
measurements are from 1 device rather than 5 individual sensors. The reconstruction
can then use all of the combined capacitance measurements in order to reconstruct the
permittivity distribution.
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SVD analysis An immediate benefit can be seen if the same SVD analysis of all the 5
sensor designs combined is compared to the sensors individually. The exact same SVD
analysis as earlier was performed on the combined sensor with the same resolution of
30. The results in figure 5-23 clearly shows the much larger number of singular values
available above the noise threshold. The combined sensor had 198 singular values above
the noise threshold compared to the best individual sensor which had 49. This means
that a lot more information can be obtained as the Jacobian will reconstruct more data
not susceptible to noise.


























Figure 5-23: Combined Sensor singular values compared to all the other sensor designs.
To see how the number different sensor designs used in the combined sensor affects the
SVD results, the procedurally generated sensor designs were combined into increasingly
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larger combined sensor combinations. The procedurally generated sensor designs of all
4 design modes were combined in combinations from 2 to 242 sets of sensor designs and
then simulated. No design was used in multiple combinations.
Electrode Combination Number
































Figure 5-24: SVD analysis of increasingly large combinations of procedurally generated
sensor designs.



















Figure 5-25: Comparison of SVD values above noise for increasing number of combina-
tions in combined sensor.
Figure 5-24 shows the singular values increasing in number as the number of individual
sensors used in each combination increases. However the number of singular values
above the noise threshold does not increase linearly with the number of singular values
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in total.
Figure 5-25 shows the number of singular values above the noise threshold against the
number of individual sensor designs used in the combination. It can be seen that for
lower sensor counts, adding more sensors to the combined sensor will achieve a big gain
in singular values not affected by 1% noise. However this quickly flattens and it would
seem that using any more than 100 individual sensors as part of a combined sensor
would not produce any useful additional information to the reconstruction.
Depth/Location detection The increase in data in the Jacobian for the combined
sensor should in theory improve the reconstructions.
Figure 5-26: Combined sensor using all 5 sensor designs reconstructing permittivity at
varying distances.
Figure 5-26 shows the reconstructions of the combined sensor using all 5 of the sensor
designs. The reconstructions are accurate in terms of distance/location up to 90mm
and even at 120mm an object has been found at the right distance even though it is
not in the right location. Looking back at the individual reconstructions in figure 5-20
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some of the sensors do not perform well at 120mm. This could be due to poor sensor
performance or errors in the capacitance readings. Either way these results in theory
should actually be degrading the performance of the combined sensor rather than aiding
it. However, despite the fact that the combined sensor contains capacitance readings
and Jacobians, which on their own cause poor reconstructions at 120mm, it is able to
reconstruct the object fairly accurately. This indicates that the combined sensor is able
to essentially ‘filter’ measurements and prevent them from degrading the image too
much.
5.5.5 Sandbox Testing
The permittivity reconstruction tests from figure 5-20 and 5-26 are performed in free
space, which has a relative permittivity of 1. As dry wood usually has a relative
permittivity somewhere between 2 and 6 the reconstruction is attempting to solve the
problem for a positive change in permittivity from the background. In the scenario of a
buried landmine however, it could be surrounded by a higher permittivity environment
and therefore the reconstruction of this will be significantly harder as a weaker signal
surrounded by strong signals is trying to be reconstructed. A landmine could have
areas of both lower and higher permittivity than the surrounding ground. To test the
performance of the sensors in more of a ‘landmine’ type scenario a sandbox was used.
The relative permittivity of dry sand lies in the region of 2.5 to 3.5. A mostly filled
bottle of water was used to simulate a foreign object in the sand where the water and
air have a relative permittivity close to 90 and 1 respectively. The water bottle had a
diameter of 56mm, height of 120mm and was 80% full of tap water.
Figure 5-27: Sandbox testing setup.
Sand is a good experimental background medium as it is easily manipulated for burying
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objects at various depths and it has a relative permittivity very similar to most ground
types (as long as the water content is similar). Landmines have often been used in
sand environments and one of the largest areas of unexploded landmines exists today
in El Alamein where it is reported that a tenth of Egypt’s agricultural land is rendered
unusable becuase of these landmines [13].
The water bottle was buried in dry sand from distances ranging between 20mm - 90mm
from the sensor head. The sensors were then placed on top of the sand with a thin
perspex sheet shielding the electrodes from direct contact with the sand as shown in
figure 5-27. Due to a high sensitivity area near the sensor head, the reconstructions were
created by removing 2 planes of pixels so that the reconstruction started approximately
10mm away from the sensor head. As each sensor is slightly different in construction,
accurate measurements of sensor head to sand surface distance were taken and included
in the reconstructions. This means that the stated distance above each image of the
sandbox reconstructions in figure 5-28 is the distance from the water bottle to the sensor
electrodes but the image is only showing the reconstructed area below the surface of
the sand. As the aim of the sandbox was to evaluate the ability of the sensors to detect
sub-surface objects, they are not evaluated based on the optimisation criteria. Due
to there being a slight gap between the sensor electrodes and the surface of the sand,
caused by the perspex and slight air gap, there is a lot of both positive and negative
reconstruction noise near the surface. Therefore the reconstructions were segmented
using Otsu thresholding [106] to only capture the inclusion.
As before with the individual reconstructions the 2 distinct groups of sensors are ap-
pearing. Sensors 1, 2 and 4 reconstruct an object with the right shape but the distance
is not accurate. The other sensors are much better at getting a more accurate distance
but the object shape is very poorly reconstructed. Sensors 1, 2 and 4 have a large con-
centration of electrodes in the middle which could be resulting in a very highly sensitive
region there. This could mean that they are able to reconstruct location and shape
very well but only when the object is only directly located above this area. Sensors
3, 5 and Original however have their electrodes spread out much more and this could
be creating more of a dome shape in the Jacobian which leads to much better distance
detection but will produce this curved dome shape reconstruction.
The combined sensor reconstructs a very consistent shape and also although the actual
distance in the reconstructions is not very accurate it is still showing an increase in the
distance of the segmented inclusion as the actual distance increases. This shows that it
is being affected by the increasing distance. Furthermore when looking at the colours of
the segmented inclusions for all sensors it becomes apparent that the combined sensor
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≈ 20mm ≈ 30mm ≈ 40mm ≈ 50mm
Figure 5-28: Sandbox testing reconstructions of water bottle at various depths. The
white circle indicates the location of the buried bottle. Attempts were made to bury
bottle at desired depth, but due to the difficulty in the sand this was only possible with
an approximate error of 1-2mm. Therefore the exact depth has also been indicated on
each individual image.
is producing a much stronger inclusion reconstruction. The colours in the inclusion
represent higher values and most of the sensors reconstruct an inclusion made up of a
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core of yellow, representing a high permittivity, and surrounded by a large area of blue,
representing an area of lower permittivity. The combined sensor however has a very
large core of yellow and then a much smaller surrounding area of green which indicates
that the inclusion has a much larger difference in permittivity to the background than
the individual sensors could reproduce. The permittivity gradient between the water
bottle and the surrounding sand is very distinct and so the reconstructions should show
this. Instead most of them show a gradual permittivity shift from the water to the sand
but the combined sensor has the greatest gradient shift between highest permittivity
and the edge indicating that it is producing the most accurate representation of the
object.
The individual sensors can be grouped into 2 distinct groups based on their reconstruc-
tion performance in both air and sand with the wooden block and water bottle. The
1st group is able to reconstruct locations and shapes better but the 2nd group is able to
reconstruct distance much more accurately. It then makes sense that- combinations of
these sensor design features would be best to get the best single reconstruction. This is
exactly what the combined sensor appears to do and it produces reconstructions which
show benefits from both groups of sensor designs.
5.6 Conclusion
As there had been little previous research into designing sensor electrode layouts for
planar array ECT sensors, this was chosen as a very useful topic of investigation. As
the electrodes are directly measuring capacitance for the reconstructions, finding the
optimal shapes and layout of these could potentially add large gains to final image
quality without adding complexity to the measuring system or reconstruction.
To start with, considerations of what made a good electrode layout were loosely chosen
and used to procedurally generate 1000’s of unique electrode shapes and arrangements.
There were 4 different types of design which varied from each other in lines of symmetry
and electrode grouping. The only constant between them was the electrode surface area
which was always kept the same. The DeTECT toolbox was then used to simulate each
design and using SVD analysis, they were all scored on how well they performed. This
work showed that lines of symmetry in the designs were good and also indicated that
grouping the electrodes into distinct quadrants did not add any benefit.
From the simulation work, 5 new sensor head designs were created each using an aspect
devloped from the results of the procedrually generated designs. These new designs
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were then manufactured and tested experimentally to see how they performed with real
data compared to the simulations. Some sensors were able to reconstruct shape better
than others and some were able to locate inclusions better. There was no clear optimal
design which makes sense as it would have been a coincidence to find this by simply
making 5 designs. Some features were found to improve performance such as Sensor
4 which had fewer longer electrodes around the outside and more concentrated closer
packed electrodes in the middle. Sensor 3 was also good as it had 2 central electrodes
for focusing on the middle and then the rest were fanned out around them which made
depth detection better. But this design was very focused on the centre.
As each design had it’s own strengths and weaknesses, it seemed only natural that
together they would be able to perform better and this is were the Combined Sensor was
conceived. The main issue with the ECT inverse problem is that very few measurements
are trying to reconstruct many voxels. But if all the sensors were ‘combined’ then there
would be more measurements for the same number of voxels and also each design would
offer it’s own unique measurement feature to the results.
Experimental testing showed that the Combined Sensor was far better than the individ-
uals as expected and if there was a particular sensor which had measured bad data, the
reconstruction wouldn’t show this as the other sensors filtered it out. The Combined
Sensor, however, was not a practical option as measurement took a long time due to
swapping sensor heads so it would not be useful in a landmine detection scenario. To
solve this a mechanical switching device was theorised but again this wouldn’t be effi-
cient and is limited to the physical sensor designs which are pre-manufactured. A more
versatile Combined Sensor was conceived which used electronic switching to combine
smaller electrodes into a larger electrode shape. This was created and results can be
seen in Chapter 7.
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6.1 Introduction
A common method of image reconstruction in ECT is Tikhonov regularisation but
Total Variation (TV) algorithms have also received a great deal of attention and many
implementations are considered state of the art [107] [108] for image reconstruction.
These algorithms are used in many different applications such as medical [109] [110]
and industrial [111] [112] with various implementations. It has also been effectively
implemented with EIT imaging [113] and MIT [114] where the reconstruction problem
is similar to ECT. Among the available methods for TVminimisation, splitting methods,
such as proximal algorithms [115] and the split Bregman method [93], [116], are efficient
and widely used. There is, however, no clear winner as each application requires a
different reconstruction approach with very different parameter selections.
Image reconstruction is an ill-posed problem that requires optimal selection of image
reconstruction parameters. For L2-regularisation, the L-curve or the generalised cross
validation are widely used for selecting the regularisation parameter [90], [117]. Splitting
algorithms have few parameters that need to be tuned. For the case of split Bregman
algorithm, previous work provided some guidelines for manual parameter selection [93]
[118] [119] as well for automatic selection [120] for some of these parameters. Tikhonov
Regularisation has also received attention on parameter selection, both automatic [121]
and manual, such as L-Curve method [122].
This chapter proposes a new method of selecting parameters for the image reconstruc-
tion algorithms automatically and to assess it on planar array ECT data. The pro-
posed method is applied to a ‘Hybrid Tiknovov’ with NOSER regularisation [88] and
split Bregman based TV methods [93]. The algorithm proposed here will attempt to
automate selection of multiple parameters.
Manual reconstruction parameter selection involves an expert who knows how each
parameter affects the reconstruction. This is often done through a method of trial
and improvement which relies on looking at the result and changing the parameters
accordingly. This is usually very time consuming and requires the expert knowledge on
the algorithm and application. A method of automatic parameter selection, however,
which can select reconstruction parameters based only on the measured data, would
remove the need for the expert and thus potentially speed up reconstructions and add
consistency to results. The proposed method of automatic parameter selection involves
finding a set of optimal parameters using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). GAs have been
successfully used for parameter tuning in several applications [123] [124].
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Initial testing is performed in air, with objects centrally located over the sensor in order
to use the best case scenario for ECT. ECT has been investigated with both buried
objects [22] as well as off-centre objects [7] previously but both of these add difficulties
to the reconstructions which will affect the results and prevent clearer conclusions on
the automatic parameter selection alone. The algorithm will then be tested on buried
objects.
6.2 Performance Criteria
6.2.1 Front Surface Distance Detection (FSDD)
The distance dd to the front surface is calculated in several stages. As the reconstruction
is not perfect, the front surface may not be smooth which means that if the distance was
measured from a single point on the surface it might not be representative of the actual
distance of the object. For this reason the distance detection is performed on multiple
points and an average distance detected is taken from this. Algorithm 1 explains how
the distance is detected and a visualisation of this can be seen in figure 6-1.












































Z = 8 = 80mm
Z = 9 = 90mm
Extracted section of permittivity
in the ’core’ around the threshold
Interpolation between both
voxel planes results in:
Edge Distance = 87.49mm
3x3 ’core’
permittivity
distribution 3D X Y
Z
Figure 6-1: Distance detection method showing interpolation between voxel levels
around the Otsu Threshold value. GREEN - Smaller than threshold, RED - Bigger
than threshold.
Firstly the overall 3D permittivity distribution is filtered using a median filter. This
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is so that noise and small pockets of higher permittivity are removed and only larger
inclusions are left. Next a 3x3 ‘core’ is extracted from the 3D permittivity distribution.
This is taken along a line such that is intersects with the expected x-y location of the
imaged object. Each 1D z-direction vector of this ‘core’ is separated. A threshold value
is calculated from the vector using Otsu’s method [106] and this value will represent
the permittivity boundary between the free space around the object and the higher
permittivity value of the object (shown in green and red respectively in figure 6-1). If the
1D vector of permittivity values has multiple separate regions above the threshold value
then the largest one is used. The distance to the front of this region is then calculated by
interpolating between the distances of the pixels either side of the threshold value. This
value of distance is recorded and then the same distance detection method is repeated
on each 1D vector in the 3D ‘core’. The final top surface distance is chosen as the mean
of each individual distance detected within the ‘core’. This final FSDD score is dd.
Step by step process of FSDD can be seen in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Calculate front surface distance, dd
Require: Permittivity distribution, ε
Ensure: Detected distance, dd
while ε , MedianFilter(ε) do
ε = MedianFilter(ε)
end while
Extract 3x3 core, εcore, from centre of ε
Setup empty cores distances variable, dcore
for x = [1 2 3] do
for y = [1 2 3] do
ε1D = εcore(x, y)
Totsu = OtsuThreshold(ε1D)
z = 1
while ε1D(z) < Totsu do
z = z + 1
end while





Totsu − ε1D(z − 1)
)
d = z − 1 + ∆d
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6.2.2 Cross-section Reconstruction Score (CSRS)
The distance dd from FSDD is only useful if the inclusion that was reconstructed is
close in shape to that of the actual inclusion otherwise the detected distance could be
coincidental and not representative of a good parameter set. For this reason every test
also checks a cross-section of the permittivity distribution to check on the shape of the








Figure 6-2: 2D slice taken from centre of ‘core’ and then the inclusion cut-out based on











































































































Figure 6-3: Expected and reconstructed inclusions are compared based on overlapping
voxels and scored where voxels agree and where voxels disagree.
A 2D cross-section is cut out in the x-z plane by taking the 3 cross-sections intersecting
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the 3x3 ‘core’, that was used for the FSDD, and averaging them together into a single
2D slice. All permittivity values in this 2D slice below the same Otsu threshold value
used in the FSDD are then set to 0, and all greater are set to 1, thus effectively leaving
only a binary inclusion in the 2D permittivity distribution.
Algorithm 2 Calculate cross section correlation, scorecsrs
Require: Permittivity distribution, ε
Ensure: Cross section correlation score, scorecsrs
Calculate x-direction mid-voxel, xmid
Setup empty εaverage
for x = [-1 0 1] do
ε2D = ε(xmid + x)
Totsu = OtsuThreshold(ε2D)
ε2D(ε2D < Totsu) = 0
εaverage = εaverage + ε2D
end for
εaverage(εaverage , 0) = 1
Load expected inclusion εexpected
Initialise correct voxel count, cv = 0
Initialise incorrect voxel count, iv = 0
Calculate total area of cross section, ta = 21 ∗ 21
for x = 1 to 21 do
for y = 1 to 21 do
if εaverage(x, y) = εexpected(x, y) then
cv = cv + 1
else





This extracted inclusion is then compared to the expected inclusion shape by comparing
the percentage of overlapping voxels and non-overlapping voxels. A represenation of
this can be seen in figure 6-3. A score of 100% is achieved if all of the voxels in the
extracted inclusion match the expected inclusion perfectly with no redundant voxels.
The comparison is not performed on the expected distance, de, of the inclusion as
this would mean that if the distance detected, dd, was wrong the shape reconstruction
would also be poor. Instead the expected inclusion is created for the detected distance,
dd in order to allow a shape comparison irrespective of the performance of the FSDD
performance.
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Step by step process of CSRS can be seen in algorithm 2.
6.3 Parameter Optimisation Techniques
Parameter optimisation is a hard problem. Several methods have been proposed to
optimise the regularisation parameter for Tikhonov [89]. Performance of these methods
depends on the application and data, so methods are generally compared for a new ap-
plication [117]. Automatic selection of other hyperparameters, such as those in the split
Bregman formulation (they are not regularisation parameters), is still an open issue,
where some guidelines have been previously proposed [93] [118] [125]. For optimising
TV and Tikhonov parameters many different methods were tried.
6.3.1 Brute Force
A ‘brute force’ method of evenly searching all combinations of parameters in a given
size range was attempted. It was found however that if the number of parameter
combinations was too large then the optimisation took too long and if too small then
the gaps between parameter values was too large.
6.3.2 Narrowing-Search Optimistion (NaSO)
The Narrowing-Search method is a simple optimisation method which looks at a vast
parameter space area and attempts to narrow in on a well performing region of param-
eters. It starts with low resolution sets of parameters spread between a large range. It
tests each combination of these parameters and scores the results. It then looks at the
scores across the parameter space and redefines the limits of each parameter range to the
region of best scores. It then initialises new parameter sets for this new region, therefore
increasing the parameter resolution for this high scoring area. The same process is then
repeated again on this smaller region and again another high scoring region is found.
This process is repeated until a small enough region has been found that a single set
of optimal parameters can be determined. This method did find good parameter sets
but they were not the best as there were found to be many local maxima scores in the
parameter space and this method only narrowed in on the first one it found. Therefore
it seems that this optimisation problem requires a more complicated approach.
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6.3.3 Neighbour-Search Optimisation (NSO)
The ‘Neighbour-Search’ method aims to find optimal parameters for each distance of
inclusion as close as possible to the parameters of similar distances. The overall method
is a trial and improvement method of testing a set of parameters and then incremen-
tally changing them until the distance detection score improves. The ‘Neighbour’ part
of the name comes from process of using starting parameters of each optimisation as
the ‘best’ parameters from the previous distance (neighbour) tested. So for example
if distance detection at 30mm resulted in optimal parameters of ABC then the opti-
misation of distance detection at 40mm will start at ABC and incrementally change
these values until it finds parameters which are able to reconstruct the 40mm inclusion
accurately. The parameters are changed individually based on parameter step sizes.
These step sizes are used to incrementally change the parameters and each time all
combinations of parameter increments are tested (ie. A+stepA,B,C and A,B+stepB,C
... A+stepA,B+stepB,C etc.). The step sizes for each parameter are selected based
on 2 factors. Firstly, the difference in expected and detected distances is used. This
means that the further away the parameters are from the best solution the bigger the
step change will be to reach the optimal parameters faster. Secondly, the difference
between the previous ‘best’ parameter value and the current ‘best’ parameter value is
used. This means that when the change in a parameter’s value is very large the next
step taken is also larger which should reach the optimal parameter faster. These 2
values are multiplied together and then scaled to give a unique step change size for each
parameter as shown in the following equation:
stepi = S(dd − de)(ibest − iprevious) (6.1)
where i ∈ p, dd is distance detected, de is the expected distance and S is the scaling
factor. p is the collection of parameters to be optimised.
The optimisation is deemed successful when the difference between calculated FSDD
and expected distance is less than a specified threshold, Tdi f f . However a parameter
set is only deemed successful if the CSRS score is also above a threshold, Tcsrs.
6.3.4 Genetic Algorithm Optimisation (GAO)
The GA was implemented using the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox [126]. It uses a
multi-start global search method which means that it has many start points and searches
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for the best parameter set regardless of parameter values. It is attempting to find the
global minima of difference between FSDD and expected distance by searching for local
minima and selecting the best one. The GA is given 2 stopping criteria to prevent it
over-searching. It is given a maximum number of local minima, LMmax, found before
it then assigns the lowest one as the solution. It also stops if it finds a local minima
lower than a chosen threshold, Tdi f f , as this is deemed a suitable solution. However if
a solution has a CSRS lower than the threshold, Tcsrs, then this solution is not counted





Figure 6-4: Sensor head layout and experimental setup for training data (sample 1).
The TV algorithm parameters, PTV , that are going to be optimised in order to produce
the best result are µ, λ and γ. The algorithm also has a Bregman iteration count,
nb, which controls how many iterations are used in the reconstruction. The higher
this is, the more the data constraint is imposed. Decreasing µ (weight of the data
fidelity term) and increasing lambda (weight of the gradient constraints) leads to lower
nb, requiring fewer iterations to converge. Optimal selection of these parameters can
reduce computational time significantly [118]. The γ parameter is used to stabilise
the solution for cases where µ is large compared to λ. Explanation of where these
parameters occur in the TV algorithm can be found in chapter 3.
Tikhonov with NOSER also requires input parameters, Ptikhonov, but only 2, and these
are α1 and α2.
Training to find optimal parameters for each distance is referred to as Parameter Op-
timisation. This training will result in Parameter-Distance curves which will show
optimal parameters for each reconstruction distance.
ECT is greatly affected by the distance of the object to the sensor [127] which means
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that objects imaged with ECT will have a much more accurately reconstructed front
surface (the closest surface to the ECT sensor) than the other surfaces further away.
For this reason, the closest surface is used to localise the object. This surface is referred
to as the front surface. The other sides of the object are likely to be reconstructed with
less accuracy.
The software used in these experiments is DeTECT [22], a MATLAB based toolbox
used for ECT simulation, reconstruction and visualisation. It is specifically designed
for use with planar array ECT systems. It uses a finite difference method (FDM) for
the forward problem modelling.
A test in this paper is defined as reconstructing a 3D permittivity distribution for a
particular set of parameters and detecting the distance of the front surface of the recon-
structed object (FSDD). The detected distance, dd, is then compared to the expected
distance, de, and used to compute the difference, ddi f f . A 2D slice is also taken from
the original permittivity distribution and an inclusion is extracted from it through seg-
mentation. This inclusion is then compared to the expected inclusion and a score is
calculated to show how accurate it is (CSRS). This results in ‘distance difference’ and
‘reconstruction score’ qualifiers for all tests.
Figure 6-5: Sensitivity region plot of the sensor used for all experiments.
All tests will use both simulated capacitance data as well as real captured capacitance
data and the same Jacobian to reconstruct the permittivity. The simulated capacitance
data is obtained by simulating a block with DeTECT , suspended centrally over the
sensor head at 3cm incrementing heights above the sensor head which is a 3x4, 12
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electrode sensor as shown in figure 6-4 with external dimensions of 20cm by 20cm. The
real captured capacitance data is measured with the same distances using a wooden
block as the inclusion and the sensor head used in previous sensor optimisation work [22].
This sensor has achieved depth penetration up to 90mm and a sensitivity region plot
can be seen in figure 6-5.
The Jacobian is computed with DeTECT at a resolution of 21x21x21 in the x, y and z
directions respectively and then used with the capacitance data to reconstruct the 3D
permittivity distribution. The sensor used is the same as that referred to as ‘Sensor
Original’ in previous work on planar array ECT [22].
The optimisation methods used will be NSO and GAO. They will each perform tests
with different parameter combinations to find the best scoring parameter set.
6.5 Experimental Results
For training of reconstruction parameters, real capacitance data was collected at 30mm,
60mm, 90mm and 120mm as described in the experimental procedure. Simulated data
was then created for the same distances. These two sets are referred to as Sample 1.
For both Sample 1 data, GAO was used to find optimal parameters at each distance,
de, of the wooden block. GAO used the settings, Tdi f f = 0.05de, Tcsrs = 50 and
LMmax = 10. These values were selected as they gave the best balance between testing
time and testing accuracy.
The TV algorithm used a nb value of 10 to allow for a balance between quick reconstruc-
tion (≈ 2s) and reconstruction accuracy. Given the relation between µ and nb [118],
one can fix one of these parameters and modify the other one.
Figure 6-6 shows a reconstruction by the TV algorithm of an inclusion at 90mm from
the sensor head. In this reconstruction, and all subsequent reconstructions shown,
the sensor is located at the top of the image as the images are mimicking a landmine
detection scenario where the viewing direction would be down through the ground. The
red square in the image shows the expected location of the inclusion.
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Figure 6-6: TV reconstruction of real data captured with object at 90mm from sensor
head. Red box shows expected location of object. Sensor is located at the bottom of
image.
6.5.1 Capacitance Measurements
The raw capacitance measurements of Sample 1 can be seen to show an interesting
relationship between capacitance and distance of object. As the distance of the object
increases from the sensor head, the euclidean norm of the raw capacitance measurements
proportionally changes too. This can be seen in figure 6-7.
Figure 6-7: Capacitance-Distance relationship curve.
This is in line with theory which suggests that if a higher permittivity object is placed
in front of the sensor then the closer the object is to the electrodes, the larger the
magnitude of Cdi f f would be. This is because the permittivity of the object is amplifying
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the charge difference across the electrodes which is increasing the capacitance and the
closer the object, the greater this effect is.
This Capacitance-Distance relationship allows an ‘estimated’ distance to be found by
simply taking a capacitance measurement before any reconstruction is performed. Using
this ‘estimated’ distance, appropriate parameters can be chosen by using the Distance-
Parameter relation found through Parameter Optimisation.
This relationship is very specific to this experimental setup, a higher permittivity object
observed at different distances in a lower permittivity surrounding. For other situations,
however, the relationship can be found through experimental calibration in that envi-
ronment which will give a unique Capacitance-Distance relationship.
6.5.2 Parameter Optimisation Comparison
GAO and NSO method found ‘optimal’ parameters for both TV and Tikhonov recon-
structions for each distance tested. This data now forms Distance-Parameter relation-
ship curves which can be used for Automatic Parameter Selection. These can be seen
in figure 6-8.
Figure 6-8: Parameter-Distance curves for TV and Tikhonov.
A brief look at the individual parameters found by the optimisation showed that the
TV parameters were a lot less affected by their individual magnitudes and more affected
by the ratio to each other. For example using parameters of 1, 1 and 1 for µ, γ and λ
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respectively was almost identical to using 1e−10, 1e−10 and 1e−10 respectively. However
for Tikhonov the parameters magnitude was far more important as they effectively act
as weights to decide how much regularisation is applied. Therefore they are not as
strongly linked to each other but more to their own values.
The optimal parameters found for TV and Tikhonov varied depending on the optimi-
sation method used and the data used for training (simulated or real). However when
the ratios, RGAO and RNSO, between the parameters were examined it was noticed that
they followed a similar trend. The ratios are found by dividing each parameter by the





To test whether it was the ratio of the parameters as opposed to their magnitude which
dictated their effectiveness, reconstructions were performed again using the mean ratio






Some of the parameter values and mean ratios can be seen in figure 6-9.
Figure 6-9: Optimal NSO and GAO parameters for reconstruction of real data at each
distance for Tikhonov reconstruction. The thickest lines show the mean ratio of param-
eters for each distance.
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6.5.3 Parameter Ratio Reconstructions
Figure 6-10 shows reconstructions for TV and Tikhonov using the the calculated Pcombined
values. Before the reconstructions Pcombined was multiplied by different magnitudes to
see if the magnitude affected the reconstructions. The magnitudes used were a very
small magnitude (10−10), the ratios actual magnitude and a very large magnitude (1010).
It was found that for the TV algorithm the magnitude had almost no effect on the
reconstructions and all of them were almost identical to the original optimal parameter
reconstructions. For Tikhonov the small magnitude and normal magnitude produced
good results as with the optimal parameters but for large magnitudes Tikhonov was
unable to reconstruct the data.
As expected the TV algorithm reconstructs the inclusion with much sharper edges
whereas Tikhonov creates blurrier inclusions which don’t have defined edges. This
could be the reason why TV is able to get a better distance detection on the 120mm
inclusion.
6.5.4 Distance Detection Comparison
The TV algorithm was much more consistent when detecting distance than Tikhonov
which can be seen in figure 6-11. The TV reconstructions of both real and simulated
Sample 1 data were not accurate beyond 60mm but the error was consistent. If the
distance detection error is consistent it means that a scaling factor could be used to
get more accurate detection measurements. In these results when the inclusion was
at 120mm the detected distance was ≈80mm. Therefore in practice a detected 80mm
reconstruction could be scaled to give a 120mm reading as an actual 80mm inclusion
would result in a ≈70mm reading as shown by figure 6-11.
The Tikhonov results were far more inconsistent. It performed poorly at 120mm and
was not consistent with results at 90mm, therefore the same scaling theory used for TV
would not work.
Both algorithms performed extremely well at 30mm and 60mm when optimised with
real data but with simulated data the results are not very good.
Overall it shows that both TV and Tikhonov show an ability to detect up to 90mm with
limited error and promise of being able to potentially detect up to 120mm. This not
only proves the ability of the algorithms and DeTECT software but also the hardware
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Tikhonov TV
Figure 6-10: Reconstructions of the combined optimal parameter sets found when
trained with simulated capacitance data. Red box shows location of expected inclu-
sion.
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Figure 6-11: Distance detected from Sample 1 reconstructions using optimal parameters.
used to collect the data [22].
6.5.5 Automatic Parameter Selection
Automatic Parameter Selection (APS) uses the Parameter-Distance relationship curves
for both TV and Tikhonov combined with the Capacitance-Distance relationship curve,
to automatically select the optimal parameter set for a given capacitance reading. First
the euclidean norm of the measured capacitance data is found. An ‘estimated’ distance
is found using this value by interpolating between the closest 2 capacitance values on
the Capacitance-Distance curve. Next, optimal parameters are found in a similar way
by interpolating between the 2 closest points on the Parameter-Distance curve for each
parameter individually.
Algorithm 3 describes how this is performed in more detail.
In order to assess the ability of algorithm 3, new capacitance data sets, Sample 2, were
collected with the same setup as before, but with the inclusions at varying distances
and with a different object. Sample 2 only consists of real data. The experimental
setup can be seen in figure 6-12. The object was randomly orientated to produce a very
different scenario to the real data in Sample 1. The distances of the object are also
random so that they lie in between the distances of the training data. For this reason
interpolated parameters are used instead of exact optimal parameters. Using the exact
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Algorithm 3 Get optimal parameter set, PO for current capacitance reading, C
Require: Capacitance Measurement, C
Ensure: Optimal Parameter Set, PO
1: Load Capacitance-Distance relationship, distances dr, norm capacitances Cr
2: n = 1
3: Cnorm = ‖C‖2
4: while Cr (n) > Cnorm do
5: n = n + 1
6: end while
7: ∆C = Cr (n) − Cr (n − 1)
8: ∇C = dr (n)−dr (n−1)
∆C
9: ∆d = ∇C
(
Cnorm − Cr (n − 1)
)
10: d = dr (n − 1) + ∆d . d is the ‘estimated’ distance
11: Load optimal parameter values, Pcombined and associated distances, dp from
Parameter-Distance curves
12: m = 1
13: for all p ∈ Pcombined do
14: n = 1
15: while dp(n) < d do
16: n = n + 1
17: end while
18: ∆d = d(n) − d(n − 1)
19: ∇d = n−(n−1)
∆d
20: ∆p = ∇d
(
d − d(n − 1)
)
21: PO(m) = p(n − 1) + ∆p
22: m = m + 1
23: end for
optimal parameters found through training on Sample 1 would be expected to get the
same results. If interpolated parameters from algorithm 3 were used, then this should
result in a parameter set which is yet untested, and if this is able to reconstruct the
inclusion accurately, then this helps to support a relationship between parameters and
distance.
Figure 6-13 shows the detected distances, dd, using parameter sets from algorithm 3 as
well as the CSRSs of these reconstructions. Looking at detected distance, dd shows that
all the optimal parameters sets perform very similarly. There appears to be 2 distinct
regions on the graph where the behaviour differs. The first region is up to 60mm which
is roughly the typical burial depths of landmines [30]. The reconstruction algorithms
behave similarly and are on average accurate to within 7.2mm.
Tikhonov reconstruction was able to detect objects with an average error of 5.7mm
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Figure 6-12: Experimental setup of Sample 2 gathered for testing of Automatic Param-
eter Selection.
between distances 30mm - 60mm and TV reconstruction had an average error of 8.7mm.
Above 60mm is quite deep for a landmine and here there seems to be an constant shift
in detected distance from expected distance. If this is consistent in future experiments
it could mean that the values could be scaled such that for example a detected distance
of 100mm actually represents an object at 120mm. The percentage error from expected
distance to detected distance is quite consistent at ≈30%.
Using APS both algorithms are still able to produce similar results to the Sample 1
results in figure 6-11, and Tikhonov is even able to reconstruct up to 130mm with only
≈4% error. It could be that the new data sets, in Sample 2, are better quality with less
noise and fewer background signals. The consistency of the distance detection, how-
ever, for both reconstruction methods and optimisation parameter sets shows that for
this application there is some relationship between parameter values and front surface
distance of an object.
Both TV and Tikhonov have similar FSDDs and therefore it could be a one-off result
meaning that Tikhonov might perform better in some tests and TV in other tests.
However when comparing CSRSs, TV performs much better on average. In figure 6-13
the TV CSRSs are far better at almost all distances. This means that TV is able to
reconstruct the inclusions with a much better overall shape, not just the front surface
and therefore the TV reconstructions are more reliable as the inclusion can be located
with more certainty.
Figure 6-14 shows reconstructions of Sample 2 data using optimal parameters trained
from real data. The red lines indicate the expected location of the top surface. Both
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Figure 6-13: Detected distances dd against the expected distance de for TV and
Tikhonov reconstructions on Sample 2 data.
reconstruction methods produce similar images and none of them perfectly find the top
surface.
The TV reconstructions have slightly better defined edges than the Tikhonov recon-
structions. This is to be expected due to the nature of the TV algorithm. It means
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Figure 6-14: Detected distances dd against the expected distance de for TV and
Tikhonov reconstructions on Sample 2 data. Red line shows expected depth of in-
clusion.
that the overall object edges can be defined with more certainty whereas with Tikhonov
the exact location of the inclusion boundary is estimated using Otsu thresholding select
edges from the blurred inclusion.
Landmine detection is far safer if objects can be accurately reconstructed and located.
The TV reconstructions show the inclusion location more accurately and the shape can
be assumed with more certainty than Tikhonov reconstructions.
The aim of APS was not to produce the best images but to remove the need for an expert
to select the reconstruction parameters. The images produced show that it is possible
to select parameters automatically. Through some manual parameter selection during
experimentation it was observed that changing the parameters can drastically change
the appearance of the reconstructed image. Thus, APS can lead to more consistent
distance detection.
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6.6 Conclusion
In order to use ECT for landmine detection, distance detection of planar array ECT
needs to be consistent and reliable. Planar array ECT suffers from poor reconstruction
of inclusions further away from the sensor. A way of improving this is through optimisa-
tion of the image reconstruction parameters. However selecting appropriate parameters
is often done manually by an expert.
The development of the APS method has removed the need for expert calibration of
image reconstruction parameters for TV and Tikhonov. The initial training of the APS
method showed that there was not much difference between training with simulated
data or real data of Sample 1 and both reconstruction algorithms performed similarly.
However when Sample 2 data was used to test the automatic parameter selection algo-
rithm Tikhonov was more consistent in distance detection than TV although TV was
still producing good results at smaller distances. These results could be explained by
the fact that selecting Tikhonov parameters is more robust due to the non-iterative na-
ture and fewer parameters of the algorithm whereas TV relies more on iteration count
and the larger number of parameters.
It could be that better TV optimal parameters can be found using different training
methods instead of the GA used in this work.
The main conclusion of this chapter is the ability to automatically select parameters and
produce results which are consistent and quick without any expert calibration. Also,
for future comparisons to be made with this work, the clear explanation of the FSDD
and CSRS scoring has created quantifiers for accurate distance scoring whilst making
sure the reconstruction is showing expected inclusion shape.
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7.1 Introduction
Research into new ways of improving planar array ECT imaging for landmine detection
showed a requirement for hardware which could implement control for the new Com-
bined Sensor concept and also hardware which could take complex ECT measurements
such as impedance and capacitance at the same time.
Early concepts for both of these ideas centered on a very similar idea. A switching
mechanism which would be able to connect together any number of electrodes into a
single electrode and also be able to automatically convert a 1-channel measurement
device into any number of channels.
Devices which can do this based on multiplexer switching do exist [128] but as the signals
are travelling through the multiplexer switches themselves the maximum frequency is
limited due to dielectric losses. The maximum frequency for this type of switch is
usually only hundreds of kHz [129] [128].
Complex ECT attempts to use frequency as a means to improve imaging in highly
conductive environments. This means that the frequency will need to in a large range
from only a few kHz up to tens of MHz. Therefore multiplexer switches will not be able
to take accurate measurements at the higher end of this spectrum.
A new switching technique will need to be implemented in order to capture these higher
frequencies and deliver them to the measurement device with as much integrity as
possible.
The switch will connect together 2 parts. The sensor electrode array and the Impedance
Analyser. The switch will be called the "IA Switch" when referred to throughout this
chapter.
7.2 Sensor Electrode Array
The sensor electrode array is the collection of electrodes between which the capacitance
(and other measurements) are taken. Each electrode acts as a plate in the common
form of a capacitor.
The plates are connected together in a circuit whereby the circuit is completed by the
space between the electrodes.
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Figure 7-1: Example of electrodes laid out in an array and equivalent circuit.
When a particular set of electrodes are used in the circuit, all other electrodes are con-
nected to GROUND to prevent them affecting the measurement between the connected
electrodes.
The electrodes each require their own channel to connect through the switch so that
they can be connected independently from all the other electrodes.
As different applications use different numbers of electrodes, the design of the switch
should be modular such that more channels, and therefore more electrodes, can be
added later to accomodate different applications and therefore making the switch more
useful.
7.3 Impedance Analyser (IA)
In order to capture the impedance and capacitance data (among other measurement
types too), an Impedance Analyser (IA) will be used. Specifically the Keysight E4990A
Impedance Analyser [130]. This IA has 4 outputs on the front, Low Current (LCur),
High Current (HCur), Low Voltage (LPot) and High Voltage (HPot). The HCur and
LCur are used to add a current to the sensor array electrodes and drive a change in the
MUT. This change is then measured using the HPot and LPot which measure voltage.
For ECT, the current is applied to the 2 electrodes that form the capacitor and the
resulting voltage measurement between them can be used to calculate the capacitance
across the electrodes. This means that the applied current and measured voltage be-
tween the electrodes are in parallel as shown by the equivalent circuit in figure 7-2.
Looking at this circuit in figure 7-2 it can be seen that to implement this the HCur
and HPot are connected together and the LCur and LPot are connected together thus
forming essentially only 2 outputs from the IA.
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Figure 7-2: Equivalent circuit of the IA outputs connected to an electrode combination.
These 2 outputs will be referred to as the Excitation Channel for the HCur/HPot and
the Sensing Channel for LCur/LPot. Although this is not strictly true it is a useful way
of referring to them, as in traditional circuit theory it is assumed the electrons from
positive to negative, thus Excitation to Sensing.
7.4 IA Switch
The requirements of the switch are as follows:
1. 2 output channels to IA (Excitation and Sensing).
2. 12+ input channels from electrode sensor array.
3. Switchable GROUND connection for all electrodes.
4. Modular design to allow future channel expansion.
5. High frequency shielding to maintain signal integrity (up to MHz).
6. Fully customisable switching of channels in any combination.
7. Switch simplicity and robustness.
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7.4.1 Simplicity and Robustness
For a real world application, a switch like this would usually have requirements per-
taining to switching speed and other requirements which make the switch design very
complicated. This switch, however, is to be used in a lab environment for research it is
more important that the operation of the switch is fully understood and is as simple as
possible to reduce undesired and unexpected effects. When designing the switch, this
ethos will be applied at many stages such that the switch becomes easier to use in an
educational environment for new users and the reduction of switching speed and change
to other performance characteristics may arise from this.
7.4.2 Signal Integrity
First thing to consider is the path that the signal will take from the electrode to the
IA. As the requirement is to measure signals with frequencies up to MHz the signal
cannot travel through components which will drastically affect the signal. For this
reason Multiplexers (MUX) cannot be used in this path as previous work shows these
only able to work up to roughly 200kHz [128].
High Frequency (HF) relays exist which contain internal shielding and are able to switch
signals up to GHz. This means that an array of HF relays will be able to control the
path of the signal whilst keeping the integrity of the signal from electrode to IA.
The IA outputs are coaxial cables where the signal is carried centrally surrounded by
a grounded shield. This means that the signal is not affected by noise and external
influences. The signal will need to be carried through coaxial cables from electrode
to IA, only leaving it to go through the HF relays. This can be done by using SMB
connectors which are small coaxial connectors. They can be easily connected to the
electrodes and the IA.
The HF relays must be attached to a PCB so that a control circuit can be easily
connected to them. At this point the signal will temporarily leave the coaxial cable and
thus it will be un-shielded. The PCB will therefore be designed such that the entire
HF relay, SMB connector and copper paths are all enclosed within a shielded box to
continue the shielding. This will be incroporated directly into the PCB design.
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7.4.3 Signal Switching
Single Pole Dual Throw (SPDT) relays have 1 input which is connected to one of 2
outputs depending on the polarity of the voltage connected to the control pins. These
will then be able to switch the electrode channel (relay input) to the 2 IA channels
(relay ouputs) independently.
7.4.4 Switching to GROUND
Each electrode channel needs to be able to switch to GROUND, effectively turning
this channel "off" when it is no longer required in the measurement. This is the most
common method of ECT electrode switching [131] although it is also possible to switch
the electrodes to floating however this will not be implemented. This can also be done
with an SPDT relay, where the input is from the electrode and the 2 ouputs go either
to GROUND, turning the channel "off" or to the IA, turning the channel "on".
This effectively means that each electrode channel will contain 2 relays, an "ON/OFF"








Figure 7-3: Circuit configuration of relays for 1 electrode channel.
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7.4.5 Switching Integrity
It is important to know at all times which channels are connected to where and when
it is happening as otherwise the user could believe a particular measurement is taking
place when in fact the channels are switched in a different configuration.
Relays are usually controlled by applying a voltage to an electro-magnet which pulls
a physical switch, but when the voltage is dropped the electro-magnet will lose power
and the relay will switch back. This can lead to undesirable channel switching due to
loss of power and also it requires power constantly when on which, is wasteful.
An easy fix for this is to use ‘latching’ relays. This type of relay will switch and then
stay switched even when power to the relay is lost. In order to switch the relay back,
the polarity of the relay must be reversed. Although the relays now need to have their
power supply polarity switched it reduces a lot of the complexity by not requiring each
relay to have a constant power supply to keep the relay connected.
The switching of relays can now be performed 1 at a time, with visual/audio cues to
the user (through LED’s and relay’s switching sound) which shows what is happening,
making sure that the channels are connected as desired.
7.4.6 Relay Control
Latching relays are switched using a simple voltage across 2 pins. This can be supplied
by a power source, but the power source connection to each relay needs to be controlled
and switched itself to activate the selected relay rather than switching every single relay
together at the same time.
Relay Select
For this a Multiplexer (MUX) can be used as none of the measurement signal is present
at this point and MUXs are very useful devices for switching.
A MUX is a device which takes a binary input, in the form of high or low inputs,
and based on the value of this binary number, connects the input of the MUX to the
relevant output on the MUX. Hence the MUX can connect a single device to one of
many devices. Therefore being able to connect a power supply to any of the relays.
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The relays will also require voltage in both directions to turn on and off but this is ok
as most MUXs are able to act with voltage in both directions through them.
Multiplexer Control
The MUX is controlled by applying high or low voltage to the binary input pins. This
means that a device is required which can do this based on the instructions sent to it.
An Arduino Single-Board Microcontroller is the perfect fit. It has 5V digital output
pins which can send the desired binary signal to the MUX and it can be loaded with
a customised program to operate based on instructions. It has serial communication
which will allow instructions to be sent to it from another device.
Relay Polarity Switch
The relays will require polarity on the activation pins to switch depending on which
output the relays are to be connected to. To do this a Dual Pole Dual Throw (DPDT)
relay can be used. This is like a SPDT relay except that it essentially has 2 parallel
switches controlled by the same mechanism. Using this you can then make sure that
when 1 switch changes, the other automatically does too.
A DPDT relay can be used to control the polarity of the power source to the relays by
switching positive and negative terminals from the power supply to either side of the
















Figure 7-4: Circuit configuration of DPDT relay to switch polarity of power supply to
relays.
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IA Tree Connection
In order to connect each electrode channel to the IA connections a tree-like network is
used. Each IA connection has a single connector which splits into the the number of
channels using a series of T-split connectors. This produces a tree-like appearance where
each branch is connected to an electrode channel. These branches can be turned on and
off by the IA Switch controller and therefore connecting together different electrodes to




Figure 7-5: Tree-like connection of IA to electrode channels using branches.
This method is simple and easy to implement but does add a lot of often unused wiring,
which although will be shielded, may influence the signals passing through part of it.
The full implications of this method of connection will be fully explored during testing
of the switch, but it shouldn’t pose a problem at lower frequencies but may affect the
top end of the switches operating frequency spectrum.
7.4.7 Circuit Design
The initial design is based on a 16 channel system but expansion is possible and ex-
plained in section 7.4.8.
Circuit Diagram
The finished circuit designs can be seen in figures 7-6 and 7-7.
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CHAPTER 7. IA SWITCH AND COMBINED ECT
Components
The exact component used are shown in table 7-8.
Component Type Component Name
SPDT Latching HF Relay Omron G6ZU-1PE-A DC5
16-channel MUX Analog Devices ADG406BNZ
Arduino Microcontroller Arduino Uno
DPDT Reed Relay Meder DIL05-2C90-63L
LED (Green, Red, White, Blue) Osram Opto CHIPLED
Figure 7-8: Table of switch components.
PCB Design
The PCB was designed and sent for printing. For the full circuit design one Main Board
was required for the MUXs, Arduino connection and Polarity Relay. Four separate
Satellite Boards were required for the switching channels, with 4 channels on each
board.
The finished design of each type of board can be seen in figure 7-9.
7.4.8 Switch Expansion
The design of the circuit should be modular to allow future expansion but still channels
should be grouped for design simplicity rather than making each channel individually
modular.
The original design is based on a 16 channel system, where channels are grouped into
4’s and controlled by an MUX dedicated to 8 channels each. The main board requires
12 control pins from the Arduino to operate.
Expansion can be implemented with a larger Arduino Microcontroller, such as the
Arduino Mega which has 54 digital output pins. To add 16 extra channels just copy
the original design but connect them to the next 12 pins on the Arduino. This can be
repeated for as many free pins the Arduino has.
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(a) Main Board
(b) Satellite Board
Figure 7-9: Full circuit design for IA Switch.
7.4.9 Switch Software
Arduino Controller Software (ACS)
The Arduino Microcontroller is a programmable stand-alone device which is used to
control the IA Switch. It is programmed to receive intructions from the IA Switch Con-
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troller Application via serial communication. These intructions are then carried out by
the Arduino Microcontroller which leads to the operation of the switching mechanism.
Serial Communication Instructions are sent to the Arduino via a serial communi-
cation message through a USB connection. This is becuase it is implemented easily in
both the Ardunio and IA Switch Controller and allows quick data transfer.
Digital Output Pins The Arduino Microcontroller has digital output pins which are
used to send the binary control to the MUXs. The pins can be set to HIGH or LOW
states (5V and 0V respectively) and together the pins will act as a binary signal. Note
that these pins are GROUNDED between the Arduino and the MUX as the Arduino
is not capable of pulling to 0V quickly if the MOSFET in the MUX has been charged.
If the connection is not grounded it will result in a time delay of the MUX getting
correctly set or the MUX control may never actually be accurate.
Instructions The Arduino reads all serial communications and then checks for ‘in-
struction syntax’. Each instruction has a name and inputs.
instruction_name(input1, input2, input3, etc....) (7.1)
Instructions can have as many inputs as desired.
The currently enabled instructions are:
SetElectrode(electrode_number, electrode_state) This instruction sets the selected
electrode to the selected state. It is good for setting a single electrode as desired but
very time consuming if this is being used to set all the electrodes.
SetElectrodes(elec_count, elec_num1, elec_state1, elec_num2, elec_state2, etc...) This
instruction sets all selected electrodes to their respectively selected states. The first in-
put specifies how many electrodes have been included in the instruction and then each
electrode included has a pair of inputs specifying it’s number and state.
SetPin(pin_number, pin_state) This instruction manually sets the states on the dig-
ital output pins. This will override the setting on the pin from any other instruction.
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IA Switch Controller Application (IASCA)
The IA runs the Windows OS and so therefore is able to run executable applications.
This allows for an application which can directly communicate with and control the IA
whilst simultaneoulsy communicate with and run the Arduino and therefore the whole
IA Switch. This application was developed in Visual Studio using C# and Windows
Forms.
Application Startup When launching the application will run through a series of
tests and commands. Firstly it will attempt to establish connections with the IA soft-
ware to take measurements and the Arduino Microcontroller to operate the switching
mechanism. Success of these 2 connections will be seen once the main application
window has loaded. On successful connection with the Arduino the application will
calibrate the switching mechanism by switching all channels to IA1 and turning all the
channels off. This means that the software now has knowledge of the switch states and
can operate faster during switching operations. It is important as the channels have no
method of communicating with the application to show their state and they may have
been left in any configuration from previous operations.
Graphical User Interface The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of IASCA is split
into different sections. The sections are Serial Communication Panel (SCP), IA Data
Panel (IADP), Error Panel (EP), Parameter Panel (PP), Control Panel (CP) and Sensor
Panel (SP).
SCP shows all communcations between IASCA and Arduino.
IADP shows the results of any measurements taken by the IA.
EP updates user on all details related to errors in the software.
PP contains parameter selections for IA measurement.
CP contains controls for operation.
SP contains a diagram of the selected sensor layout, as well as indicating excitation
electrodes (in blue) and sensing electrodes (in red).
Application Controls The Control Panel contains a collection of buttons which
perform various operations.
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Figure 7-10: Graphical user interface (GUI) layout of the IASCA software.
Sweep Single This will take a single measurement for the electrodes showing in the
SP and for the parameters selected in the PP.
Sweep All This will take a standard sweep of measurements for each unique single
electrode combination of the currently selected sensor.
Turn Off All This turns off all the electrode channels (sets them to GROUND).
Save Data This will save any data currently displayed in the IADP.
Clear Data This clears any data currently displayed in the IADP. There is a confir-
mation box that appears to prevent accidental clearance of important data.
Combined Sweep This performs a combined sweep of all electrode combinations spec-
ified in the selected combination file.
7.5 IA Switch Testing
After the construction of the switch it is important to perform tests which will indicate
if it is operating as expected. This is mainly because the switch has no feedback to
the control software to indicate the switch states and therefore the software relies on
accurate switching, which will match up with the states stored in the software.
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7.5.1 Switching Tests
To test the functionality of each switching channel a sensor array was attached. Each
channel was individually turned ON and switched between IA1, IA2 and GROUND and
a multimeter was used to check that the channel was connected to the correct place.
Every channel was shown to be behaving as expected.
Combinations of channels were also checked to see if the switching was able to connect
them together as designed. This was also shown to be working properly.
7.5.2 Measurment Tests
The next stage of testing was to take measurements from the IA and compare these
to the expected simulation measurements and also measurements taken from a device
known to be functioning. The device used was a PTL 300E which is a 12-channel ECT
device capable of recording capacitance measurements. DeTECT was used to simulate
the same measurements taken by both the PTL and IA devices to compare the results.
Figure 7-11a shows capacitance data taken for a standard sensor array with 12 electrodes
and with a normal combination of 66 measurements. The results from the IA are very
similar to the PTL and simulated results. This shows that the IA Switch is behaving
as expected and switching the correct electrodes as desired.
Figure 7-11b shows the difference between the PTL and IA results when compared to the
simulated results. Again the IA is showing very similar differences from the simulated
result as the PTL results are. If the PTL results are assumed to be accurate and correct
(this assumption coming from the fact that this is a device from a company with many
years research in tomography) then for the IA Switch to produce very similar difference
results is very good. This is because the simulation is not going to be 100% accurate
as it does not take into account many real world phenomena such as background noise
and lab environment. This means that compared to the real measurement, more like
the PTL results, there will be some error. The fact that the IA is showing almost the
same error as the PTL shows that the IA is collecting more accurate data than the
simulation, which is to be expected if the IA Switch is functioning properly.
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Capacitance Measurement Number



























(a) Comparison of PTL and IA capacitance data with simulated data.
Capacitance Measurement Number






















(b) Difference between PTL/IA and simulated capacitance data.
Figure 7-11: Capacitance comparison of IA Switch and PTL measurements with simu-
lation results.
7.5.3 Combination Electrode Testing
One of the features of the IA Switch is to be able to switch together different electrode
channels to the same IA channel simultaneously. This changes the electrode shape.
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The IA connects to the electrodes through a tree-like branched connection which often
includes many redundant sections depending on the electrode channels connected. This
could lead to changes affecting the signal. Therefore the signal for combinations of
electrodes will be compared to simulations. The simulations don’t take into account
the connection method so should be free from any of these effects.
Capacitance Measurement Number





























Figure 7-12: Test of electrode combinations compared to the same combinations simu-
lated.
Figure 7-12 shows the results of comparing combined electrode capacitance measure-
ments with the same simulated combined electrode capacitance. The electrode combi-
nations used were a small sub-set of the total possible combinations with this sensor
head and the measurements were simulated and taken with an excitation frequency of
100kHz. It demonstrates that the measurements match up well with the simulations
which in turn shows that the IA Switch is working properly and that the simulation is
creating the right environment.
Any error between measurement and simulation could be due to a number of reasons.
Firstly, the simulation is affected by the size of the environment simulated. Increasing
the size improves accuracy but massively increases computational time. Secondly, the
model doesn’t take into account background noise and other contributing factors in a
real world environment. Another area that causes error is the cabling of the IA Switch.
The tree-like branches of the IA Switch which connect channels to the IA might causes
errors in the signal when not in use as the signal could be bouncing down these dead-
ends which is more likely at higher frequencies.
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7.5.4 Frequency Testing
One of the design requirements of the IA Switch was that it would be able to cope
with excitation frequencies ranging up into MHz. There are some desing features of
the mechanism which might limit this upper frequency, such as the long cabling in
the system. Therefore to test the limits of the IA Switch, testing was performed on
indentical set-ups where the only modified part was to change the IA Switch in the
middle for a direct connection between IA and sensor head. This means that any
differences in measurements taken with these 2 setups will show how the IA affects the
signal at different frequencies.
Frequency















Direct Connect Error (10%)
Direct Connect
IA Switch
Figure 7-13: Frequency sweeps for IA Switch and direct connection of 2 electrodes.
The results in figure 7-13 show a frequency sweep between 100kHz and 20MHz for
electrodes 6 to 7 on the sensor head, Original Sensor. The exact same measurement
was taken whilst using a direct connection from IA to the electrodes and when using the
IA Switch connected in the middle. Outliers and negative measurements were removed
as anomalies. The IA Switch data showed a consistent difference of 0.046pF so it was
adjusted by this much for comparison.
The direct connection shows the expected capacitance reaction to the increasing fre-
quency and stays stable up to ≈ 15MHz. After this the results become unstable but
this is good enough for the application. When the IA Switch is used the capacitance
increases quicker and diverges from the direct connection results. This could be due
to stray capacitances in the unused sections of IA Switch cabling, or through coupling
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capacitances in the rest of the IA Switch. However it stays within 10% of the direct
connection measurements up to 2.6MHz
7.6 IA Switch 2.0
The IA Switch will work very well for planar array ECT applications but with a small
modification it can also be used for many other applications. In traditional ECT
when measuring between excitation and sensing electrodes, the remaining electrodes
are grounded. This acts as a form of shielding which keeps the electric field in the view-
ing region and prevents the electrodes themselves from affecting the measurement too
much. This is how comparative ECT measurement devices such as the PTL300E [131]
works.
Other applications such as Capacitively Coupled Electrical Resistance Tomography
(CCERT) requires the non-connected electrodes to have a floating potential rather
than a fixed grounded potential [50]. This is due to the fact that the full measurement
of charge, between excitation and sensing, needs to be measured and by grounding the
other electrodes, some of this charge is lost.
In order to make the IA Switch capable of switching the non-connected electrodes to a
floating potential, if required, a simple change to the switching relays is required.
7.6.1 Relay Switching Circuit 2
Instead of using SPDT relays, DPDT relays can be used. The switching operates in
exactly the same way as before except now, when the 1st relay has turned the electrode
channel ‘off’, the second relay, which is usually controlling the IA channel, can now also
control whether the electrode is grounded or floating.
This new change can be seen in figure 7-14. The new setup is very similar to before
which means that implementing this will require minimal PCB redesign and software
changes.
7.6.2 Uses
Currently the IASCA software is being used in conjunction with another switching
device to collect measurements for CCERT but this device uses MUXs and therefore
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Figure 7-14: Circuit configuration 2 of relays for 1 electrode channel.
cannot operate to high enough frequencies. Building the new switching device would
allow this to work for CCERT among other applications.
7.7 Combined Sensor
Using the IA Switch, a Combined Sensor can be implemented. There are a few different
methods of doing this, both which have their pros and cons.
For Combined Sensor terminological clarity:
Physical Electrode The actual copper electrode on the physical sensor head array.
These are the electrodes that the IA Switch is aware of during switching.
Theoretical Electrode An imaginary electrode which is made up of a combination
of ‘physical electrode’ shapes and implemented by connecting these together to
create the shape. This is the electrode that the DeTECT software is aware of
through simulation and reconstruction.
Normal This refers to using each individual ‘physical electrode’ as a ‘theoretical elec-
trode’ meaning than none of them are combined and there are the same ‘theoretical
electrodes’ as ‘physical electrodes’.
Combined This name is used for any sensor which is combining ‘physical electrodes’
to create new ‘theoretical electrodes’. This can be any number of combinations
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as some combined sensors will use only a few combinations whereas some might
use very many.
Firstly a simple Combined Sensor could be implemented using the existing sensor de-
signs from section 5. This would work by connecting the 12 ‘physical electrodes’ of
these designs to the IA Switch and combining them together in many different combi-
nations to get more than the normal 66 measurements. An advantage of this design
is that it can be used for direct comparison with the results from these sensors using
no combinations. It also only uses 12 electrodes which will make switching faster. The
disadvantage with this method however is that it still uses the same basic ‘physical
electrode’ shapes from the original design in each combination. This means that the
additional information gained from new combinations will be made up of information
from each individual ‘physical electrode’ shape and won’t be adding as much to the
reconstruction as a new unique electrode shape would.
Another idea is to increase the number of ‘physical electrodes’ in the array but not the
number of ‘theoretical electrodes’ used for the measurement. This would mean that
if the same number of measurements are still taken but from far more smaller ‘physi-
cal electrodes’ combined into unique ‘theoretical electrodes’, there is more information
taken as it wouldn’t be a repetition of previous information. A disadvantage comes with
the added complexity of additional channels on the IA Switch and measurement time.
If a very large number of electrodes was chosen, then the IA Switch would have to be
dramatically expanded and switching time would increase too. Therefore the number
of electrodes chosen needs to take all of this into account.
7.7.1 Sensor Naming
Sensor heads will be referred to based on how many ‘physical electrodes’ they have
using the following format:
{physical electrode count} P
Each sensor head can have different implementations of ‘theoretical electrodes’ and
these implementations will be referred to using the following format:
{theoretical electrode count} T {physical electrode count} P
If only the sensor head name is shown, then assume that a ‘normal’ measurement
strategy is being used. Again, if the 2 numbers are the same then this sensor is also
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using the ‘normal’ measurement strategy where no combinations are used and each
‘physical electrode’ is used independently.
7.7.2 Electrode Combination Selection
When deciding how to combine electrodes there are a few factors to take into account.
Firstly capacitance is proportional to the surface area of the smallest electrode between
which the capacitance is being measured. Larger electrodes will therefore measure a
larger capacitance, and so the largest electrode combination will use half the ‘physical
electrodes’ in each ‘theoretical electrode’, meaning that both electrodes are as big as
possible.
This would create the largest capacitance reading, therefore reducing error from noise,
but as the sensor head is now essentially just 2 large electrodes next to each other, this
measurement is not going to be able to add much to the reconstruction. This is because
the sensitivity of this measurement spans pretty much the entire reconstruction region
and so it would be hard to distinguish where the change in permittivity was happening
that was causing a change in capacitance. Smaller electrodes add more to the image
but have weaker signals affected more by noise.
Combinations of electrodes need to strike a balance between capacitance measurement
and information added to image. These 2 factors can be tested by comparing the
‘theoretical capacitance’ simulated for a combination in DeTECT and by looking at the
SVD analysis of the combination to see how much it adds to the image.
To test this, every unique continuously connected combination of UC ‘physical elec-
trodes’ of a 12P sensor were found for UC ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). These unique ‘theoretical
electrodes’ were simulated for every pair that didn’t overlap and the resulting theoretical
capacitances and sensitivity data were compared to see how each performed.
Figure 7-15 shows SVD plots of the simulations using ‘theoretical electrodes’ made
up of UC ‘physical electrodes’. It shows that as expected the smaller values of UC
result in larger singular values and therefore more information added to the image per
measurement. This would therefore indicate that the ‘normal’ measurement strategy
(where UC = 1) is best, as beyond 66 measurements they all have fallen off to tiny
numbers which won’t add to the image reconstruction, but instead may degrade it.
This, however, was not the only metric to chose a UC value and therefore ‘theoretical
electrode’ size.
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Figure 7-15: SVD analysis for increasing sizes of ‘theoretical electrodes’ on a 12P sensor.
Capacitance Measurement Number



























Figure 7-16: Theoretical capacitance comparison increasing sizes of ‘theoretical elec-
trodes’ on a 12P sensor.. Sorted in descending order to compare capacitance magni-
tudes.
Figure 7-16 shows theoretical capacitance measurements for the same simulations as in
figure 7-15 and they have been sorted in descending order to compare the magnitudes
of the capacitance measured. Again as expected the larger the ‘theoretical electrode’
is, the larger the measured capacitances are. Now, however, it is very clear to see the
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numbers of measurements taken. Using a value of UC = 6 for example, means that there
are very few combinations to measure as the ‘theoretical electrodes’ take up all of the
‘physical electrodes’ every time. Although the measurements are very large, there are
not enough to perform good image reconstruction. When UC = 3 there are the most
combinations and therefore measurements, but it might not be necessary to take this
many.
Electrode Combination Size X
































Number of SVD values above 1e!2
Figure 7-17: Comparison of SVD values above noise and average capacitance magni-
tudes for increasing sizes of ‘theoretical electrodes’ in 12P combined sensor implemen-
tations.
A balance needs to be found between these 2 metrics and a comparison of them can be
seen in figure 7-17. The average capacitance value is plotted to show how this changes
when ‘theoretical electrode’ size changes. Also the number of singular values above
noise (set here at 1e−2)) is also plotted against ‘theoretical electrode’ size. The average
capacitance seems almost exponential in it’s rise therefore making it advantageous to
increase UC by just 1 if possible to gain a large increase in capacitance measurement.
Singular value counts however decrease quite linearly and then drop off suddenly. This
shows that choosing a value of UC = 5, will only result in a small loss of information
in the image (compared with UC = 4) but will result in a big increase in capacitance
measurements making each of those better in quality. The alternative is UC = 3 which
is the opposite compromise. A decrease in capacitance magnitude but for an increase
in information gained in the image.
To test these 2 compromises, reconstructions can be performed and the result should
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indicate which ‘theoretical electrode’ size is best and therefore add some weight toward
making a general rule for electrode combinations compared with sensor size.
7.7.3 Reconstruction Testing - 12P Sensor
The 12P Combined Sensor is the standard sensor used for previous work in ECT.
Using this as a combined sensor will allow a direct comparison of performance from the













Figure 7-18: Electrode array layout for the 12P sensor.
Electrode Combination Selection
As well as the ‘normal’ 66 measurements taken, 2 ‘combined’ strategies will be tested.
These differ in the number of ‘physical electrodes’, UC , used in each ‘theoretical elec-
trode’. TheUC values used will be 3 and 5 which were chosen in the previous sub-section
from theoretical testing.
When UC = 3 there are 34 different ‘theoretical electrodes’ which can combine and take
234 unique measurements.
When UC = 5 there are 82 different ‘theoretical electrodes’ which can combine and take
144 unique measurements.
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Capacitance Magnitude Comparison
The 34T12P and 82T12P sensor implementations were used to measure background
capacitance measurements on the 12P sensor. Background measurements are taken
with a uniform medium in front of the sensor, usually air, from which any differences in
permittivity can be seen when inclusions are added. These background measurements
were theoretically calculated and shown in figure 7-16. To test the practical use of
the sensors, the actual measured capacitance values can be compared to see how they
compare with each other. The 12T12P sensor was also measured with the same setup
for comparison between ‘normal’ and ‘combined’ measurement strategies.
Capacitance Measurement Value

























Figure 7-19: Capacitance magnitude comparison for different implementations of a 12P
combined sensor. Capacitance has been ordered in descending order for comparison.
Figure 7-19 shows these capacitance magnitudes in relation to each other as well as
the theoretical capacitances. The theoretical capacitances have been scaled together
for comparison. It is immediately clear that the same relationship is true between
the measurements of each sensor implementation as with the theoretical capacitances.
The theoretical values are similar to measured values for each implementation and any
differences can be described by errors in the DeTECT simulation, external factors on
the measured values and the fact that the theoretical values have been scaled up simply
by the largest measured value. It still shows, however, that the measured values follow
expected trends. Reconstruction should be able to show if the magnitudes of measured
capacitance affects the final permittivity images.
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Reconstruction Comparison
For testing, 4 bottles filled with tap water were placed over electrodes 1, 3, 10 and
12. The setup of these objects can be seen in figure 7-20. The ‘normal’ reconstruction
is created using the standard 66 measurements and the 2 ‘combined’ reconstructions
use 234 and 144 measurements for the 34T12P and 82T12P sensor implementations
respectively.
Figure 7-20: Setup of bottles on sensor array used for the reconstruction testing of the
12P sensor.
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Figure 7-21: Permittivity reconstructions for 12P sensor against standard non-combined
measurements with same sensor head. ‘Physical Electrode’ numbers are shown in the
electrode location.
The reconstructions in figure 7-21 were all produced using the Tikhonov algorithm
and then thresholded with Otsu method. They show quite different results from each
other. Using each electrode individually in the ‘normal’ implementation seems to almost
find the objects in the right locations but the permittivity of each seems to interfere
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and result in a smoothing of boundaries between objects instead of sharp edges. The
‘combined’ implementation with 82 ‘theoretical electodes’ also seems to suffer from this
a bit. The 34T12P sensor shows that there are 4 distinct objects, each roughly over
the 1, 3, 10 and 12 electrode areas. It uses almost 100 more measurements than the
34T12P could explain why the reconstruction is better for this sensor.
Overall, each sensor implementation can find 4 objects, but the 32T12P is clearly the
best and find very sharp edges after thresholding. This shows the potential of a ‘Com-
bined’ sensing strategy when locating and distinguishing inclusions.
7.7.4 32P Combined Sensor
In order to take advantage of the benefits afforded by the IA Switch and Combined
Sensor developments a new type of sensor was theorised. It is called the 32P Combined
Sensor and derives it’s name from having 32 ‘physical electrodes’. The use of 32 ‘physical
electrodes’ was chosen as the IA Switch expansion easily accomodates for this and
it is almost 3x as many as ‘theoretical electrodes’. Using more electrodes has been
shown to improve reconstruction results [132] and this could be due to increases in the
overall amount of unique information that can be gained. To keep surface area of each
combined electrode the same as other sensors, more electrodes need to be combined, but
this should mean that more unique combinations are possible without compromising
detection distance.
Increasing the number of electrodes but combining them to keep surface area constant
allows for more intricate electrode designs when switching them together. In chapter
5 work was done on simulating thousands of electrode designs. These were done in a
pixelated form, using 50x50 pixels to define electrode shapes and layouts. Using more
electrodes could mean that the designs theorised in that work could be implemented in
real experimental testing. This means that the optimal design of the electrodes could
be computed and have no manual decision from a user. Therefore work on a 32P sensor
is very useful as it is a step towards this final goal.
It must be mentioned however that increasing the number of electrodes will mean that
the switch needs to combined together more channels. In the frequency testing shown
in figure 7-13 it can be seen that the measuring through the IA tree cabling affects
the higher frequency measurements. It would make sense that increasing the number
of channels further could decrease the maximum frequency that the switching device
could measure. This would need to be investigated and a compromise found between
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number of switching channels and desired excitation frequency limit.
Sensor Layout
The decision on electrode layout for the 32P sensor is tricky as
√
32 is not a whole
number. The layout could be in a 4x8 arrangement but this would either make the
sensor non-square or the individual electrodes rectangular. In order to keep the sensor


































Figure 7-22: Electrode array layout for the 32P sensor.
A reason for this is to remove the heavy bias on the centre of the sensor array. When
looking at the overall sensitivity plot of a standard grid-like sensor, such as the 12P,
the centre is the most sensitive region as the most measurements go through this area.
The sensitivity plots can be seen in figure 7-23. This however biases the centre and
therefore reconstructions are more likely to show there than anywhere else. Removing
the central 4 electrodes should more evenly spread the sensitivity of the array across
the entire sensor surface and potentially lead to better location detection of this sensor.
Electrode Combination Selection
The selection of electrode combinations becomes a bigger problem when using more
‘physical electrodes’ as the computational requirement to find every unique ‘theoretical
electrode’ gains complexity and resources needed. With the 12P sensor for example
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Figure 7-23: Sensitivity plot for 12P and 32P sensors.
there are 261’625 possible ‘theoretical electrodes’ of all sizes and as the number of
‘physical electrodes’ increases, the number of possibilities increases exponentially.
It is also not necessary for this level of testing to find every single combination and
test them all as finding a subset should still be able to show how well the ‘combined’
strategy works. This is becuase many of the combinations will be so similar that testing
each one won’t yield different enough results.
Therefore a maximum ‘theoretical electrode’ sub-set size of 1000 has been selected and
even all of these might not be used in final reconstructions and measurements. When
selecting a subset of ‘theoretical electrodes’ it is important to get a large diversity in the
chosen set. To do this a much bigger set is calculated based on the performance limit
(mainly memory limit) of the PC calculating them. This set is then ordered so that
similar electrodes appear together in the set. Next every nth value is selected, where n
is chosen such that ≈ 1000 remain.
Also when the number of ‘theoretical electrodes’ becomes very big, the number of unique
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combinations between these can also be very big, depending on the size of the ‘theo-
retical electrode’. For example for the 32P sensor when UC = 8 and there are ≈ 1000
‘theoretical electrodes’ there are over 126’000 different combinations of these. Calculat-
ing all of these is time consuming and not necessary. When combinations calculated in
the normal way exceed 1000, the calculation will instead select combinations such that
each ‘theoretical electrode’ is only used once each. Sometimes one might be used more
often if none of the unused ones fit. This means that each measurement will be very
unique as very few share the same ‘theoretical electrode’ and thus hopefully keeping
maximum information in the reconstruction but without many unecessary calculations.
Investigation of the 12P sensor showed 2 potential ‘theoretical electrode’ sizes which
worked well, where UC = 3 and UC = 5. How electrode size affects performance will
be closely linked to the ratio between sensor size and electrode size. Therefore when
going from a 12P to 32P sensor, and keeping the same surface area ratios, the same
‘theoretical electrode’ sizes as before become UC = 8 and UC = 13. These will be tested
together to again compare the performance of each one and attempt to say which is
better.
SVD Analysis
For SVD analysis the 12P and 32P ‘combined’ strategies were plotted together so that
differences between ‘theoretical electrode’ sizes could also be compared.
These results are seen in figure 7-24. Straight away it is clear that the 32P sensor
outperforms the 12P, even when only looking at 66 measurements. This means the
32P should be able to reconstruct better images. As before using smaller ‘theoretical
electrodes’ produces more information for the 32P sensor.
Capacitance Comparison
As with the SVD analysis, the capacitance comparison is also useful for both ‘theoretical
electrode’ sizes of the 12P and 32P sensors.
The results can be seen in figure 7-25. Again as seen before with the 12P sensor, the 32P
sensor with bigger ‘theoretical electrodes’ shows a much larger capacitance measurement
than the smaller ones. It is also bigger than the 12P sensor with the same size ratio of
‘theoretical electrode’ to sensor area size. Both the 82T12P and the 1007T32P sensor
implementations use ‘theoretical electrodes’ which are ≈ 40% the area of the sensor
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Capacitance Measurement Number





























Figure 7-24: SVD analysis for normal and combined 12P sensor against normal and
combined 32P sensor.
Capacitance Measurement Number





















Figure 7-25: Theoretical capacitance comparison for normal and combined 12P sen-
sor against normal and combined 32P sensor. Sorted in descending order to compare
capacitance magnitudes.
head. They were both simulated with the same voxel resolution, yet the 32P sensor got
larger capacitance measurements. This again shows how the 32P sensor outperforms
the 12P even when only 66 measurements are taken.
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7.8 Conclusion
Existing equipment did not have the functionality or customisation required for specific
testing of planar array ECT sensors in this project. The hardware that was available
either didn’t work at high enough frequencies or did not perform the functions needed
to implement new planar array ECT technology.
Therefore a new hardware switch was designed which could connect the 1 channel IA
to a variable number of electrode channels. This enabled the full functionality of the IA
to be used with multiple electrode ECT devices. Complex measurements of phase and
magnitude can now be measured, not just capacitance, but also impedance and many
more. The Combined Sensor electronic switching strategy can also be implemented in
many different forms.
The switch was shown to be able to achieve excitation frequency measurements over
1MHz which allows for future work in Complex ECT. This could potentially improve
ECT measurement for higher conductivity backgrounds.
The switch also worked well when implementing the Combined Sensor. As the switch
allowed for new combination strategies to be used, different ways of selecting these
combinations were tested. It was found that with the 12P sensor the optimal electrode
combination sizes was either 3 or 5 combined electrodes. Testing this with real data
showed that both Combined Sensor strategies worked better than normal measurement
strategies.
Finally, from experiemental work using the exisiting 12P sensor with a combined strat-
egy it was theorised that a higher electrode count would improve imaging and fully
utilise the IA Switch capabilities. This was tested using simulations against the 12P
sensor and showed that indeed there were benefits to be gained with more electrodes.
Firstly the SVD analysis showed that more unique measurements were possible which
means more information can be provided to the final image. Secondly analysis of ca-
pacitance magnitude levels showed that overall the 32P sensor would measure higher
values. This is beneficial as it makes the measurements less susceptible to noise. Finally
visualising the sensitivity regions of 32P and 12P sensors showed how the design with
missing central electrodes spread out the sensitivity and this could theoretically lead to
improved location and detection.
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CHAPTER 8. ECT SCANNING
8.1 Introduction
Up until this point most of the work on ECT has focused on static, single measurement
set reconstructions. This is very useful for some applications where only the current
state of something is important and the state changes regularly so previous information
is not useful anymore. However in the case of landmines, they lie in wait for tens of
years in some cases and the ground around them stays unchanged [13]. This is also true
for the time it takes to find them. As a landmine detector sweeps over the ground and
passes over a landmine, nothing in the viewing region is changing except the location
of the landmine detector. If there was a buried object under this detector, then it
would be seeing the same object and ground but from multiple angles. Much like how a
panoramic image is made by combining multiple images from a moving camera, what if
a permittivity map could be made of an area by sweeping the ECT sensor across it and
combining the measurements taken? This would firstly give the landmine detectorist a
much clearer image of what is going on under the surface of the ground for a large area,
but also each section of the ground is now being reconstructed from multiple angles
and by multiple measurements which in theory should improve the reconstruction and
make the result more reliable.
There has been work done in so called ‘4D Tomography’ where temporal image recon-
struction is used to get better images. Early work focused on the use of the Kalman
Filter [73] to use correlation between data measurement frames [74] [75]. Newer devel-
opments lead to single-step reconstructions using data frames neighbouring in time [76].
EIT has excellent temporal resolution and this has been used to improve spatial reso-
lution when imaging a fast changing situation such as that of the human body [133].
Unlike landmine detection, however, this application is imaging a changing region with
a static sensor, as opposed to the other way round. 4D temporal image reconstruc-
tion has also been implemented with ECT but also with the same neighbouring frames
method [78], where it uses a static sensor to measure a changing region, in this case the
flow in a pipe. Another method used with ECT focuses on an inter-frame relation ship
between current and previous frames [134]. This method was shown to significantly
improve reconstruction and also speed up computation. In a different form of ECT,
circular fringing-field sensors were used in a planar array to scan objects and produce
good images and even detect material type [135]. This method, however, was limited
to objects at a distance of ≈3mm from the sensor as each element of the planar array
was an individual sensor. This distance is too small to effectively detect landmines
but moving the sensor across the imaging region slowly and combining the results to
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produce 1 image is something which makes it very useful.
Another advantage of this method with a non-changing viewing region, is that no as-
sumptions need to be made about the speed of the measurment system. If the view-
ing region state is changing then it has to be assumed that each data frame taken is
measured instantly which practically would rely on some form of parallel voltage mea-
surement. This assumption is normally ok for most applications [136] but for this the
assumption is not required during testing as the sensor can be kept still during a full
sweep of meaurement.
A review of current techniques found that none fitted the exact needs of planar array
ECT for landmine detection and therefore a custom method will be developed based on
features of the others. The temporal reconstruction of neighbouring frames works well
but will be modified to account for the moving sensor instead of the changing region.
Also the method of building up an image by moving the sensor across a region will
be implemented. ‘Scanning’ refers to moving the sensor, to get unique measurements
whilst simultaneously reconstructing a larger area.
8.2 Implementation
The main idea is to move the sensor over the area that is to be imaged but the way
that this area is reconstructed can be done in several different methods.
8.2.1 Non-Overlapping Computation (NOC)
The first idea is to compute a single Jacobian for the area under the sensor. The
reconstruction in this method is the same as most other static planar array ECT recon-
structions [7] [137], however it is the method of combining them which differs. At each
measurement of the sensor an image is reconstructed using this Jacobian.
∆Ccurrent = JNOC∆εcurrent (8.1)
The image is added to an average of all the previous images, but shifted depending on
the position of the sensor head. εx,y indicates the change in permittivity at location
(x, y).
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∆εtotal = ∆εprevious + ∆εcurrent
∆εtotal =

ε1,1 ε1,2 ε1,3 01,4
ε2,1 ε2,2 ε2,3 02,4
ε3,1 ε3,2 ε3,3 03,4
 +

01,1 ε1,2 ε1,3 ε1,4
02,1 ε2,2 ε2,3 ε2,4
03,1 ε3,2 ε3,3 ε3,4

(8.2)
The shifting process can be seen in equation 8.2 where each image is padded with zeros
so the overall image remains the same size and added together. The image can either
be allowed to increase in size, which creates an overall image of the entire area that has
been scanned, or the image can be kept the same size, meaning that it is just showing
an average of the region below the sensor.
This method would be quicker as fewer calculations are required at each step but the
image quality could be worse as fewer measurements are used in each reconstruction.
8.2.2 Overlapping Computation
Another method would be to use all overlapping measurements to compute the permit-
tivity of the viewing region. This method is based on an existing temporal reconstruc-
tion method by Adler et al. [76] but has been modified to concatenate spatially rather
than temporally correlated frames. The method can be used in 2 different ways.
Complete Jacobian Reconstruction (CJR)
The first method would be to concatenate the Jacobians at every position of the sensor
head but shifted so that the overlapping voxels from positions matched in the Jacobian.
This would result in a recalculation of the entire permittivity distribution at each step
but would use the most up to date complete Jacobian for the reconstruction.
The following shows how the Jacobian of a 2x2 image with 3 measurements at each
time frame, increases in size and is populated with 0’s where images do not overlap
and therefore pixels are only calculated from some of the measurements. The indices
show (measurement number, X dimension, Y dimension) so j4,2,3 is the Jacobian value
of measurement 4 at position x = 2 and y = 3. The sensor moves 1 voxel in the Y
dimension at each step:
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JCJR =

j1,1,1 j1,1,2 j1,2,1 j1,2,2
j2,1,1 j2,1,2 j2,2,1 j2,2,2




j1,1,1 j1,1,2 01,1,3 j1,2,1 j1,2,2 01,2,3
j2,1,1 j2,1,2 02,1,3 j2,2,1 j2,2,2 02,2,3
j3,1,1 j3,1,2 03,1,3 j3,2,1 j3,2,2 03,2,3
04,1,1 j4,1,2 j4,1,3 04,2,1 j4,2,2 j4,2,3
05,1,1 j5,1,2 j5,1,3 05,2,1 j5,2,2 j5,2,3




j1,1,1 j1,1,2 01,1,3 01,1,4 j1,2,1 j1,2,2 01,2,3 01,2,4
j2,1,1 j2,1,2 02,1,3 02,1,4 j2,2,1 j2,2,2 02,2,3 02,2,4
j3,1,1 j3,1,2 03,1,3 03,1,4 j3,2,1 j3,2,2 03,2,3 03,2,4
04,1,1 j4,1,2 j4,1,3 04,1,4 04,2,1 j4,2,2 j4,2,3 04,2,4
05,1,1 j5,1,2 j5,1,3 05,1,4 05,2,1 j5,2,2 j5,2,3 05,2,4
06,1,1 j6,1,2 j6,1,3 06,1,4 06,2,1 06,2,2 j6,2,3 06,2,4
07,1,1 07,1,2 j7,1,3 j7,1,4 07,2,1 07,2,2 j7,2,3 j7,2,4
08,1,1 08,1,2 j8,1,3 j8,1,4 08,2,1 08,2,2 j8,2,3 j8,2,4
09,1,1 09,1,2 j9,1,3 j9,1,4 09,2,1 09,2,2 j9,2,3 j9,2,4

(8.3)
This method would be very computationally expensive and it can be seen how quickly
the size of the jacobian grows. Also there would be little point in reconstructing areas
which were no longer receiving new measurement data when the sensor has moved past.
This is shown in the last measurements in equation 8.3, where the latest measurements
7, 8 and 9, are not affecting any of the starting image voxels.
Sparse Jacobian Reconstruction (SJR)
The other method would be the same, concatenate the overlapping Jacobians from dif-
ferent positions and matching up the same voxels. But unlike the CJR method it would
remove voxel calculations which were not being affected by the latest measurements.
This makes the Jacobian larger than any NOC method but potentially far smaller than
the CJR method depending on the size of the imaging region and size of sensor position
changes.
This is shown in the following:
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JSJR =

j1,1,1 j1,1,2 j1,2,1 j1,2,2
j2,1,1 j2,1,2 j2,2,1 j2,2,2




j1,1,2 01,1,3 j1,2,2 01,2,3
j2,1,2 02,1,3 j2,2,2 02,2,3
j3,1,2 03,1,3 j3,2,2 03,2,3
j4,1,2 j4,1,3 j4,2,2 j4,2,3
j5,1,2 j5,1,3 j5,2,2 j5,2,3




01,1,3 01,1,4 01,2,3 01,2,4
02,1,3 02,1,4 02,2,3 02,2,4
03,1,3 03,1,4 03,2,3 03,2,4
j4,1,3 04,1,4 j4,2,3 04,2,4
j5,1,3 05,1,4 j5,2,3 05,2,4
j6,1,3 06,1,4 j6,2,3 06,2,4
j7,1,3 j7,1,4 j7,2,3 j7,2,4
j8,1,3 j8,1,4 j8,2,3 j8,2,4
j9,1,3 j9,1,4 j9,2,3 j9,2,4

(8.4)
This results in a far more sparse Jacobian to the point where some measurements are
no longer affecting the image reconstruction as the entire row is 0’s. These rows could
then be removed to improve computational time without degrading the reconstruction
of the viewing region directly below the sensor. It also means that the reconstruction
is only interested in what the latest measurements are looking at and therefore when
the sensor moves on, previous regions will be lost to the image. This cost comes with
benefits in computational efficiency.
8.3 Theoretical Testing
Simulations can be used to first assess the methods and see how they perform against
each other. Each method will use the exact same simulated measurement data so the
results will be easily comparable.
Simulation involves using DeTECT to work out ‘theoretical’ capacitance measurements
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for a given inclusion and then reconstructing the result using each of the implementa-
tions.
As the ‘theoretical’ capacitances will be made using the same simulation as the Jacobian,
the reconstructions will be much better than a real-life measurement would give. This
is becuase the Jacobian and capacitance are both calculated from the same electric field
simulation and therefore they are intrinsically linked. For this reason some noise will be
added to the simulated measurements and this will also allow comparison of how well
each method performs with noise.
As each scanning reconstruction method uses the same capacitance and Jacobian, the
differences in the results is comparable even though they are not representative of how
a real measurment would perform.
Each method, NOC, CJR and SJR was used to reconstruct the simulated data. The
same inclusion was used for each and for comparison a standard non-scanning recon-
struction has also been performed. The inclusion can be seen at multiple points on it’s





















































































Figure 8-1: Simulated inclusion shown at different points as it travels across the sensor.
Theoretical capacitances were simulated from the DeTECT model at each position of
the inclusion and 10% gaussian noise was added to each data measurement frame.
Figure 8-2 shows each type of scanning with the inclusion moving past the sensor head.
When no scanning method is used, the reconstruction is mainly going to occur directly
over the sensor, especially when the inclusion is further away. The ability to much
more accurately reconstruct the object with scanning becomes clear with the other
methods which all depict an inclusion in the expected location. As expected the CJR
method image becomes a lot larger as it is continuing to concantenate the Jacobians
and therefore reconstructing the entire image of every measurement point, including
the old original ones. This means it is wasting time computing a lot of extra space
each time which increases with each movement of the sensor head. Further analysis will
show how this is affecting the method.
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Non-Scanning NOC CJR SJR
Sensor Movement Sensor Movement Sensor Movement Sensor Movement
Figure 8-2: Result of image reconstruction for different methods using the simulated
inclusion in figure 8-1. Each image shows last reconstruction when inclusion is in it’s
final place and has passed the sensor. Black line shows the inclusion location.
Inclusion Movement (Voxels)















Figure 8-3: Computational time at each step of inclusion movement.
Some these methods produce a very similar result visually but it is important to consider
the magnitude of the reconstruction and computational time. Figure 8-3 shows how over
time the CJR method takes increasingly longer to compute each reconstruction. This
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is to be expected due to the size of the Jacobian increasing. Both the NOC and SJR
methods however are much faster with the NOC method slightly outperforming the SJR
method. This shows that averaging reconstruction images is faster than recomputing
the entire image. To differentiate further between the NOC and SJR method, the
magnitude of the reconstructions can be compared. A larger magnitude will indicate
that the reconstruction is stronger and more likely to find the inclusion with a poorer
capacitance signal.
Inclusion Movement (Voxels)





















Figure 8-4: Permittivity reconstruction average magnitude at each step of inclusion
movement.
As can be seen in figure 8-4 the SJR method finds a much larger average permittivity
value than the NOC method and it is even bigger than the CJR method which is using
more data for each reconcstruction. But as the CJR area is larger this is massively
affecting the average permittivity value taken across the entire area. This is a negative
for the method as it constantly looks at area which has long since passed whereas the
SJR only uses relevant data for the reconstruction. This shows that although it takes
slightly longer to compute, the SJR method could potentially reconstruct images better
in a real-world scenario when there is much more happening with the capacitance signal.
This will now be investigated.
8.4 Practical Testing
After the success of the theoretical testing, the methods will be tested with real data
to see if they still perform equally well. The experimental setup consisted of a wooden
cuboid suspended above the same sensor head used in theoretical testing. The wooden
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block was 1cm above the sensor head and measurements were taken with the block
at 5 consecutive positions. The positions were chosen in a single line such that the
experiment replicates a scenario where the sensor is moving under the block. The setup
can be seen in figure 8-5.
Figure 8-5: Experimental setup of wooden block used to test scanning methods in a
practical scenario.
The wooden block has a relative permittivity of ≈ 4 which was the same as the value
used in the theoretical testing for the inclusion simulated. The results from these
experiments will probably not be as good as the simulations from theoretical results as
there is more uneven noise in real measurements. The background of the experiment is
not uniform and this creates variations in the measured capacitance that the modelling
does not account for. The model also is simplified and doesn’t account for every effect
such as stray and coupling capacitance in the measuring equipment.
Figure 8-6 shows the practical testing results and each method seems to capture the
shape of the inclusion very well. The non-scanning method captures the object well
when it is over the central 2 positions but loses it completely in all other positions. The
scanning methods, as expected, build up a better and better shape with each position.
Looking at the non-scanning method, the left and right hand side of the block are well
reconstructed at position 2 and 3 respectively. At each of these positions however the
opposite side is not well reconstructed. But with the scanning methods, it can be seen
that in position 3, the left hand side of the block is reconstructed well alongside the
right hand side which creates a very good overall image reconstruction.
The time taken for each method was the same as in the theoretical testing but the
permittivity values are very different. Figure 8-7 shows these permittivity magnitudes
of each reconstruction image for the practical tests. They follow a very similar trend to
the magnitudes in the theoretical testing and as before the SJR method get the largest
values.
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Non-Scanning NOC CJR SJR
Sensor Movement Sensor Movement Sensor Movement Sensor Movement
Figure 8-6: Result of image reconstruction for different methods on wooden block shown
in figure 8-5. Black line shows inclusion position.
Inclusion Movement (Voxels)


























Figure 8-7: Permittivity reconstruction average magnitude at each step of inclusion
movement.
8.5 Large Area Scanning
The CJR method was the only one which created a ‘scanning’ effect by increasing the
size of the final permittivity distribution representing the complete size of the scanned165
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area. The NOC method could easily be altered to keep the original permittivity dis-
tribution even when the sensor has moved past, thus creating an image of the entire
scanned area. This will be referred to as ‘NOC-Scanning’.
The NOC method was not as good as the CJR method at reconstructing the inclusions
but it was far quicker and more efficient. CJR is too slow especially when the scnaning
area becomes big. Perhaps a combination of these 2 methods could be used to create a
more accurate image of a scanned area.
The idea would be to keep a complete permittivity image of the scanned area using a
similar method to the NOC concatenation to join together permittivity distributions.
A full CJR sensitivity distribution of all ‘scanned’ areas will also be kept but instead
of inefficiently reconstructing this each time, only a section of this will be used to
reconstruct a smaller permittivity distribution directly underneath the current position
of the sensor. This is then added to the total area permittivity distribution. This
method will be referred to as ‘CJR-Scanning’. This is similar to SJR but as you keep
the full CJR sensitivity distributions at all times it is possible to reuse old measurements
if an area is re-scanned again. Full visual explanation of this method can be seen in
figure 8-8.
8.5.1 Theoretical Testing
Large area scanning was tested theoretically by simulating capacitance measurements
of a sensor scanning across an area with various sized inclusions added. The sensor was
moved across the area in a methodical manner shown by the diagram in figure 8-9 and
3 inclusions were added in different shapes, sizes and locations.
10% gaussian noise was added to the measurements. These capacitance measurements
were then used with the ‘CJR-Scanning’ and ‘NOC-Scanning’ methods to produce 2
full permittivity distributions of the scanned area. These results can be seen in figure
8-10.
The results of theoretical large area scanning where so impressive with the CJR-
Scanning method with 10% noise that it was tried at 50% noise too also shown in
figure 8-10.
The CJR-Scanning is much better at detecting object shape and full volume as there are
more Jacobian values reconstructing objects. The NOC-Scanning however gives equal
weighting to the entire viewing region meaning that the overlapping reconstructions
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Figure 8-8: Explanation of how CJR large area scanning works.
essentially ‘pull apart’ inclusions by averaging a good reconstruction from the centre of
the inclusion with a bad reconstruction at the edge.
However the NOC-Scanning method is better at detecting inclusions on the fringe of
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Figure 8-9: Diagram of the position of inclusions and path of the sensor during scanning.
10% Noise
50% Noise
Figure 8-10: Simulation of inclusions across a large area and reconstruction using ‘NOC-
Scanning’ and ‘CJR-Scanning’. Black boxes show inclusion locations.
the viewing region shown by the long thin inclusion simulated on the edge. The NOC-
Scanning is able to discern this inclusion better than the CJR-Scanning method. This
will be because it treats these edge voxels in the same way as any other voxel. But the
CJR-Scanning method reconstructs the central voxels using many more measurements
than the edge voxels. For landmine detection this is not really a problem as the entire
area would be thoroughly scanned and inclusions would be better reconstructed by the
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CJR-Scanning method overall.
Position Error
In this theoretical testing the sensor movement over the area is perfectly lined up with
the reconstruction however in a real-life scenario it would be very hard to get completely
accurate position information for the sensor. This would mean that the measurement
taken by the sensor head does not line up perfectly with the reconstruction in the large
area permittivity distribution.
In order to investigate how position error affects the final large area reconstruction, the
same simulations as before were run both with and without position error on the sensor
head. Position error refers to the distance between the sensor head’s expected location
and actual location. No noise was added this time as then it would be hard to determine
if it was noise or position error that affected the results. Only ‘CJR-Scanning’ was used
to again reduce the number of variables. One simulation was run with no position error
to get a target image and then a simulation was run using up to 5 voxels of position
error at each measurement step. The value of position error was chosen randomly each
time, up to 5 voxels, so that the error wasn’t the same at each step.
Figure 8-11: Large area reconstructions with ‘CJR-Scanning’ for no position error (left)
and up to 5 voxels of position error (right). Black boxes show expected inclusion
locations.
Figure 8-11 shows the results of the position error testing. The left image shows the
results of ‘perfect’ scanning with no position error and all the inclusions are in their
expected locations and of the correct size. The right image shows the same reconstruc-
tions but with up to 5 voxels of position error. The position error appears to blur the
overall image and the inclusion locations are slightly off from the expected locations.
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This makes sense as the sensor head was in a different place when measuring to where
the reconstruction expected it to be. This means that reconstructed inclusions will be
slightly off. Also as the sensor head had random values of position error up to 5 voxels,
this would blur the images because the sensor head is always at different distances to
the boundaries of inclusions.
However the reconstructions with position error are still quite good considering the
distances used. In the simulations a voxel was the equivalent of a bit more than 14mm.
Therefore the maximum position error during the simulation was as high as 71mm.
And even with this large error, the reconstruction still shows 3 distinct objects, even if
they are slightly blurred together, and their rough locations and shapes. Any practical
testing should be able to contain position error to within 10mm with ease and therefore
it should not be something to worry about in the reconstructions.
8.6 Sandbox Scanning Testing
Practical testing of large area scanning was performed to replicate a landmine-like
scenario. A large sandbox was used as the background medium which is a common
environment for landmine detectorists [13]. A calculator was buried just below the
surface and again this is a good replica of a plastic landmine containing small amounts
of metal but mainly surrounded by plastic. This has a distinct permittivity difference
from the background but very small which will make it hard to detect.
Figure 8-12: Image of sandbox and measurement devices. Diagram of sandbox with
inclusion and the position and path of the sensor during scanning.
Figure 8-12 shows the setup of the sandbox scanning experiment. The sensor measured
capacitance at 15 different positions along it’s scanning path which can be seen in figure
8-13. The inclusion is directly underneath position 11.
Measurements were taken using each of the 6 sensor designs from Chapter 5 but recon-
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Figure 8-13: Image of sandbox and measurement devices. Diagram of sandbox with
inclusion and the position and path of the sensor during scanning.
structions with these did not produce good results. However combining the measure-
ments as a Combined Sensor and using this for the reconstruction was able to find the
calculator location although shape reconstruction was still poor.
Figure 8-14: Scanning reconstructions of sandbox. Location of buried calculator shown
by black box.
The result of NOC-Scanning vs CJR-Scanning can be seen in figure 8-14. The NOC-
Scanning method of averaging the individually reconstructed permittivity distributions
at all positions does not create any clear inclusion. The CJR-Scanning method however
finds and inclusion directly where the calculator is buried. Both methods have some
noise around the edges but this could de due to the sandbox edge which is made of
plastic and therefore has a distinct permittivity difference from the sand. The modelling
assumes no such boundary but instead uses a uniform background for the simulation of
the jacobian.
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8.7 Conclusion
The use of temporal image reconstruction for other applications was seen as something
which could be used in landmine detection. However the methods used in other appli-
cations differed in that the sensors were static and the viewing reion changed. This was
the opposite for landmines so a new scanning strategy was developed out of existing
methods.
A few different strategies were attempted. Simple averaging of permittivity distribu-
tions was shown to be ineffective. Completely reconstructing the entire region when
measuring new data was good but computationally inefficient. However it was rede-
veloped to remove redundant calculations and improve imaging of the viewing region.
This was shown with real data against regular reconstruction methods.
Large area scanning methods were also developed which could produce permittivity
distributions of viewing regions far bigger than the sensor head by combining recon-
structions as the sensor moved. This was shown in theory to produce good results and
in practice in a sandbox environment one method was able to roughly locate a buried
inclusion similar to a landmine.
In order for this method to work automatically the sensor location data would need
to be recorded in some way and fed directly to the reconstruction operation. This has
been shown to be done with other detection technologies in the field [138]. This would
then hopefully lead to the costruction of a portable ECT sensor for landmine detection
that can be used for field testing.
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9.1 Summary
This thesis focused on taking an existing technology, ECT, and developing it further so
that it could be used for the critical application of landmine detection. A specialised
form of ECT using planar array sensors was required for this application which further
complicated the problem due to the problems which arise when the electrodes are all
in the same plane.
At the very start of the PhD work, in order to learn how ECT was implemented, a
custom set of functions and scripts were developed in MATLAB which could perform
the simulations and reconstructions required for ECT imaging. This became the toolbox
now known as DeTECT which was introduced in Chapter 4. Throughout the PhD, the
toolbox has been extended to incorporate the many different requirements of ECT for
landmine detection.
The initial approach of improving planar array ECT imaging focused on whether or
not gains could be made by optimising the sensor electrode array which physically
measured the capacitance. A literature review of previous work, in Chapter 2, showed
little had been done to find an optimal design and so this was attempted first through
theoretical simulations and then by building 5 new sensor designs, in Chapter 5. These
new designs were compared to the simple grid-like array design most commonly used.
Some of the designs did show improvements in depth and location detection but the
gains were small. Having these 5 new designs however led to the potential of using all
simultaneously to reconstruct the viewing region and this showed a great improvement
in overall reconstruction. This new method was called the Combined Sensor, due to
using a combination of other sensor designs. This concept was introduced in Chapter
5, Section 5.4. When imaging in air and higher permittivity sand it was able to smooth
out noisy data from individual sensor measurements and produce clearer images on
inclusions location.
Following on from this hardware approach to ECT improvement, a software approach
was taken. In the DeTECT toolbox there are many different image reconstruction al-
gorithms implemented which have different benefits and also limitations. Throughout
the PhD these algorithms have been used essentially in a ‘black-box’ approach, where
reconstruction parameters are selected and the results analysed, but the algorithm it-
self is not modified or developed. These reconstruction parameters are therefore very
important and work was undertaken to select these automatically. This involved us-
ing a GA to find a relationship between parameters and capacitance measurement data.
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With these relationships, parameters could be automatically selected before reconstruc-
tion with the incoming capacitance measurement data. The results shown in Chapter 6
were good and the newly developed automatic parameter selection algorithm was able
to effectively select parameters with no manual work required from an operator.
So far all measurements taken used a 12-channel ECT measurement device which per-
formed its task well but was very limited to what it could do. In order to therefore
pursue many more future experiments it was desired to use an IA which had far greater
measurement capabilities, especially frequency difference measurements. But this de-
vice only had 1 channel, so an electronic switch was designed which could connect the
IA to 12+ electrodes and perform ECT switching strategies. Using this device new
Combined Sensor strategies were implemented which showed how a Combined Sensor
could work. Experimental testing in Chapter 7, Section 7.7 showed that Combined
Sensing strategy was indeed better than normal sensing. A new larger sensor with
32 electrodes was theorised and tested in simulation to show how increasing electrode
count for the Combined Sensor could improve reconstructions.
The final investigation was based on previous work using temporal image reconstruction
[76]. This involved using neighbouring data frames in time to reconstruct the current
image. In these applications however the sensor was always static and the viewing
region changed, but for landmine detection it would be the opposite. Therefore the
method was redeveloped specifically for a scanning type movement of the sensor over
a large area. Initial small scale scanning tests in Chapter 8, Section 8.3 showed that
this method worked really well and inclusions became much sharper when reconstructed
from multiple measurements. Moving this to a much larger area, in Section 8.5, also
proved useful and a large area image could be reconstructed using a small sensor head.
Referring back to the initial objectives in Chapter 1, Section 1.2, the conclusion is that
these have all been met. Objective 1 has been completed the work on sensor head design,
Chapter 5 especially with the Combined Sensor. Objective 2 was achieved through the
work in Chapter 6 by developing a simpler image reconstruction technique. Objective 3
is the most important for landmine detection specifically and this has been accomplished
by creating the ECT Switch, Chapter 7, which allowed for the implementation of the
Combined Sensor and Complex ECT.
All together, new sensor head designs which measure data with a more versatile device
and use a scanning method to build up large images, automatically reconstructed with
optimal parameters, will bring forward the potential to use ECT in the future for
landmine detection.
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It should also be noted that although the main focus of this work was landmine de-
tection, a lot of the advancement and improvements made to ECT can be applied in
many other areas. Image reconstruction parameter selection is something which is very
widely applicable and the new planar array sensor designs and strategies could be used
for other single-sided imaging problems.
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9.2 Future Work
This thesis was the first step towards making ECT a feasible technology in the detection
of landmines. Previously little had been done to explore the potential of this technology
for this application. With this said, it must be made clear that there is still a long way
to go for ECT to be effectively used in the aid of landmine detection.
Firstly dedicated devices need to be manufactured to allow for more portability of ECT
measurement systems in the field. This could be in the form of robots carrying the
measurement equipment out into the field and a lot of research has been done with
autonomous vehicles for this purpose [139] [140] [141] [142]. Secondly, larger sensors
should be investigated so that depth detection is increased and the sensor can more
reliably move over the ground without small variations in distance affecting reconstruc-
tion. With a bigger sensor it should be less sensitive to ground undulation and operator
movement. Finally, the reconstruction of ECT images should be investigated further to
see what other improvements can be made. The work in this thesis focused on using
exisiting algorithms and improving how they are used. But instead maybe specialist
algorithms could be developed for this 3D planar array reconstruction problem which
are much more effective than exisiting techniques. This could focus on the sensitivity
distributions of planar array ECT which is not consistent with distance to the sensor.
The use of an IA for measurement data has allowed a lot more than just capacitance
to be measured. By measuring phase changes and impedance, it might be possible
to improve image reconstruction in viewing regions which have a higher background
conductivity. Currently this is very hard, especially for landmine detection, where wet
ground degrades the quality of the measurements. Future work could focus on this
and potentially ECT could become a technology used when other landmine detection
methods fail due to the conductive ground.
The DeTECT toolbox is a very useful software package for planar array ECT research
but in it’s current state it is not ready to be released for wider audience use. This
could, however, be easily developed and is something which might happen in the near
future. It is also currently aimed at planar array and ECT applications but due to the
modularity of the design it can be further developed to perform 2D tomography using
many forms of input measurement. This would require expansion of the simulation
for other technologies, but the main functionality has been designed such that new
functions can be added and used with pre-existing ones.
The first steps that should be taken are to put all this work together and create a
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system which is capable of field testing. This would require a real-time measurement
and computation system which is portable and efficient. Using this would allow for
testing of the Combined Sensor, APS and other developments of this thesis, in a real-
life scenario. This is the best continuation of this work which would take the biggest
leap to using this technology in the future.
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